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ABSTRACT 

 

 

 

 

Pre contract master programme can be valuable project planning tool that 

allows the contractor to schedule the time and resources efficiently to ensure timely 

completion of project and avoid the schedule overrun or delay. Due to project 

complexity in high rise building project, improper project planning and inadequate 

experience will leads to the schedule delay. Hence, construction planners who are main 

carriers of knowledge of the subject matters dealt with planning and scheduling are 

responsible to provide a comprehensive master programme in pre-contract stage. 

However, challenges faced by planners in the preparation due to different competency 

level. With regard to this issue, the objectives of this research were to identify the key 

challenges faced by planners, and the influences of the planner competency and skill 

in the pre-contract master programme preparation in high rise building project. The 

multiple case studies approach adopted and face-to-face interviews were conducted. 

The planner and the person who implement the programme are invited, which are the 

project manager and engineer. Data were analysed using single case and cross-case 

analysis method. The finding from this study reveals that there are many key 

challenges happen in master programme preparation such as lack of information, 

limited time constraint and insufficient knowledge and experience in building design. 

However, skills on their own, including their applications, make an effective people 

planner. Behaviours drive outcomes. Good behaviours for each skill applied by 

planner make them truly effective in gaining knowledge throughout their career, 

accumulating their working experience to face the challenges. In conclusion, to 

become a competent planner, good behaviour and working attitude new during their 

works, and accumulate all the knowledge as their working experience. 
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ABSTRAK 

 

 

 

 

Program Perancangan kerja dalam peringkat pra kontrak boleh dijadikan 

sebagai alat perancangan yang berguna kerana ia membolehkan kontraktor untuk 

menguruskan masa dan sumber secara efisien untuk memastikan projek lengkap dalam 

masa tertentu dan mengelakkan daripada kelewatan. Perancangan projek yang salah 

dan pengalaman tidak mencukupi akan berlaku. Oleh itu, perancang pembinaan 

merupakan pembawa utama pengetahuan tentang perancangan dan penjadualan 

bertanggungjawab menyediakan perancangan kerja yang komprehensif dalam 

peringkat pra-kontrak., tetapi cabaran dihadapi oleh perancang disebabkan tahap 

kecekapan yang berbeza. Berhubung dengan isu ini, objektif kajian ini adalah untuk 

mengenalpasti cabaran utama yang dihadapi oleh perancang, dan pengaruh kecekapan 

dan kemahirannya dalam penyediaan program induk pra-kontrak dalam projek 

bangunan bertingkat tinggi. Pendekatan kajian kes berganda dan temu duga dilakukan. 

Perancang dan pengurus projek dan jurutera yang mengaplikasikan jadual dijemput. 

Kaedah tunggal dan analisis silang digunakan untuk menganalisiskan data. Dapatan 

kajian menunjukkan bahawa banyak cabaran utama berlaku dalam penyediaan seperti 

kekurangan maklumat, kekangan masa dan pengalaman yang tidak mencukupi dalam 

reka bentuk bangunan. Walau bagaimanapun, kemahiran sendiri, termasuk aplikasi 

mereka, menjadikan perancang sebagai orang yang berkesan. Kelakuan memandu 

hasil. Tingkah laku yang baik diaplikasikan oleh perancang menjadikannya berkesan 

dalam memperoleh pengetahuan sepanjang kerjaya dan mengumpul pengalaman kerja 

untuk menghadapi cabaran. Kesimpulannya, tingkah laku dan sikap kerja yang positif 

dalam kerja, dan mengumpul pengetahuan sebagai pengalaman kerja amat 

dititikberatkan untuk menjadi seorang perancang yang kompeten.  
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CHAPTER 1 

 

 

 

 

INTRODUCTION 

 

 

 

 

1.1 Introduction 

 

 

This chapter discussed the background information about the importance of the 

study and the problem issues existing regarding the research topic. This chapter also 

identified the research question, the research aims and objectives for this study, 

continuing with the scope of the study, the significance of the study, and research 

methodology. Lastly, whole research structure organization provided in this chapter. 

 

 

 

 

1.2 Background of Study 

 

 

Referring to recommended report statement made by Malaysia Productivity 

Corporation (2016), it realized that construction industry strongly effects and give rise to 

other industries development, including but not limited to manufacturing, agriculture, 

financial and professional services. Hence, the realization of the importance of its 

independence and spill over impact results in the continuous improvement in construction 
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sector’s development. Although the contribution of the construction sector to GDP is 

smaller than other industries from year to year, construction sector remained a significant 

position in creating employment and economic opportunities due to its strong connection 

and linkage to other industries. Meanwhile, the jobs performing in gaining latest and 

updated income sources for people in Malaysia’s society either skilled or unskilled people. 

Moreover, the construction industry is a complex industry that comprises of various 

types and quantity of professions, occupations and organizations. As an example, 

construction involving multi-disciplinary parties such as the owners, architects, 

engineers, consultants, contractors and so on. This lead to the complications and 

complexity to distribute quality construction projects. In brief, it illustrates the 

importance of managing, planning and controlling the construction projects in terms 

of good quality and efficiency. 

 

 

According to Fisk & Reynolds (2013), a construction project is defined as “a 

temporary endeavour that undertaken to create a unique product, service, or result”. 

Therefore, to achieve successfulness and smoothness in a construction project, 

accurate and proper project planning in all aspects is essential and necessary. As well 

as project planning plays one of the key role and contributions in achieving successful 

project in which the construction project management is necessary and essential. 

Project planning acts as a foundation for covering various types of activities including 

scheduling, estimating, controlling quality and resource and others. Furthermore, 

project planning as the process that is executed to comply with the scope and 

implemented with various actions and activities to achieve the goal and objectives of 

the project. Project planning should be started before the actual construction 

scheduling work start (Fisk & Reynolds, 2013).  Hence, good planning can help to 

smoothen the construction processes from the initial process, procurement of critical 

activities, until the timely completion of the construction project.  

 

 

Moreover, with development in size, construction technology and complexity 

of the project, adequate and proper project planning and scheduling are much more 

vital and significant. Due to the unique characteristics as well as larger changes and 

variation in construction, construction project types are categorized into several sub-
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sectors and types, simply in four categories: residential, building commercial, 

infrastructure and heavy highway and industrial construction. And these various types 

of construction are under two main area which is high-rise and low-rise building. The 

construction characteristics are further explained in details in the literature review. 

Simply to say, high rise building is higher storey height of the building compared to 

the low-rise building as it increases the complexity and construction technology of the 

project and better planning and scheduling is required (Abd-Wahab & Sairi, 2015). 

 

 

There is one question here, as who can do planning work for different types of 

the construction projects? Generally, all personnel involved in construction projects 

should plan the work that they are responsible and reflect their own requirements. As 

Baldwin and Bordoli (2014) stated that planning goes through different parts of the 

organization and at all levels within in the construction projects with the contractor’s 

company such as estimator, project manager, construction manager, construction and 

so on. However, in the current industry, a specialized personnel have performed the 

job in which concerned with the overall project work programme which is project 

planner. They involved in planning and scheduling work in every planning 

construction stage, such as pre-construction stage, construction stage and post 

construction stage. These three stages are strongly engaged in the planner 

competencies and skills where the planner is a personnel that concern overall project 

programme and processes. For example, preparation of master programmes or master 

schedule in pre-contract planning stage and preparation of the work programmes in 

contract stage until project completion (Clough, 2015). 

 

 

In brief, the planning and scheduling in preparation of a master schedule for 

high rise building project commonly depend on the characteristic of the project, size 

of the project, knowledge and level of user as well as the level of detail information 

required to monitor the project. 
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1.3 Problem Statement 

 

 

Malaysian Construction is a high-risk competitive economic business in which 

completion of construction projects within the stipulated budget, time frame duration, 

and expected quality performance expectations is necessary and increasingly 

significant(Senoucia, 2016). In fact, the construction process is facing a lot of changes 

and variance over the world where poorly management on these changes may have 

negative impacts on costly time performance. Due to this issue, construction projects 

often characterized by time overrun especially in developing countries (Sweis & G.J., 

2013). In practice, the issue of time overrun in construction is expected to continue 

and unsolved until better management actions are taken to control these causes within 

the planned element of the design and construction works. Without the proper planning, 

the construction company may suffer losses from the project due to the project time 

schedule overrun, especially for the high-rise building construction project that 

comprises of multi-storey of building height. (Harrison & Lock, 2017) These type of 

projects have a larger impact on cost and also longer duration for completion. Works 

by Hoseini and Erfan (2015) has shown that some most important causes for schedule 

overrun and construction delay such like poor site management, and inadequate 

experience and ‘poor project planning’ is one of the most common factors of project 

delays. Other than that, refer to Harrison and Lock (2017), project work can be delayed 

subject to the poor planning and the arrangement in the schedule. The master 

programme act as one of the project planning and monitoring tool will help in the 

project team to ensure the activities will proceed smoothly and successfully by 

providing resources in the right place at the right time.   

 

  

In the construction contracts, time of completion is also one of the most 

important aspects of the project as the client has their own need and specific 

requirement for the completion of the project on a specific date. Due to the client’s 

specific requirement, schedule of the construction work is necessarily included in most 

contracts to fulfil the client’s requirement. (Clough, 2015; Hinze, 2011)  It means that 

all of the construction companies are required to planning and schedule before starting 

the project so that construction work proceed smoothly. 
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According to Senoucia (2016), large size and long-duration projects had 

significantly higher cost and schedule overruns than smaller size and short-duration 

ones. This is because these types of projects necessarily have more complex services, 

security, vertical circulation systems and construction logistics as high-rise building 

projects fulfil these all requirements if compared to low-rise buildings. This thus 

requires a high standard of pre-planning and project control in high rise building 

project to achieve the project success. Based on The Chartered Institute of Building’s 

report (2014), the performance of 60 high rise buildings projects included in the survey 

was not good in general. Only a third were completed on or before the completion date, 

13% were completed between three and six months late while 18% were completed 

more than six months after their completion date. This thus requires a high demand 

and needs of pre-planning and project control if completion of the project on time is 

to be achieved. If a project is not properly planned, there might be lack of 

understanding of project charter or scope and there may be lack of contingency plans 

to control possible problems (Hoseini & Erfan, 2015).  

 

 

In brief, proper pre-planning work is the most effective method for improving 

time performance in construction projects (Chowdeswari & Chandra, 2017). Adequate 

planning can be due to the project team member patience and cooperation. 

Construction planner should put more effort into providing a comprehensive master 

plan. This is because they are main carriers of knowledge of the subject matters dealt 

with planning processes.  

 

 

However, a lot of challenges had happened in the planning processes of master 

programme.  Hence, this study identified the key challenges faced in planning works 

of providing adequate master programme and the relationship between competency 

and skill of the planner so that the problem issues about time overrun can be resolved. 

By improving the level of understanding about key challenges happen in a construction 

site and identified the planner’s potential,  the goal of timely project completion can 

be achieved (Senoucia, 2016). 
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1.4 Research Questions  

 

 

From the studies, the following questions had been raised:  

 

 

1. What are the key challenges faced by construction planner in 

preparation for pre-contract master programmes in high rise building 

projects? 

 

 

2. Is that the construction planner competency and skills influence the 

preparation of pre-contract master programmes in high rise building 

projects?  

 

 

 

 

1.5 Research Aim 

 

 

The aim of this study is to explore the importance of the planner’s 

competencies in the construction projects as well as the quality of work in planning 

and scheduling work performance, especially in the early stage strongly affects and 

decided the whole project completion on time or delay.  
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1.6 Research Objectives 

 

 

As referred to issue raised above, the objectives of the research are as follows: 

 

 

1. To identify the key challenges faced by construction planner in 

preparation for pre-contract master programmes in high rise building 

projects. 

 

 

2. To identify the influences of construction planner competency and 

skills in preparation for pre-contract master programmes in high rise 

building projects. 

 

 

 

 

1.7 Scope of Research 

 

 

The scope of this study looking into: 

 

 

1. The master programmes preparation in pre-contract stage of the 

construction project; 

 

 

2. Determining the planner’s performance in planning and scheduling 

work by his competency and skill in facing the challenges in 

preparation for master programmes; 
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3. The high-rise building project that is awarded to Contractors Company 

with Grade 7 as a requirement under registration of CIDB in Malaysia 

as these types of project always had high complexity and higher storey 

height and it leads to more challenges will issue and happen during 

every construction stage; 

 

 

4. The main respondents focus on the construction planner or scheduler 

or planning engineer who involved in the construction project. Then, 

another respondent to give identification of competency and skills that 

needed by the planner in the preparation of planning and scheduling 

work for high-rise building project. Therefore, another respondent 

focus on the person in-charge who supervise or implement the master 

programme in construction sites such as project manager and site 

engineers.  

 

 

5. The case study location focus on the Kuala Lumpur area due to a lot of 

development of the high rise building.  

 

 

 

 

1.8 Significance of Research 

 

 

From this research, all construction personnel that involved in construction 

projects will obtain the major benefits. First, this research will increase the awareness 

of construction participants especially the management team such as project manager 

and construction manager by realising the weakness and key challenges in preparation 

of master programmes and try the best to improve and solve the problem or issue for 

better project performance in term of time, quality and cost. Moreover, the 

management team will realize the importance of planning and scheduling work in the 

early stage as well as the essentiality of the construction planner. Without construction 
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planner to perform their job in planning and scheduling work, they would not be able 

to estimate the work schedule and go through decision-making stage or it may 

probably lead to the failure to proceed real construction work in the site timely.  

 

 

The required experience, knowledge and skills for construction planner in 

construction project had been identified and analysed.  By comparing the competency 

and skills that obtained from different construction planner that involved in the 

different project, it is useful to act as a guideline for them to improve project 

performance in term of time, quality and cost.  

 

 

Lastly, these research findings may offer a significant contribution to industry 

player and put more efforts to enhance the performance of the construction industry. 

 

 

 

 

1.9 Research Methodology 

 

 

Research methodology is generally listing out the research design, strategy, 

and its flow of processes.  According to Zaki (2017), the methodology of the study is 

used to achieve the objectives of the study in an acceptable manner by developing the 

strategic plan for the aim of support to the problem statement. According to Pandey 

and Pandey (2015), the research strategies involved are qualitative, quantitative and 

mixed strategy design that will be divided into specific approach and direction for 

methodology procedures. The qualitative strategy or philosophy was adopted for this 

study and the case study approach will be applied by using semi-structured interview 

techniques and is further explained in Chapter 3 and Chapter 4. To ensure achievement 

of research objectives, the methodology of the study summarized and outlined in the 

diagram as shown in Figure 1.1:  
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Figure 1.1 Flow chart of the Research Study 
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1.10 Chapter Organization 

  

 

The chapter organization in this study is shown as below: 

 

 

Chapter 1 is the introduction. This chapter provides a general view and 

information for the research proposal to describe the planner competency and skill in 

planning and scheduling the master programmes in pre-contract stage in high rise 

building project and also elaborating the facts about improper planning and scheduling 

lead to poor time performance in the project as construction delay and time overrun 

always occurred. The research topic, the background of the study, problem statement, 

research aims and objectives, the scope of the study, the significance of the study, a 

brief description of research methodology and lastly simple organization of all 

chapters are stated. 

 

 

Chapter 2 is the literature review.  All the concept and literature related to the 

research topic are stated, including the nature of construction industry, construction 

sector, building storey, project characteristics, project participants, project life cycle, 

procurement, pre-construction planning process and related techniques, especially for 

master programmes preparation, and challenges faced in this stage, and also the roles 

and responsibilities of construction planner, its importance in construction project , the 

related competencies, knowledge and skills. 

 

 

Chapter 3 is research methodology. The process flow of the methodology for 

this study will be clearly stated including the identification of issues statement, 

literature review, research design and strategy, approach and instruments that used in 

data collection, data analysis and conclusion and recommendation. In this study, case 

study approach method used while semi-structured interview instruments applied to 

achieve the research objectives.  
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Chapter 4 is data analysis. All the data are analysed to fulfil the study objectives 

and the findings will come out as a primary data. The main data is the key challenges 

faced by construction planner and the influence of their competency and skill in pre-

contract master programme preparation in high rise building project. 

 

 

Chapter 5 is the conclusion and recommendations.  Finally, the results are 

summarized based on the objectives and the limitations and recommendations for 

future research are identified in this chapter.  

 

 

 

 

1.11 Summary of Chapter 

 

 

This chapter is the guideline for the research study in which the background 

and problem issues, the scope and significance of this research in handling problem 

and achieve the research objectives. In short, this chapter will become baseline to 

continue further chapters. In brief, the importance of pre-contract planning by 

construction planner in master programmes preparation for high rise building project 

has been thoroughly discussed. Through various studies, it has been realised that 

majority of the construction projects face the challenges in planning and scheduling 

thus lead to the poor performance in planning, and directly affect the performance of 

the project in term of time, quality and cost. By taking this into account, this research 

identified the key challenges faced by the planner in pre-contract master programmes 

preparation in high rise projects. In addition, the concerns undertook to identify the 

influences of planner competency and skills in pre-contract master programmes 

preparation in high rise building projects. In conjunction to that, this study is expected 

to give relevant guidelines to the construction parties especially the planner about their 

key issues that affect their work in order to improve understanding about how their 

competencies and skills affect their works so that they can improve job performance 

to improving overall project performance. 
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LITERATURE REVIEW 

 

 

 

 

2.1  Introduction 

 

 

This chapter presents a discussion on the literature body and finalizes with the 

summary of the chapter. Initially, a detailed introduction and the theories will be 

proposed to explain the construction project management in high-rise construction 

project that covered planning and scheduling work. Although the literature covers a 

wide variety of such theories, the review will deeply and specifically focus on a main 

themes of the research which emerge repeatedly throughout the literature reviewed, as 

the preparation of the master programmes in pre-contract planning stage for high-rise 

building projects and the construction planner competencies in performing their job in 

master programmes preparation in pre-contract planning stage. 
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2.2 Construction Industry 

 

 

The construction industry is significantly contributed to the production of the 

building. The inefficient construction industry will be difficult for a country to attain 

sustainable development. Construction starts with planning, design, and financing and 

continues until the project is built and ready for use. Construction project concentrate 

in term of time, cost, quality, resources, problems and solution.  This put pressure on 

project participants as they need to fulfil the achievement of the completion of a time 

frame and budget and at the same time achieve a quality standard. Otherwise, the 

distinctiveness and individuality of construction project that relies heavily on the 

project site and location, the project design and construction method, the procurement 

of construction contract, the arrangement and linkage between the project participants 

increase the pressure of planning construction work (Bodicha & Haro, 2015).  

 

 

Due to the various types and sizes of the projects and discrepancy of the 

construction professionals, the variance always occurs in construction. In this case, the 

complexities of the interrelationships created in construction projects between all 

participants (Cooke & Williams, 2013). Thus, planning and scheduling are required 

due to the different types of construction projects that comprise different procurement 

approach, contracts and finance for the constructed facility. To achieve efficiency and 

effectiveness of planning, scheduling and control of construction projects, the 

application of systematic and functional process and methods are necessary to ensure 

targeted project outcomes achieved for all parties including client, contractor and all 

others. Without a planned programme, exercising control cannot be functional. 

Successful projects will also not create.  

 

 

In short, the project schedule is important in construction. Everyone should 

speed up and discover its own challenges and improve. And no one can effectively 

plan and control a construction project without understanding the methodologies of 

the construction as planner contributed major responsibilities in this aspect (Cooke & 

Williams, 2013). 
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2.2.1   Construction Sector 

 

 

Construction is mainly classified into 4 sub-sectors, which are civil engineering, 

specialised trade activities, residential and non-residential construction, each with own 

characteristics (Department of Statistics Malaysia, 2014) : 

 

 

 

 

2.2.1.1 Civil Engineering Construction  

 

 

Most of the civil engineering projects are publicly owned and therefore 

financed either through bonds or taxes. This category of construction is characterized 

by a high degree of mechanization, which has gradually replaced some labour-

intensive operations. The engineers and builders engaged in infrastructure construction 

are usually highly specialized since each segment of the market requires different types 

of skills (Cooke, 2015). 

 

 

Based on MSIC, it generally comprises of general construction for civil 

engineering projects that are as the following:  

 

 

 Road and railways construction. Related construction of the roadways such as 

motorway and pedestrian ways, surface work on highways and tunnels for 

bridges and tunnels are including in this category. 

 

 

 Utility projects construction. Construction of distribution lines and related 

building structures are including in this group. 
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 Construction of other civil engineering projects. Industrial facilities, except 

buildings, construction of harbour and dams, dredging of waterways or 

construction work other than buildings can categorize into this group. 

 

 

 

 

2.2.1.2 Specialized Trade Construction  

 

 

This division involved the construction of parts of buildings and civil 

engineering work without responsibility for the entire project. It is usually specialized 

in one aspect common to different structures and specialized skills are necessary, such 

as pile-driving, foundation work, concrete work, and bricklaying. Also included 

building finishing and completion activities. Mostly, this types of activities are covered 

under a subcontract which means the client will appoint a profession to construct a 

project such as the main contractor and the main contractor will proceed the find the 

specialist to proceed different types of work. However, in repair construction, it is a 

client of the property or the building will do these activities directly without hiring any 

main contractor and sub-contractor. The specialized trade activities simply divided 

into a few group as the following: 

 

 

 Demolition work. Preparation of a site for further activities such as demolish 

existing building structures is covered in this group. 

 

 

 Electrical, plumbing and other piping installation work. This group includes 

the installation activities to support the building function as such, heat and air-

conditioning systems. 
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 Building completion and finishing. This group includes application in 

buildings or interior and exterior finishing of the construction such as 

plastering; interior ceilings completion; any fitting activities such as doors and 

windows in buildings; painting; cleaning of buildings. 

 

 

 Other specialized construction work. Construction activities that requiring 

specialized skill or equipment are categorized into this group for instance 

subsurface work, pool construction and renting of cranes with the operator.  

 

 

 

 

2.2.1.3 Residential Building Construction 

 

 

Residential construction mostly includes the construction of entire dwellings 

such as house and apartments. There are also other types of buildings such as single-

family houses as a bungalow, multi-family buildings as terrace, condominiums, 

including high rise buildings. In general, architects and engineer take part in design 

and contractors will appoint subcontractors to proceed building activities including 

structural, architectural, mechanical, electrical, and others. Due to the influence of 

residential housing market in general economic development, tax laws, and 

government policies in term of monetary and fiscal, a slight increase in the demand 

and directly improve the investment in construction in a different location, by a 

different developer. In short, construction market business is highly competitive and 

potentially high risks (Walker, 2015). 
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2.2.1.4 Non-residential Building Construction  

 

 

These sub-sector consist of the construction of office and commercial buildings, 

stores and other public and utility buildings, farm buildings. For instance, buildings 

for industrial production; building for educational and health like hospital and schools;  

building for business and basic facilities as hotels, stores, shopping malls, restaurants; 

airport buildings; indoor sports facilities; parking garages; warehouses and so on. It 

generally considered high rise buildings. 

 

 

For example listed before, the non-residential building is generally represented 

as a commercial building comprises of a various kind of project types and sizes. To 

ensure the success of the project, client or developer of buildings will choose a better 

professional consultant and plan the financial facilities themselves although they are 

not familiar with construction industry practices. Almost same as residential building, 

there are specialist architects and engineers needed to design a specific type of building 

and contractors executed the construction work with the hiring of subcontractors. By 

compared to a residential building, commercial building market segment is shared by 

a fewer competitor due to the higher cost and sophistication of commercial buildings. 

These type of building is undertaking a long time duration to process until project 

completion, thus the lower demand compared to residential building in general 

economic condition (Walker, 2015). 

 

 

 

 

2.2.2 Construction Building Storey Level 

 

 

Buildings are often classified as low-rise, mid-rise and high-rise according to 

how many levels they contain, but these categories are not well-defined. The height of 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/High-rise
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each building storey is normally based on the ceiling height of the rooms plus the 

thickness of the floors between each pane. Generally, this is around 10 feet (3 m) total.  

 

 

There is no universally accepted height requirement for a building to be 

considered a low-rise. Thus, a low-rise is simply defined as a building that is only a 

few stories tall or any building that is shorter than a high-rise through the mid-rise 

building. While Emporis Standard defines a low-rise as "an enclosed structure below 

35 meters (115 feet) which is divided into regular floor levels (Emporis, 2009). Low-

rise buildings sometimes offer more privacy and negotiability of rent and utilities than 

high-rise building, although they may less flexibility with leases. In short, low –rise 

building as a building below 4 stories.  

 

 

The city of Toronto defines a mid-rise as a building between 4 and up to a 

maximum mid-rise height of 11 stories (35 meters) (Freedman, 2009; Touchie et 

al.,2013)  Mid-rise buildings are the ‘in between’ scale of the building, they are bigger 

than houses but smaller than towers. Mid-rise buildings have a good scale and 

relationship to the street. Typically, mid-rise buildings are designed to maintain a 

minimum of 5 hours of sunlight on the street. And they are designed to protect low-

scale neighbourhoods behind them.  

 

 

 

Figure 2.1 Building storey (Freedman, 2009)  

 

 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ceiling
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Room_(architecture)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Floor
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A high-rise building is distinguished from other tall structures by following the 

guidelines which are it must be divided into multiple levels of at least 2 meters height. 

It is a tall building structure. Buildings that consist of storey height between 23m to 

150m are considered as high-rises. If taller than 150 m, it is considered as skyscrapers. 

Basically, the average height for the one-floor level is around 4 m high. Such an 

example, one tall building that had 24m high storey height will constitute six level 

floors. Although there is no reliable and precise definition of ‘high rise’, however 

many bodies have tried to define what 'high-rise' means. The New Shorter Oxford 

English Dictionary defines a high-rise as "a building having many stories". Most 

building engineers, architects and similar professions define a high-rise as a building 

that's at least 75 feet (23 m) (Jihad, 2012; Ramteke & Devda, 2016). Different building 

codes define the high-rise building in terms of storey level and height, as follow:  

 

 

Table 2.1 Standard defines high rise building (Ramteke & Devda, 2016) 

  

Standard and Regulation Definition of High Rise Building 

Emporis standards 

 

A multi-story structure between 35-100 

meters tall, or a building of unknown height 

from 12-39 floors is termed as a high rise. 

Building code of Hyderabad, India A high-rise building is one with four floors 

or 15 meters or more in height. 

National Building Code (Part 4) - Fire and 

Life Safety 

All buildings 15m and above in height shall 

be considered as high rise buildings 

The International Conference on Fire Safety Any structure where the height can have a 

serious impact on evacuation 

Massachusetts, United States General Laws A high-rise is higher than 70 feet (21 m) 

Uniform Building Codes 

 

It is considered as a high-rise building when 

it has floors level more than 75 feet above 

the lowest level of fire department access. 

 

 

In conclusion, Emporis Standards Committee which is one of the world’s 

largest property resources around the world is defined high rise building as multi-

stories structure more than 35 meters in height that is divided into occupied levels 

evenly. In Malaysia, there is no building code or standard stated that the classification 

of the building storey and height. By following the international standard, the building 

of unknown height from 12-floor levels and above considered as a high rise building. 

The twelve-floor as a high rise limit is still used in Malaysia belonging to The Emporis 
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Network because the height information on smaller buildings is still not readily 

available in general. Mostly, a city is considered to have a satisfactory listing of high-

rise buildings when all buildings are counted (Jihad, 2012; Ramteke & Devda, 2016). 

 

 

In Malaysia, construction building as a property can be separated into two 

categories, which are high-rise and landed. Landed property basically refers to low rise 

building. Both high-rise and landed property are divided into residential and 

commercial buildings. Various types of building are classified into two categories. As 

shown in the figure below, apartment and condominium considered as a high-rise 

residential building while the office space, retail outlet, serviced apartment are 

considered as high-rise commercial building. Otherwise, residential building such as a 

terrace, semi-detached building and bungalow are considered as a low rise residential 

building. Shop lots and factories can be classified as a low rise commercial building. 

 

 

 

Figure 2.2 Categories of building types (Ramteke & Devda, 2016) 

 

 

Due to the increment in the employed numbers of workers that involved in 

construction industry, housemaid, manufacturing and estates sector from local or 

foreign countries, demand and need for the buildings to house them rise. High-rise 

buildings will be the better solution to provide them shelter especially in highly 

populated areas. For instance, Kuala Lumpur.  According to Liew and Haron (2013), 

the number of high-rise buildings accommodation in Kuala Lumpur and nearby 

townships increased substantially in the past few decades.  
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2.2.3    Construction Project Participants 

 

 

As mentioned before in Chapter 1, the construction industry comprises a lot of 

construction projects that involve multi-disciplinary professions, occupations and 

organizations. Involvement of different types of participants leads to the complications 

and complexity to distribute quality construction projects, especially in the planning 

stage. In brief, this section concentrates on the parties who fill the role of owner, 

designer and constructor. At first glance, the roles for both parties are simple to define 

as the owner is the one defined the idea of building projects and deep pockets, and 

designer as an expert to develop the idea of the owner, while the constructor produced 

the idea of them and is the guy with a pickup truck and the backhoe. A closer look, it 

reveals a more complex reality. Owners are often larger organizations that are 

increasing demand for tightening the fiscal and financial control. Designers 

increasingly rely on the suppliers, manufacturers, and builders for technical experts as 

technology and product design become more innovative and advanced. And 

constructor becomes professionals with more advanced technical degrees who 

construct the projects by using more sophisticated methods. The arrangement of the 

project management closely depends on the level of complexity added to their roles 

and functions and the participants interact depend on the types of contract or 

procurement and delivery method. The details on how both parties can interact due to 

the delivery method will be discussed in the section later on  (Gould & Joyce, 2013). 

 

 

Both parties are closed interrelationship between them and fill the roles to 

managing, planning and controlling the projects in terms of time, money, project 

uniqueness and cultural environment with the same objectives which are successful in 

projects (Gould & Joyce, 2013). The role and function of owners, designer and 

constructor are discussed separately as below: 
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2.2.3.1 Owner 

 

 

An owner is defined as the individual or organisation commissioning and 

funding the project, directly or indirectly (Sears et al., 2015). . The owner is also 

sometimes referred to the employer or client who build the idea to produce a building 

project for profit maximisation and financial return from the project. The client is 

rarely a single person on relatively small projects and sometimes can be a large 

organization as a developer working to make money by perceived and following the 

latest market need (Gould & Joyce, 2013). Due to the Malaysian construction 

condition, projects divided into the public and private sector, hence the project client 

also divided into two sectors, which are a public client and private client. The public 

sector primarily involved by public government agencies that construct the project. 

For instance, the Federal Government and local authorities. However, they often focus 

on the development of the basic infrastructure such as roads, dams, schools, factories 

and other to develop the public living standard (Jatarona et al., 2016) . However, for 

private sectors, they are mostly focus on the privately funded projects for personal use 

or and economic benefit. For larger private companies, it often appoint a team of 

professionals who represent them during design and construction process. These types 

of private client often involved in the industrial, commercial, residential construction 

sub-sector either high rise, or low rise building.  

 

 

Clients play a significant role in the positive outcome of a construction project 

go through the stage of planning, design, costing, project implementation, project 

formulation, procurement and delivery method and contracting, schedule duration for 

completion, and so on. In general, they will set the rule of the projects to ensure that 

suitable management arrangements are made for the project, select and appoint a 

competent designer and contractor based on the procurement method they chose 

(Gould & Joyce, 2013). Different procurement method will lead to the difference in 

the role of the client in the construction project and this will discuss in detail in the 

following section.  
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2.2.3.2 Design professionals 

 

 

Design professionals involved the architects and engineers. In the construction 

projects, these two parties are principal designers. Mostly, architect consultant is the 

lead designer who lay out the concept and requirement of the client shown in the 

representation of drawing plan and design on paper or using computerized technology. 

They often the primary representative of client’s interests. They mostly affect the 

selection of contractor and delivery method. The architect often acts as client’s 

representative throughout the construction phase. Under architect consultant firm, 

there are various types of professionals contributed to the design work, such as 

computer-aided design (CAD) operator and landscape architect.  CAD operator mainly 

produces the exterior design in detail. And interior designer focuses the work on non-

structural interior spaces. Landscape architects will involve in consulting the outdoor 

and indoor planting area.  

 

 

Engineer consultant will continue to develop the design of architect’s concept. 

For instance, the structural engineer designs the structure of the building system and 

focus on the calculation of strength and deflections, structure types, size and strength 

to ensure the building will withstand the force of the wind, gravity and seismic activity. 

Mechanical and electrical engineer develop the mechanical, electrical, plumbing and 

piping system in the building project. It can be seen that architect is focused on the 

aesthetics aspect while the engineers focus on the civil components, building structural, 

mechanical and electrical system. They required understanding client’s requirement 

such as budget, operation and intended use of building space. Therefore, client’s 

requirement strongly affects engineering work in choosing structural support, 

plumbing capacity and so on. There are also a team of people under engineer consultant 

firm and perform own duties, such as structural engineer, mechanical and electrical 

engineer, civil engineer and surveyors. Civil engineer determines the project location, 

soil condition, topography of the land. And surveyor concentrates on the land surface 

measurement and locate the natural and built feature such as hill, valley, vegetation, 

curbs, paved areas and others. 
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2.2.3.3 Construction Professionals  

 

 

The construction professional is mostly defined as a constructor who 

responsible for all construction activities. Constructor defined as a contractor in 

general. The contractor is involved in the execution of the construction work in 

accordance with the term of the contract (Del Pico, 2013). The contractor now works 

as part of the design and build a team who responsible for delivery of the project from 

concept to the completion of the project. In Malaysia, contractors are categorized into 

grades based on their tendering capacity of projects and paid-up capital.  

 

 

Table 2.2 Contractor grade registered under CIDB (MPC, 2017) 

 

 

 

 

The categories ranged from small contractors (Grade G1-G3) to medium-sized 

contractors (G4-G5) and big-scale contractors (G6-G7) (MPC, 2017). The 

management portion of the contractor’s group consists of a team of main-contractor 

and sub-contractor. Main contractor companies are formed with various types of 

professionals to complete the project. The main contractor team members mostly 

include project manager, construction manager, site engineer, planner or scheduler and 

quantity surveyor and different roles and duties performed by both parties respectively 

as the following: 
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a) Project Manager 

 

 

Project manager is the highly organized and capable people manager who leads 

on the project team. He or she who positioned as project manager responsible to 

become decision maker in every stage of the construction process for overall project 

performance. They are mainly plays a roles in coordination of subcontractors, project 

planning and scheduling, cost control, labour management, resource control and 

monitoring, work activities performance in quality and other all activities that related 

to the project. Good project manager create a team that always lead to the project 

success in term of time, cost and quality performance. As a competent project manager, 

they are required to be familiar with all aspects of construction procedures in respect 

to the project management. And the key requirements skill they required to achieve 

are understand whole project planning, scheduling, monitoring, risk forecasting and 

controlling aspects, and leadership so that they are able to delegate the responsibility 

to site management team and result in the successful project.  

 

 

b) Construction Manager 

 

 

Construction manager is a person who responsible for project planning, 

schedule development and maintenance, monitoring of progress schedule, from 

implementation, construction to hand over. Their duties include the progress 

evaluation and reporting to top management, turn-around planning, scheduling and 

monitoring work, assist in tender preparation. And always review overall project status 

with the team and solve the site issues and problem where necessary. They are involved 

in baseline management, resource management, and progress update. And lastly, 

responsibility taken to do any other tasks as assigned by Project Manager. And the 

most important, construction manager required to be familiar with project planning 

and scheduling skill and understand the programme technique for the work programme 

preparation (Cooke, 2015). 
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c) Site Engineer 

 

 

Site engineer is a person who perform the job in the planning, co-ordination 

and supervision of technical aspects of construction projects. They have a various roles 

and responsibilities including solving technical issues, providing advice, management 

and preparing reports. In planning and scheduling, site engineer is responsible for 

efficiently planning the construction works in order to meet agreed deadlines. They 

are not necessarily do design work, but instead help trades people interpret the work 

activities designs and ensure the work activities is constructed according to the project 

plans, and assist project controls, including budgeting, scheduling, and planning. They 

need to set out detailed works as per the contract drawings, ensuring checks are carried 

out on a regular basis to ensure smooth project schedule (Cooke, 2015). 

 

 

d) Quantity Surveyor 

 

 

A Quantity Surveyor (QS) is a construction professional with expert 

knowledge on construction costs and contracts. They are expert with all aspects of 

surveying from then tender stage until the settlement of final account. In the field of 

planning and scheduling, QS is inter-related with the planning engineer or other team 

members as all construction work are related to the contract and the money. They are 

involved in the project tendering, pre-contracting stage and contractual process 

between client and contractor, work packages and also the contractual process between 

contractor’s companies with the sub-contractor appointment. They are also involved 

into the cost planning and commercial management throughout the entire life cycle of 

the project from initial stage until closing out stage. It mean that they also need to fully 

participant in every stage of the project. And in the initial pre-construction stage, QS 

closely cooperate with the planner to create project time and cost schedule and 

programme (Cooke, 2015). 
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e) Planner and Scheduler 

 

 

Planner is one of the most important party in the construction because he or 

she is responsible to perform the job of planning and scheduling for a construction 

project. As mentioned by Riddell (2017), planning and scheduling is one of the most 

significant parts of construction management. It involves decision making to the 

selection on ways to complete tasks so that projects can be finished on time and within 

budget. A construction planner concerned to develop a construction project plan to 

complete a construction project based on budget, work schedule, and available 

resources and decided on the best methods for tackling a task and the most efficient 

schedule for doing the construction work. And a scheduler is familiar with all of the 

scheduling techniques and practices to calculate the project durations, find out the 

project milestone and critical activities so that it concurrent with the planner’s plan and 

create the time schedule that can result in project completion within timeframe and 

reduce costly impact. Owing to the planning discipline is function together with the 

scheduling discipline, therefore planner is also called as scheduler. Sometimes, planner 

also referred to planning engineer. Planning engineer is same as the planner and 

scheduler where they are also mainly take part in the planning and scheduling work. 

Due to the importance of planning work in construction industry, demand is high to 

appoint skilled planners.  Most planners work for a main contractor and mainly focus 

on complete the project timely. Some planners work for specialist subcontractors, the 

client, or a consultancy capacity on behalf of the client. (Riddell, 2017) 

 

 

In this research study, the focus is on the contractor planner as they are involved 

throughout the development stages from initial pre-construction planning stage, and 

continue to present work on site to oversee procedures. Therefore, it is necessary for 

planner or so called planning engineer to estimate a timescale for a project and to 

ensure that the outlined deadlines are met. They work closely with contractor team 

members such as project managers, construction manager and other parties to ensure 

a project runs on schedule with available budget and resources. Development of 

preliminary schedule which is master programme is needed and required when the 

project was bid and before construction work start on site. These stage so called pre-

https://esub.com/products/
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contract stage which involved in the planning process of the whole project life cycle.  

(CITB, 2017) The details about the construction stage discussed later on. The main 

point was when project was bid mean that contractor can proceed the construction 

work. However, without preparation of adequate master programme in pre-

construction stage, the construction work cannot be proceed smoothly due to the order 

less of work because there have not one proper reference of the work progress schedule 

for construction team to follow as they do not know about the  appropriate milestone 

and critical activities for the project clearly (Del Pico, 2013). 

 

 

Therefore, pre-contract scheduling planning is necessary. To achieve the 

maximisation of benefit from preparation from master programme, understanding of 

construction sequences and resource management for various form of construction is 

necessary. For instance, different types of materials chose for the frame structure will 

affect the schedule as steel frame structure work will be lesser duration compared to 

the concrete structure as steel frame is precast components that prefabricated in the 

factories and required for installation on site only. However, concrete structure 

required on-site casting and take much time and labours to complete the project.  

 

 

In summary, completion time, budget, in accordance with the specification and 

stakeholders’ satisfaction is closely significant to achieve success in construction 

project. However, project success affected by various construction parties. Each client, 

consultant, contractor, designer as well as sub-contractor has their own concept and 

interpretation in determining success of a project. Jatarona et al. (2016) further stated 

that the definition of project success is depend on project type, size, project participants 

and experience of both participants and the cooperation between them. Better and 

adequate preparation work in construction stage of projects, especially the earlier pre-

construction planning stage is closely depend on the both parties performance and 

workability.  
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2.3 Framework of Construction Procurement Process 

 

 

Procurement is defined as the process of identification, selection and 

commissioning of the contribution required for project’s construction phase. 

Construction procurement process is inter-related with the project life cycle. It mean 

that the exact nature of the stages of task and their sequencing that involved in the 

project life cycle will be differ depend on the procurement method. It lead to the 

different procedure before a contractor goes into a project (Baldwin & Bordoli, 2014). 

 

 

Different procurement bring about different organizational and contractual 

arrangement. It is quite affect what is done, by whom and when. It is significantly lead 

to the project success in term of timely delivered the building project, appropriate price 

and quality standards, and high level of client satisfaction (Baldwin & Bordoli, 2014). 

The procurement approach used to determine the basis for contracts between both 

parties and the construction project process. The information is required by different 

parties for them planning the work to meet contractual requirements (Andersson & 

Rosenberg, 2012). Basically, client will choose the procurement on a number of 

considerations. The form of procurement do not determine how planning and 

scheduling should be performed. However, they functioned as one standard to set the 

context for planning and scheduling (Andersson & Rosenberg, 2012). Decisions will 

be made such as who will prepare the design, who will bear the design risk and when, 

if at all, the contractor involved in the design. The design process for construction 

projects is complex and evolves through several stages and iterations with numerous 

different professional disciplines involved (Cooke & Williams, 2013). There are 

different methods of procurement; however three common types of procurement 

approach are traditional, design-build and construction management. 
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2.3.1 Traditional 

 

 

In this approach, design is done by client consultant before contractor tendering 

the construction project. It mean that the design of the building will be fully completed 

before the tendering stage. It allow the client to control the quality and cost implication, 

however the time will increase for waiting the design completion. The client will take 

risk because of the consultants design and other unexpected issues such as ground soil 

condition. Once the design completion, client need to appoint the main contractor 

through next tendering stage. As the main contractor, they has no responsibility to take 

part in the building design. Thus, the client take responsibility for the mistakes that 

may happen in the design. The contracts are signed with the client. It is good for client 

to maintaining control of quality and specification. Cost certainty at point of accepting 

the tender. However, client responsibility for risk of cost control during construction 

works (Chigangacha & Haupt, 2016). This approach only available and used in such 

situation which is when the programme allows sufficient time; Consultant design is 

warranted; The client wanted to appoint separate designers and contractors; Price 

certainty is wanted before the construction begins (Sawalhi & Agha, 2017). 

 

 

Figure 2.3 Traditional approach (Gould & Joyce, 2013) 
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2.3.2 Design & Build 

 

 

For the client, this approach provide a single point of contact and responsibility 

throughout project life cycle. Owner hire a firm specific perform both design and 

construction. The single contractor will undertake both detailed design part and 

construction area, thus they responsible to hire a sub-contractor and design consultants 

who perform related work. This approach is good for client transfers risk to the 

contractor at a much earlier stage in the project. The contractor forced to complete both 

design and construction part for a fixed sum. At early stage of the project, cost will be 

decided and fixed, and bring about a high level of certainty to a client (Lines et al., 

2014). The design team is changed to contractor and cause the client cannot longer 

take control, so mostly they will choose to retain the services of QS to maintain cost 

control. Once the contract is permit, the contractor start to undertake responsibility for 

developing design.  

 

 

This approach are involved of two different stage. In the single stage, client 

requirements will established and the contractor prices on the basis of all packages of 

work at once. The two stage is the contractor chosen based on a tender which includes 

only particular elements, such as site management costs. And client is liable to choose 

the contract on the basis of the limited information and then works together to prove 

the work packages on individual basis. It allows the contractor proceed the 

construction work on site, but at a risk undertaken by client because all packages are 

not fully priced. It is beneficial to the builder and designer having the better 

coordination in same company as they had the same mindset in constructing the project. 

However, even though it is possible to give the client a fixed firm price before project 

starts, but this situation generally does not happen in this approach arrangement. It is 

because the real pricing is not possible before any design started (Gould & Joyce, 

2013). It is generally used and return benefit when a building project is simple rather 

than complex and it does not require technical innovation and when brief for scope 

design is likely to change (Sawalhi & Agha, 2017). 
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Figure 2.4 Design and build approach (Gould & Joyce, 2013) 

 

 

 

 

2.3.3  Construction Management 

 

 

This delivery approach is different with other approach as the client appoint 

both design firm and construction project management firm in pre-construction stage 

of project. It has a number of variation, for instance project management, construction 

management and others. One of the advantage for this approach is the builder 

positioned as an advisor to the client by paid a fee. Good communication among client, 

the designer, and the constructor is formed early in the design and construction process 

until completion of the project. The implementation of changes during construction 

work is not as difficult as the traditional approach because there are close 

communication between designer and construction manager under this approach. This 

approach tends to encourage fast-tracking since the construction management team 

involved earlier into the process. However, sometimes client may not ready for the 

schedule acceleration because fast tracking is risky. It they ignore the risk and focus 

to push the project construction, it may lead to financial loss (Baldwin & Bordoli, 

2014). 
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Figure 2.5 Construction management approach (Gould & Joyce, 2013) 

 

 

In figure 2.6, it shown the risky level that undertaken by the client and 

contractor within three types of delivery approach. In Design and build approach, the 

risk is fully undertaken by the contractor that appoint by client. It mean that client hire 

a contractor and transfer the risk to them. And then, if the project using traditional 

procurement method, the risk is undertaken by both parties where client and contractor 

will take risk in whole project development. Therefore, client will take fully risk in the 

construction work by implemented the construction management approach into project. 

Figure below show the typical advantages and disadvantages of these approaches. 

 

 

 

Figure 2.6: Risky level of the approach to the client and contractor (Gould & Joyce, 

2013) 
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2.4 Planning Process in Construction Project Cycle 

 

 

In general, project life cycle involved various stages from inception through 

completion. According to Baldwin and Bordoli (2014), there are total six framework 

that was produced by six agencies to describe the project life cycle such as CIOB, 

OGC, British Standards, CIC Work Stage, BPF and RIBA. The RIBA Outline Plan of 

Work as a framework of construction procurement process in which explains in detail 

what happens at each stage and involved all parties such as client, designer and 

contractor so that they can plan and schedule their works. Table 2.3 below shows the 

stages from initial briefing through completion using a traditional procurement route. 

RIBA plan of work 2013 introduced and comprised eight stages, as follow:  

 

 

Table 2.3 RIBA plan of Work (Sinclair, 2013) 

 

Stage Description 

 

It identifies and appraises the project requirements strategically before starting 

the works in getting detail briefs. Certain activities in Stage 0 are derived from 

the former Stage A – ‘Appraisal’. 

 

It combines both residual tasks from Stage A in old RIBA Plan 2007- 

‘Appraisal’ and Stage B of old RIBA Plan 2007 - ‘Design Brief’ into one. 

 

It is the same as the Stage C in old RIBA Plan 2007 - ‘Concept design’. 

 

 

 

It maps broadly to the Stage D in old RIBA Plan 2007 -‘Design Development’ 

and Stages E of old RIBA Plan 2007 - ‘Technical design’. Stage 3 also covered 

CAD requirements and BIM processes.  

 

It is same as the Stage F in old RIBA Plan 2007 - ‘Production information’ in 

which comprises the residual technical work of the core design team members.  

 

It is same as the Stages J in old RIBA Plan 2007 - ‘Mobilisation’ and K - 

‘Construction to Practical Completion’.  

 

 

It is similar to the Stage L in old RIBA Plan 2007- ‘Post Practical Completion 

and services’. 

 

It is new stages which covers post-occupancy evaluation and facility 

management which is review of project performance. 
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These stages are numbered 0-7, after that classified under four main headings: 

 

 

 Feasibility — stages 0 - 1 

 Pre-construction — stages 3 - 4 

 Construction — stages 5 - 6 

 Post-construction — stages 7 

 

 

The RIBA Plan of Work functioned as a guideline to identify and determine 

the planning and scheduling work required on a project (Sinclair, 2013). In project 

cycle, the pre-construction planning is done before the construction site work starts. It 

mean that pre-construction planning is the most important elements to deliver 

successful project. And construction industry professionals trusted that the pre-

construction planning is done before construction site work largely impact the better 

project outcome. Baldwin and Bordoli (2014) highlighted that the pre-construction 

planning for construction client and construction contractor are different. For 

construction contractor, the planning process mainly divided into three stages and 

adopted into the project life cycle development process respectively (Cooke & 

Williams, 2013). The below simply described the work details that carried out in 

different stage of planning:  

 

 

 

 

2.4.1  Pre-tender Planning 

 

 

This is the planning stage that carried out in the estimate preparation to 

contribute a tender or bid (Cooke & Williams, 2013). This stage may take time from 

one weeks to a few months depend on the nature and the complexity of the project. As 

mentioned by the RIBA Code of Practice recommends, bid preparation allows a 

minimum period of four weeks. Pre tender planning stage provided to establish a 
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realistic contract period, at the same time identify construction techniques so that 

contractor can estimate the bid price for tendering purpose. And also, pre-tender 

planning aimed to aid the build-up of contract preliminaries & plant expenditures 

(Baldwin & Bordoli, 2014). There are various procedures and actions that required to 

carry out such as the following: 

 

 

Table 2.4 Actions undertaken in pre-tender planning stage 

 

Some Actions that must undertake in Pre-tender planning Stage 

1 Tendering decision 7 Assessment of pre-tender planning 

2 Pre-tender arrangements report 8 Build-up of contract preliminaries  
3 Site visit report 9 Tender risk assessment 

4 Enquiries to subcontractor & suppliers 10 Estimate adjudication 
5 Tender method statement 11 Health and Safety information 

6 Estimate build-up 12 Analysis of the tender performance 

  

 

In pre-tender planning stage, the planning and scheduling is a key activities in 

the estimating and tendering process. The pre-tender programme will be produced in 

this stage. Planner required to cooperate with estimating team to assess the scope of 

work and complexity of project. The pre-tender programme or so called pre-tender 

schedule will become the basis of a contractual obligation, and listed out all elements 

of work. However, pre-tender programme is formed at elemental level only such as 

excavation and piling. It mean that this schedule is not including too much detail if 

compared to construction site work programme. 

 

 

 

 

2.4.2  Pre-Contract Planning 

 

 

In general, pre-contract planning carried out by the main contractor (Cooke & 

Williams, 2013). The planning work takes place once client accept the contractor’s bid. 

It mean that the pre-contract planning carried out after a project is been awarded. The 
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traditional stages in the creation of a new building also can be defined as pre-contract 

prior to commencement of construction site work. During this period, planner take the 

pressure to provide more detailed information compared to pre-tender planning period 

and also help to boost the site work. At this time, planner is working closely with the 

project manager to ensure their thinking on key aspects of work is the relevant and 

corresponding. The basic information for the contract will be known after tendering 

stage so that there are more information available to planner to proceed the planning 

work. In this stage, the planner’s main scope of work is focus on generating more 

information and resources in order to use for further construction work on site. 

Therefore, the information is important and may become danger if information 

superseded and not up-to-date. In pre-contract stage, there had a lot of activities and 

actions undertaken by contractor team, such as the following: 

  

 

Table 2.5 Actions undertaken in pre-contract stage 

 

Some Actions that must undertake in Pre-Contract planning Stage 

1 
Pre-contract meeting and arrangements 

for commencing work 
5 

Master programme 

2 
Place subcontractor orders Requirement 

schedules 
6 

Preparation and approval of the 

construction health and safety plan 

3 Site layout planning 7 Contract budget forecasts 

4 Construction method Statement 8 Risk Assessment 

 

 

In this stage, planner required to develop the master programme based on the 

pre-tender programme. This contractor’s master schedule functioned as a contractor's 

own detailed programme and presented to the client and client representative later on. 

The master schedule will comprise the critical tasks and activities that will proceed in 

first three months and other medium and low density activities. In the schedule, 

contractor frequently enters key dates and highlight key information requirements for 

the provision of information (Baldwin & Bordoli, 2014). In the master programmes, 

the specific planning and scheduling tools needed such as bar chart, network analysis 

and so on to show activities, duration, and relationship between different activities, 

and identification of critical and non-critical activities is required. This details will be 

discuss more details in the section later on. And then, the master programme will 
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becomes reference material when claims arise from delays problem. This master 

programme would then be used to establish subcontract and procurement programme. 

And also, it enable the assessment of contract budgets & cumulative value forecasts. 

Therefore, it is necessary and important items that must have before proceed to 

contract stage. Without the pre-contract planning in master programme production by 

construction planner, it is difficult for contractor team to provide a project broad 

outline plan and may fail to comply with contract conditions.  

 

 

 

 

2.4.3  Contract Planning 

 

 

Contract planning stage is the pre-construction planning process that takes 

place during the building construction carried out by main contractor and 

subcontractors (Cooke and Williams, 2013). The main-contractor required to maintain 

production control in the construction process. The main contractor take a 

responsibility to complete the project within the specified time period under contract. 

This stage carried out to determine when and how particular set of activities are to be 

carried out. Basically, it carried out weekly or monthly to prevent out of planning 

schedule and then will reporting the work progress to management. This stage involves 

the monitoring work to the master programme and must updating it ‘as-built’. It mean 

that master programme need always up-dated and suit to the real site work activities 

time duration. In this stage, health and safety plan and all safety method statement for 

specific activities will up to date (Baldwin & Bordoli, 2014). For this research, the 

main focus is on the pre-construction planning before construction site work started 

while the master programme preparation covered in the pre-contract planning stage 

and done by construction. The figure below clearly shown the pre-construction 

planning work for the contractor in the construction project work stage. 
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Figure 2.7  Project life cycle (Cooke & Williams, 2013; Sinclair, 2013) 

 

 

 

2.5 Planning and Scheduling Master Programme 

 

 

In the pre-contract planning stage, planning and scheduling is very important 

and necessary to produce the master programme.  However, construction participants 

always focus on the construction site work programme and ignored pre-contract master 

programme and sometimes it may lead to the time overrun directly when contractor 

start the site work as they are confused which critical activities they should be proceed 

and the wrong decision may make by project manager or construction manager to 

proceed the medium or low density activities first. Due to the delay in proceeding 

critical activities, the schedule overrun as they don’t have one proper master 

programme as a guidelines for them to proceed site work.  Therefore, the master 

programme should be highly concentrated as it will lead to the success of the project 

in term of time, and also cost and quality.  
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2.5.1  Characteristics of Master Programme 

 

 

Every project has a construction schedule or sometimes called programme. It 

is used to figure out how the construction work will complete within planned 

timeframe. The schedule or programme is defined as the sequence. It is only issued for 

acceptance once the contract has been awarded and the focus is on the contractors 

undertaking the works and not the project as a whole (Chowdeswari & Chandra, 2017). 

The project programme is set up by the client and his team at the initial stage of the 

project. Once the main contractor is appointed, contractor is responsible to develop 

and convert the main programme for the works, including subcontracted activities, 

material deliveries and relevant activities to the master programme in order to deliver 

the project timely for client satisfaction. During the construction works, the project 

manager will used the master programme that created during pre-contract stage as a 

baseline to monitor the contractors’ site progress and provide progress reports to the 

client regularly, basically once a week or once a month depend on the top management 

team and project manager (Fournier, 2015). 

 

 

Therefore, the earlier the schedule is created, the better the communication 

between construction project team in which project manager who handle the whole 

project will used the master programme that prepared by construction as a guideline 

to proceed the construction work (Fournier, 2015). By using the master programme 

that created in the pre-contract planning stage, it help the on-site construction team to 

develop key milestones and clearly know the sequencing of tasks and long lead items. 

It allow front-line personnel such as project manager and construction manager to 

make real-time decisions on construction work commitments and look ahead. And also, 

waste from downtime and re-work can be minimize if there is accurate master schedule 

provided before construction work starts (MPC, 2016). 

 

 

The construction planner required to think through how to put in place the 

proposed elements at the same time maintain the design rightness. The planner must 

understand the proposed scope of construction work and the details affecting the 
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relation and linkage of each component in order to create a proper master programme. 

The planner required to know all the construction works that related to the project, 

including subcontractor’s activities to increase the accuracy of the master schedule due 

to the master programme as a baseline in the site work. The sequencing of the schedule 

should be form to ensure a maximum level of efficiency and productivity for contractor 

and subcontractor that involved in the project construction processes (Fournier, 2015). 

Once bid and contract agreed, the project master programme will become a baseline 

and updated on a regular basis to suit the site current status. Contractors on the project 

will used the master programme to make sure that they are aware of their relation and 

interface so that handover the obligations smoothly and provide valid feedback on any 

issues that may impact the change to this master programme. The proper managing the 

master baseline programme can lead to the better coordination between construction 

team as it become great communication tool. It will serve as a benchmark and 

compared to all future updated schedules in on-site construction stage. For this reason, 

both the contractor and client need to be in agreement of the master programme when 

master programme presented to them.  

 

 

And, it is essential for the client to approve the master programme in an early 

stage, because once changes take place, impartiality towards the difference of changes 

in the schedule may become difficult. Generally, client used the master programme 

that prepared by the contractor for several reason which are used to ensure the plan 

meets the contractual requirements. Then, the programmes will become standard for 

measuring construction work progress done by contractor and they can quantify the 

impact easily as master programme as a framework to compare the as planned schedule 

and actual schedule. If there are difference between as planned and actual schedule, it 

meant that the delay issue occur (Chou & Yang, 2017). If project master baseline 

programme did not prepared in a project, the contractor cannot proceed the 

construction site work with clear understanding.  They faced problem in hand over 

obligation to another sub-contractors, or when information was required to be provided 

but they cannot prepared in short time period. The contractors will not met the 

expectations, work sequences will also changing and re-schedule required. It 

concluded that, if the master programme are not well develop, it will cause delays on 

the project especially for complex multi-stories projects. There is no replacement for 
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proper planning the master programme. Adequate planning and the hard work is 

needed to implement the plan for the project success. A properly prepared schedule 

will bring about a lot advantages for all construction team members and also client 

satisfaction (Fournier, 2015). There are some advantages to create a construction 

schedule before the site construction work begins shown clearly in the figure below: 

 

 

 

Figure 2.8 Benefits of creating pre-contract master programme before site 

work begin (Fournier, 2015) 
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Figure 2.9 Example of project master programme (Fournier, 2015) 

 

 

 

 

2.5.2  Types of Master Programme 

 

 

Programmes or schedules are commonly prepared at various stages of projects 

for different purposes and these are summarized in table 2.6 below (Cooke & Williams, 

2013). Table 2.6 below shows a client's project programme which represents the key 

activities during both the design and tender stages and highlight the foreseen period 

for the construction implementation phase. A little project and organization 

information will be available at the very early stages. Thus, during pre-contract stage, 

the contractor draw up master programme based on a realistic estimate of how long 

the design, tendering and construction phases should take and also, including high 

density critical activities, medium and low density activities.  The  Rumane (2016) 

called as contractor's master programme. As described in the figure below, project 

master schedule will be form in the initial briefing stage and prepared by client. And 

the programme will prepared by contractor in different planning stage. 
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Table 2.6 Types of Programme (Cooke & Williams, 2013) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

2.5.3  Importance of Master Programme Preparation in High Rise Building  

Project  

 

 

Based on Preliminary Property Market Brief 2017 Report, residential sub-

sector continued to drive the overall market with 48.4% in value. Majority was 

condominium/apartment. It mean that residential housing continued to be in demand, 

especially for high rise residential building (JPPH, 2017). The situation happens 

because the land area for the usage has become less and less every single day. These 

conditions occur because there are construction and housing development which 

requires more land area and space. However, high rise building projects have a low 

chance of being finished on or before the completion date, and the majority reported 

upon were likely to be substantially delayed in their completion (Migliaccio & Holm, 

2018). Furthermore, the increasing population and income nowadays caused the 

increasing demand of high rise residential building. For example 27.5% of Sydney, 84% 

of Singapore and more than 95% of Hong Kong population lives in high rise building. 

In addition, the vicinity facilities of high-rise residential building such as Mass 

Railway Transit (MRT) and shopping complexes attract people in the city to own units 

in high-rise residential buildings (Daniel & Gao, 2013). 
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Figure 2.10 Supply of residential property by type in 2016 (JPPH, 2017) 

 

 

 

 

2.5.4 Practices for Creating Better Master Programmes 

 

 

Broadly speaking, a construction planner is responsible to develop the project 

master programme once contract awarded. Most contracts specify that the successful 

planner submit the baseline schedule within a specified time period for review by the 

owner’s representatives. For instance, two weeks from the notice of award. After the 

review and approval process, the contractor team as the planner is required to revises 

and resubmits the schedule to produce final baseline schedule for the project. As 

Riddell (2017) said, compounding the steps necessary to complete a construction 

project is a challenging task. A successful schedule requires a number of components 

and considerations (Bolin & Avalon, 2017). These components regarded as best 

practices, as follow:  
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Figure 2.11 The practices for creating better master programme (Harrison & Lock, 

2017; Sears et al., 2015) 

 

 

Based on the figure above, planner must be consider and provide at least 15 

components to create the better practices of master programme, such as contract 

requirements, scope of the project work, correct and detailed information, work 

sequence plan, work breakdown structure, sub-contractor input, resource loading, and 

others. Each components described in detail as shown in the table 2.7, as follow: 
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Table 2.7 Practices for creating better master programmes  

 

Components Description of Best Practices for Creating Better Master 

Programmes 

Project Based 

Requirement 

When creating master programme, consideration of project scope is 

vital to reflect the work sequences clearly based on the collective input 

from all parties, including project management and field supervision 

(Bolin & Avalon, 2017; Mubarak, 2015).  

 Contractual 

requirement 

The scheduling requirements are different depend on project type. 

Planner required to develop a master baseline complies with 

contractual requirements to ensure schedules in accordance with 

contract provision (Fewings, 2013; Mubarak, 2015). 

Right Level of 

Detail 

It is considered better master schedule when the level of detail 

information is available at the time. For instance, pre-tender 

programme that created in pre-tender stage will be a reference and 

baseline to create pre-contract master programme. Hence, the master 

schedule will be incomplete if pre-tender programme is incomplete 

(Harrison & Lock, 2017; Sears et al., 2015). 

Subcontractor 

Input 

 

Generally, contractors are putting together a schedule without adding 

the subcontractor input. However, it is the subcontractors to know their 

durations and plan their work sequences. For this reason, a detailed 

schedule planning meeting with the earlier subcontractors enabling 

more appropriate work durations and sequences, such as accurate shop 

drawing and material deliveries provided (Sears et al., 2015) 

Work Sequence Planning Better schedules start with a well-planned work sequence. The plan 

consider factors affect work timing such as site access and long lead 

time equipment and materials. All parties can review shop drawings 

and understand the sequence (Clough, 2015). 

 Work 

Breakdown 

Structure (WBS) 

Master schedule starts with a breakdown of the tasks that are identified 

into definable categories. The WBS provides a framework to use for 

organizing, planning, and controlling. It also serves as a basis for 

linking the activities with resources (Bolin & Avalon, 2017). 

Resource 

loading and 

Levelling 

The resource loaded schedule enable the total quantity calculation. The 

labour working hours and the material quantity are tracked. Once the 

resources are loaded, total labour working hours and material quantities 

can be known. For example, distribute resources using non-linear front-

end loading. The logic tie of the activity's successor revised from FS to 

SS logic tie (Bolin & Avalon, 2017). 

Well Organized 

Activity 

Groupings 

 

The construction schedule on a large project include thousands of 

activities. To make the schedule useable, it should be structured so 

these activities can be sorted and grouped to find desired 

schedule information. Activities can be separated by phases, such as 

bid, shop drawing and fabrication. When it sorted by bid package 

correspond to the planned sequences,  it help in work breakdown into 

smaller tasks and allows better tracking (Sears et al., 2015). 

Project calendar 

 

It is important to check the rightness of the calendar in terms of the 

work day/work-week calendar (5-day, 6-day, and 7-day/week) along 

with non-work periods (holidays) (Sears et al., 2015). 

Highlighting 

project risks 

It is important to highlight the project risks. It is necessary to ensure all 

known risk can be managed and reduced accordingly. Due to the time 

constraints, there had higher risk in programme creation. Appropriate 

time needs to be built into programmes of work activities. Too often 

time is underestimated for tasks such as approvals and access dates. 

Being realistic about lead times and timescales up front during the 

programme development can help to avoid work delay (Nowell, 2016). 
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Components Description of Best Practices for Creating Better Master 

Programmes 

Schedule logic 

 

The consideration to the logic for a master schedule is necessary such 

as durations, the interrelationships between the activities, and the lag 

and lead durations. Typically, the logic for a schedule is based on 

experience on similar types of projects. However, there are variables 

that make a previous and current project different. It is essential to 

recognize these issues. A change in the location between two projects 

may present different challenges. The labour working hours 

determined depend on the level of schedule detail  (Bolin & Avalon, 

2017; Mubarak, 2015). 

 Critical path 

 

After identified the activities and addressed the logic ties, it is 

necessary to review the schedule's critical path. In an accurate master 

schedule, the critical path activities must realistically represent the 

scope of work for the project which cannot be delayed without 

extending completion date. If the critical path includes minor 

inconsequential activities, any constraints and logic controlling critical 

path activities will be re-evaluated to ensure its validity and 

reasonableness (Nowell, 2016). 

Float analysis 

 

It is also important to identify activities with excessive total floats. 

These activities are generally associated with open ends and inaccurate 

logic. It is necessary to correct the logic and bring the float times to 

realistic levels so that the available resources used effectively (Baldwin 

& Bordoli, 2014). 

 

 

In conclusion, the success of the scheduling effort on a project depend on 

dedicated planning process. Through the practices as comply with several components 

that listed in the figure 2.10 and table 2.7, the better and more accurate master 

programme can be created as it can be a guidelines for construction planner to procced 

the planning and scheduling work in pre-contract master programme preparation 

especially in larger and complex project such as high rise building project. There also 

had sample of the detailed baseline schedule checklist can be used by either client’s 

representatives or contractor team to review the planner prepared master programme 

to ensure the functionality and reality of the programme and fulfil the stated 

requirements as above.  
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2.5.5  Planning and Scheduling Tools and Techniques 

 

 

As mentioned before, the purpose of planning in construction projects is to 

coordinate, allocate resources, and prevent delay issues and problems, especially the 

pre-construction planning before commencing the construction site work is functioned 

as a framework for controlling and managing purpose later on. The consideration 

should be taken to the both planning and scheduling techniques as it can adequately 

defining the schedule activities, sequences, and relational logic between the activities, 

sufficient identify the work packages in the WBS, accurate estimate the activity 

durations, and also the sufficient schedule detail to adequately support the scope of the 

project and open communication of accurate schedule information to all parties (Bolin 

& Avalon, 2017). There are several functional and practical tools and techniques that 

are frequently used, and integrated in computer software frequently. 

 

 

 

 

2.5.5.1 Gantt charts 

 

 

According to I. Mohammad and Wong (2016), the project schedule is often 

seen in the form of a Gantt chart that demonstrate the starting and finish dates for 

certain activities. It is beneficial to shows durations and order of activities in a simpler 

way. Gantt charts also display the reliance relationships between the different activities, 

which have become easier with today’s computer-aided planning software. Two 

components included in the chart which are a table with information and a chart with 

activities that visualized as bars on a time axis. Because of its simplicity for people 

know how to interpret the information, this method is widely adopted. 
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2.5.5.2  Critical Path Method (CPM) 

 

 

CPM is one method that can used to analyse and identify the critical activities 

from all several activities that conducted in a project. It means that estimates are made 

of the time needed to complete each activities. The earliest starting time for each 

activity is given by the preceding activities’ total duration. After that, a calculation is 

made backwards from finish to start to identify when activities must start and finish to 

meet the deadline. The timely difference between the earliest starting time and the 

earliest finishing time is named buffer or slack. The critical activities do not have any 

slack or buffer and therefore they must start and finish according to the schedule, 

otherwise the whole project will be delayed  (Mubarak, 2015). 

 

 

 

 

2.5.5.3  Resource Planning 

 

 

Resource planning is focus on making the most out of what is disposable. 

Resources consist of labour, machinery, materials, and equipment. Resource planning 

is important because the resources that allocated resources kindly affect the activity’s 

duration. To allocate resources, the most reliable and suitable method is to start with 

the critical activities so that can minimize the total project duration. The most efficient 

way to planning resources in construction projects is to even out peaks and downs in 

the resource utilization (Rumane, 2016) 
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2.5.5.4  Computer-based Software 

 

 

Preparation of those planning and scheduling outputs can be enhanced by the 

use of computer-based decision support tools such as software. Development of more 

advance computer software enable practical problems associated with scheduling 

processes can be solved when users are clearly understand how to use these tools. For 

instance, it can less the numerous experts and extensive time to planning activities as 

find out the critical paths in a project if the planner is familiar with using software. For 

instance, Microsoft Project and Primavera. Microsoft Project is a project management 

software product. It is designed to assist a project manager in developing a plan, 

assigning resources to tasks, tracking progress, managing the budget, and analysing 

workloads. Main advantages of the Microsoft Project is that it is designed for a project 

manager or planner performing the task in any type of project to accelerate the working 

period as it fasten the planning and scheduling work (Chowdeswari & Chandra, 2017). 

 

 

 

 

2.5.6  Challenges in Planning and Scheduling Master Programme 

 

 

Schedules are related to both time consideration and tasks distribution. 

Predicting and forecasting the construction duration is a challenging effort because 

construction schedules are dynamic and uncertain. It is often a problem faced 

throughout the construction industries. Construction planner as the assistant of the 

project manager will assist in two aspects which are planning and scheduling the 

construction sequence to produce master programme. It is necessary for planner to pay 

more attention and consideration the problems and difficulties that faced in the 

preparation of pre-contract master programme so that the problem can be solved and 

reduce the level of challenges (Nguyen et al.,2013) . In different processes to produce 

a complete master programme such as define project, estimate schedule durations and 

resource costs with the QS department, develop project network, and so on,  there are 

several challenges faced by planner, as follow:  
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Figure 2.12 Challenges in planning and scheduling master programme (Bolin & 

Avalon, 2017; Del Pico, 2013; Harrison & Lock, 2017) 

 

 

Based on the figure above, a lot of challenges faced in planning and scheduling 

master programme, such as technical constraint, physical constraint, time constraint, 

resources constraint, communication issue, experience issue, Information Technology 

issue, risk management issue and planner personality. Each challenges described in 

detail as shown in the table 2.8, as follow: 

 

  

Challenges in 
Planning and 
Scheduling 

Master 
Programme

Issue of 
Technical 
Constraint 

Issue of 
physical 

constraint

Issue of Time 
Constraint

Issue of 
Resource 

Constraint

Issue of 
Communicat

ion

Issue of 
Experience

Issue of 
Information 
Technology 

Issue of 
Managing 

Risk

Issue of 
Planner 

personality
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Table 2.8 Challenges in planning and scheduling master programme 

 

Components Description of Best Practices for Creating Better Master 

Programmes 

Project Based Constraint  It is more related to the activities affected by contractual or 

environmental conditions (Bolin & Avalon, 2017; Del Pico, 2013; 

Harrison & Lock, 2017; Schott, 2017). For instance, complexity of the 

project. A large project has more interdependencies between tasks and 

between work groups or individuals due to its complexity. This level 

of complexity makes it harder to predict the schedule, which will need 

to include time for such coordination More activities involved in the 

project, more independencies between work tasks.  

 Inadequate 

Contractual 

knowledge 

 

Applicability within various delivery methods will lead to the 

difficulties in preparing master programme. Selection of procurement 

strongly depend on the client requirement. Inadequate contractual 

knowledge may cause the planner misunderstanding the client needs 

and requirements so their master programme may be rejected by client 

and re-schedule and resubmit the programme is required. Prior to 

contract agreement between the owner and any service provider, 

whether a contractor or engineering company, planner is responsible to 

plan, coordinate, and manage each independent work schedule so that 

construction work proceed smoothly (Del Pico, 2013; Schott, 2017).  

Technical Planning and 

Scheduling Constraint 

The planner often faced various types of technical constraint issue in 

the master programme preparation, mostly related to the technical 

knowledge base of the planner professional field regarding to planning 

and scheduling knowledge (Del Pico, 2013; Harrison & Lock, 2017), 

such as selection of planning and scheduling method, network 

sequencing, parameters of project scheduling and milestone planning. 

 Time Constraint The planner often faced issue of time constraint in the master 

programme preparation. Time is money as the time schedule that 

produced by planner are important in achieve other term of cost and 

quality as timely scheduling often affected the project performance and 

health in the execution of construction phase (Bolin & Avalon, 2017; 

Harrison & Lock, 2017; Schott, 2017). For example, related issues that 

often happen including estimating task duration and setting of timing 

for each activities. 

Resource 

Constraint 

The absence, shortage, or unique interrelationship and interaction 

characteristics of resources that require a particular sequencing of 

project activities. The resources arrangement depend on the different 

size and complexity of the project. In common, three resources will be 

considered by planner when preparing the master programme, which 

are people, materials and plants and equipment (Chowdeswari & 

Chandra, 2017; Mubarak, 2015) . Hence, several issue of resource often 

occur in preparation of master programme, such as assigning resources 

and imposed constraints relative to the budget and resources that are 

dedicated to project planning. 

Issue of 

managing risk 

The poor coordination of project risk will not be help to clarify the 

contract and it will fail to promote a common understanding between 

owner and contractor (Bolin & Avalon, 2017; Schott, 2017). For 

example, analysing the schedule for potential changes, and 

understanding the likely effect of a change, is hugely beneficial to 

programmes of work. However, planner faced issues in analysing the 

schedule for potential changes. They may fail to forecast the variance 

due to the construction uncertainty and dynamics condition.  
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Components Description of Best Practices for Creating Better Master 

Programmes 

Planner Personality 

 

Sometimes, the planner often faced various types of issue in preparing 

master programme, but related to his own personality. For instance, due 

to their insufficient experience, knowledge and skill in whole project 

management, they may provide poor job instructions, managing the 

backlog poorly and their quality of leadership are low.  These all related 

their own competencies to improve themselves in all aspects that 

related to construction. Some planners may concentrated on his 

creation of the schedule but not considered to the other aspects or field 

such as the study of the technical drawings that supposed under 

engineer’s scope of work. Planner is the personnel that required to 

collect all department information to create the schedule with 

cooperation among team members. If not, his production of the 

schedule will not be reliable (Wanichko, Inc., & Raleigh, 2013). 

 Issue of 

communication 

Facilitating communication in a project requires appropriate structure 

and communication systems linking all stakeholders throughout the 

whole project life cycle. Planner required to create the master schedule 

and consider all aspect of the project life cycle from initial until 

completion. It required much communication, cooperation and 

commitment among team members. Less communication, cooperation 

and commitment among team often lead to the unsuccessful planning 

and scheduling as the smooth, reliable and logical schedule cannot be 

formed (Del Pico, 2013; Tennoy, Hansson, Lissandrello, & Naess, 

2016).  For instance, insufficient information and miscommunication 

in project team alignment. 

Issue of 

experience 

The planner often faced various types of issue in preparing master 

programme, mostly related to the experience (Bolin & Avalon, 2017; 

Riddell, 2017), such as: 

 

a) Planner Experience at different project stages 

Pre-construction planning involved three main stage. Most 

planners were involved in pre-tender stage only. Some planners 

were involved at the post-tender and pre-contract stage. There 

have also some planners further involved in the construction 

stage... It mean that, not all planner had the experiences in every 

stages especially the experience on-site work. Without on-site 

experience, fresh planners faced challenges in planning and 

scheduling he schedule as he don’t know the real site condition.  

 

b) Issues of Team Experience 

The experience of project team members counts toward effective 

implementation of project schedules. A project management team 

that has too many inexperienced staffers risks experiencing issues 

of delays in task completions. Moreover, the time and effort it 

takes to train inexperienced project team members definitely can 

eat into set project schedules. Project team member’s experience 

have major effect on coming up and implementing well-organized 

project schedule. Project team members who are lack in 

experiences might cause delays in completing the tasks on time. 

 Issue of 

Information 

Technology 

The computation of activity times in preparing master schedule can be 

done by computer other than manually by hand. However, planners that 

had insufficient knowledge and skill in the IT software may lead to the 

preparation of the schedule manually because they are unfamiliar by 

using planning and scheduling IT tools. Create the schedule manually 

take much time and it may not sufficient time provided for planner in 

this stage. They required to start the construction work as soon as 

possible within the contractual period.  Sometimes, the availability of 

the computer software for the planning and scheduling works may 

increase difficulties for them (Wanichko et al., 2013).  
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2.6   Planner Involvement in Pre Contract Master Programme Preparation 

 

 

As mentioned above, planner plays a roles in planning out a construction 

project from start to finish, including resourcing budgets, staffing, timings and measure. 

The project would then move on to a project manager to oversee the actual 

implementation, although project planners may well also be involved throughout the 

life cycle of the project.  

 

 

 

 

2.6.1   Planner Roles 

 

 

Project planner and scheduler mostly perform the job together with other team 

members due to the project work inter-relationship such as project manager, architect, 

quantity surveyor, and others who have knowledge and performing roles in planning 

and scheduling the construction project. As the activities carried out in a construction 

project is highly dynamic in nature, different decisions and actions have to be carried 

out unexpectedly. It mean that there are various unexpected risk and issue may be 

happen in the construction processes, therefor planner as a planning engineer take part 

in forecasting the issues that may happen in the work progress so that the adequate 

time schedule can be created. By referring to the CITB (2017), planner roles will 

typically be office based, although site work is possible. While Gould and Joyce (2013) 

proved that planners and schedulers, they are often stay at headquarter office before 

construction begins and responsible in tendering and contracting stage. When done 

pre-construction planning work, they often move to the site during construction.   

 

 

A project planner is a highly responsible role, as they need to be able to work 

quickly and efficiently under pressure, as well as being prepared to justify their 

conclusions to a wide range of other employees, from site building teams to senior 

management. Some project planners come into the career with a degree, usually in a 
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related subject such as business, management, or engineering. Others progress into the 

career through work experience, perhaps taking on a small project as part of another 

engineering role and enjoying the task sufficiently to want to move more into planning. 

Relevant work placements through a degree could give candidates straight out of 

education an advantage. Specific planning skills are usually learnt on the job, so 

prospective project planners would need to be prepared to undertake further study and 

qualifications, such as training in PRINCE2, as well as working towards professional 

project management qualifications from the Association for Project Management 

(APM) and the Project Management Institute (PMI), or even achieving Chartered 

Engineering status (CITB, 2017; Riddell, 2017). As mentioned by CITB (2017), there 

are some main tasks that performed by the construction planner and scheduler in the 

construction project, as follow:   

 

 

a) Planners choose among construction methods 

 

 

Decisions on how to complete a construction project are rarely structured but 

are crucial to the management of the project. Deciding among the available methods 

can make or break a project because they must correspond appropriately to the client’s 

budget. For example, a project planner may run into the issue of whether to rent a mini-

excavator to dig a ditch or do so by hand. A planner should make this choice based not 

only on the budget but also on what is best for the site and what can be completed at 

the highest efficiency. Other factors that influence the planner’s decision include time 

and reliability of the given approaches. 

 

 

b) Construction Planners Define Work Tasks and Relationships 

 

 

While planners choose construction methods, they also must determine the 

various work that the job requires. Identifying work tasks involves breaking down each 

operation on the job into sub-activities so that scheduling can be done in the future. A 

planner’s job to determine the work tasks can be understood when examining a typical 
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construction task such as installing a hardwood floor. For example, when reviewing 

the drawings, the planner notes that they call for a hardwood floor. To define this task, 

the planner must analyse it and figure out exactly what this task entails. In using his or 

her acquired construction knowledge, the planner notes that installing a floor is a multi-

step process. Instead of viewing the activity as one single step, the planner divides 

installing the floor into several stages, which include all the labour that it entails. The 

steps may include prepping the subfloor, installing the hardwood, sanding, and 

finishing. Along with defining work task, planners must also determine the sequence 

of relationships amongst tasks so that they can be completed in the correct order. A 

planner should recognize the relationship between these two tasks and schedule them 

accordingly. While the complexity of planning may seem daunting, today there is 

technology that can help planners define project tasks more accurately. It is important 

that project tasks are defined and understood so that the next part of the management 

process, estimation, can be done accurately. 

 

 

c) Planners Estimate Activity Duration and Resource Requirements 

 

 

After defining work tasks and relationships, the next job for a construction 

planner is to estimate activity durations. In doing so, a planner must take many 

variables into account. They may include labour efficiency, crew type, crew size, 

material type, and weather. Besides these factors, there are also random factors that 

affect the duration of activities such as the skillset of the engineer, or how effectively 

the assigned superintendent will tackle the project. Once the planner has a reasonable 

grasp on the duration of a task, usually, the next step is to estimate what resources the 

task will require. Examples of resources include available space, tools, and equipment. 

Identifying resource availability helps with contingency planning to avoid potential 

problems (Riddell, 2017). 
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2.6.2    Planner Competencies 

 

 

In an educational context, competencies and skills are defined by different 

international agencies and researchers. As defined by Omidvar (2014), a person has 

professional competencies if he or she has the required knowledge, skills and attitudes 

to practice a profession and is able to cooperate in the professional environment and 

work organization. In construction industry, planners and schedulers are also required 

to have knowledge, skill and attitudes as they need a strong background to perform 

well in their field. And also need a soft skill to fasten their job as they often learn the 

actual skill on the job (Gould & Joyce, 2013). In common, the necessary skills that 

planner must have include excellent planning, organizational and time management 

abilities, good communication skills, the ability to work both on your own as well as 

part of a team, and logical thinking with keen attention to detail. IT skills and aptitude 

to learn new programs are also a requirement. 

 

 

According to , by combing and applying knowledge and skills, tools and 

techniques into the project activities (processes) is necessary to achieve project 

objectives considering project constraints and meet project requirements such as 

addressing stakeholders expectations and project requirements, communication 

management between the stakeholders and balancing project constraints, as follow: 

 

 

a) Skill. It is involved special expertise, skills and experience to reduce the level 

of risk within a project and thereby improve likelihood of project success. 

 

b) Tools. Various planning tools such as planning software and techniques and 

review forms can be used to improve the chances of project success. 

 

c) Processes: Various processes and techniques like time management, cost 

management, quality management, change management, risk management and 

issue management that are applied to plan, monitor and control time, cost, 

quality and scope of projects. 
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Figure 2.13 Project planning management components (PMI, 2013) 

 

 

From figure and description mentioned above, it is necessary for planner to 

have a professional competencies in performing the planning and scheduling work so 

that the master programme can be formed accurately and reliably in pre-contract stage 

and thus push the project completion timely and successfully.  

 

 

Competence is the ability of an individual to do a job properly. A competency 

is a set of defined behaviours that provide a structured guide enabling the identification, 

evaluation and development of the behaviours in individual employees. It include all 

the related knowledge, skills, abilities, and attributes that form a person’s job. It 

combine the practical and theoretical knowledge, skills, and behaviour to improve 

performance.  

 

 

In general, it is comprises of three major aspects, such as knowledge, skill and 

attitude. Based on the project management competency framework, knowledge is 

considered as a technical competencies as it is something about what you do or produce 

(knowledge and skills). Another is contextual competencies. It is same meaning to the 

skill as it is something about how you work within the organization which related to 

experience and skills. And the last, abilities is similar to behavioural competencies as 

it is about how you operate in the workspace and interact with people which related to 

personal characteristics and attitude (Omidvar, 2014). As the skill and abilities can be 
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categorized and considered as operational competencies, so it can combined into same 

aspects. While the knowledge is conceptual competencies, so it separated with the 

operational competencies (Ramazani & Jergeas, 2015).  

 

 

According to Mohammad & Yaman (2016) , skills, knowledge and  abilities  

(including  attitudes)  became  the  primary  elements  when  discussing  what  about 

the  “competency”. He differentiate the skills and knowledge. The knowledge is the 

ideas, wisdom and facts person acquire through experience theory and practice, and 

also the acquisition of which gives them an ability to understand. The skills mean that 

the  activities  or  patterns  of  behaviour  which  the person  undertake  in  order  to 

accomplish a given desired outcome. He illustrated the concept of competency, as 

shown in the following figure 2.14 below.  

 

 

 

Figure 2.14 Concept of competency (Mohammad & Yaman, 2016)  

 

 

Therefore, in this research, various kinds and forms of knowledge from a 

number of sources are normally required and needed by planners when making 

schedule. There are several elements within two aspects of competencies, as follow:  
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Table 2.9 Planner competencies (Mohammad & Yaman, 2016) 

 

Elements of Planner Competency Description 

Hard Skill and Knowledge  

(technical competencies) 

Educational background and certification related to the 

construction field, such as Bachelor of Degree in Civil 

Engineering and Science Construction. 

 Planning and scheduling  

management 

In project planning management, a detailed understanding of 

project planning and control techniques is necessary so that 

planner can widen their mind in selecting the most suitable 

techniques and method to perform their job. There are three 

aspects of planning and scheduling tools, as follow: 

 

 Traditional Method. It is included in Bar Chart, S-

Curve Chart, Milestone Chart, AOA, NOA, Network-

Based Diagramming and others.  

 Non-Traditional Method. Such as CPM in AOA Net, 

PDM, PERT, GERT. 

 Computer-based Method. For instance, spreadsheets 

and software such as Microsoft Project, Primavera 

Project Planner, FastTrack Scheduler and so on.  

 

To produce the better master programme, milestone 

planning is also necessary. A project master schedule may 

include several milestones. A milestone as a significant event 

in the project depend on the size and complexity of a project 

work package. It may contain a number of significant 

milestones that determine its progress toward completion. 

Scope definition is also needed as planner required to gain 

more basic knowledge from scope documentation such as 

drawing and Specifications. It is easy for them to create WBS 

& other Breakdown structures later.  

 

Undeniably, Project planning without knowing each 

task and period required to undertake each task is impossible. 

The output of project time planning process is a project 

schedule. Project planning is narrowed to project time 

planning and the project schedule is the outcome of project 

time planning. Project schedule allows the project manager 

to control the amount of time spent by each activity within 

the project (Baldwin & Bordoli, 2014; Briere & Proulx, 2015; 

CIOB, 2014; Omidvar, 2014).  

 Contract and procurement 

management 

For planner, plan, manage and control the procurement 

processes is necessary. It means that contract administration 

will affect their planning and scheduling work in master 

programme preparation.  Therefore, basic contract law 

Understands and appropriately applies procedures, 

requirements, regulations, and policies to meet the client 

requirements is needed for them to uses appropriate 

procedures or systems in the planning and scheduling the 

master programme (PMI, 2013). 

 Construction technology 

and method Knowledge 

To create the reliable and accurate schedule, a detailed 

understanding and knowledge of the construction techniques 

and methods are necessary. The knowledges including know 

the principles of building methods and construction 

technology, know the principles of building work, delivery 

and storage of building materials and so on (Chowdeswari & 

Chandra, 2017).  
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Elements of Planner Competency Description 

Hard Skill and Knowledge  

(technical competencies) 

Project management is the application of techniques, 

knowledge, and skills to the activities of a task. It also defined 

as the process of planning, scheduling, organizing, 

monitoring and controlling of resources and procedures for 

achieving specific goals (Chowdeswari et al., 2017). Project 

management success is typically include executing project 

efficiently on schedule, on budget, scope, and quality. 

Planning and scheduling is necessary in construction project 

management. According to CIOB, project planning is the 

determination and communication of an action incorporating 

detailed methods showing time, place and the resources 

required. It is an experienced-based art that ensure the work 

and other detailed specification to be followed in the project 

implementation stage. Planning work precedes scheduling 

work and later execution work (Aston, 2017; CIOB, 2011)  

 Project Management 

 Time management Effective Time Management is required for planner to 

planning the time. In project planning to develop the master 

programme, after define all related activities, time planning 

is important for planner to fasten the activities completion 

and reduce unnecessary tasks. There is a trend towards 

developing contracts that are increasingly punishing if not 

executed efficiently, with good quality time management and 

project controls. As there is increasing demand for efficient 

and technologically complex solutions in shorter time scales 

and within tighter financial constraints. Next, high demand 

for an accurate completion date required by many 

commercial and public benefit projects. It may also be 

possible to address skills shortages by making more effective 

use of time and reduce work related stress (Fewings, 2013). 

According to Hoseini and Erfan (2015), “project time 

management is the processes required to manage timely 

completion of the project”. Indeed, time management is a 

process that records and controls time spent to finish each 

activity. Following figure illustrates the process of project 

time management.  
 

 
Figure 2.14: Project Time Management Process (Harrison 

& Lock, 2017) 
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Elements of Planner Competency Description 

Hard Skill and Knowledge  

(technical competencies) 

Quality is defined as the extent to which the final deliverable 

conforms to the customer requirements. Quality management 

is the process by which quality is assured and controlled for 

the project, using QAQC techniques. Quality reviews are 

undertaken frequently and the results recorded on a quality 

review form. Planner required to cover the knowledge of 

quality assurance and control techniques to ensure the quality 

targets and standards met (Aston, 2017).  

 Quality management 

 Change management The knowledge of effective change management is important 

to forecast, plan and control the variables of the construction 

work. Change management is the process by which changes 

to the project scope, deliverables, timescales or resources are 

formally requested and approved prior to implementation. A 

core aspect of the planner’s role is assist the project manager 

to manage change within the project. Therefore, 

understanding the system drivers requiring the change, 

identifying the costs and benefits of adopting the change, and 

formulating a structured plan. And it can help the planner to 

create the master programme with all aspects of 

consideration, including the changes and variable within 

project (Briere & Proulx, 2015; CIOB, 2011). 

 Risk management Planner that required to produce master programme should 

have risk management competency by define all the risks, 

potential responses and contingencies so that the 

implementation of risk responses can be proceed when the 

risk happen. Risk management is the process identify, 

quantify and manage the risks. In pre-contract stages, a 

project risk also can be identified by completing a risk form 

and recording the relevant risk details within the risk register 

only (Minikevicius, 2016; Omidvar, 2014; PMI, 2013).  

 Resource management  Planners is a one of the person who required to cover whole 

project life cycle from initial stage until the project 

completion. They required to create and develop the 

programme in every different staged of project. In pre-

contract stage, plan resource management and estimate 

resource requirements is necessary. Resources availability 

and usage on site will decide the project completion date. 

They required to acquire and control resources. For instance, 

ensure the scaffold is installed before site work started. 

 Information Technology 

Knowledge  

Software inspection requires customization to each 

development context and guidelines for planning for optimal 

results. To improve the processes of the master programme 

preparation, software can be the best helper to shorten the 

preparation period. There are many software created to help 

in planning and scheduling work such as Microsoft Project 

and Primavera. 

 Organizational Knowledge 

and Competence 

Acquires accurate information concerning the missions of 

each relevant organizational parties in the project is 

necessary.  The information about the project such as 

organizational structure, functioning, and relationships 

among parties should be known by planners.  They are 

required to identify upon sources of information for support 

correctly (Harrison & Lock, 2017).  
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Elements of Planner Competency Description 

Experience, Soft Skill and Ability  

(Operational and behavioural 

Competencies) 

 

The construction project increasing in complexity as it 

involves risks and uncertainty and requires different type of 

professional skills to develop a well thought out plan at 

various phases of the project's life-cycle (CIOB, 2014). Skill 

is a special expertise, skills and experience to reduce the level 

of risk within a project and push the success (Baldwin & 

Bordoli, 2014; Briere & Proulx, 2015; Omidvar, 2014).  

 Interpersonal skill Planner is required to aware and considers the needs and 

capabilities of others parties such as client.  They are required 

to deals with conflicts, confrontations, disagreements in a 

positive manner, in which minimizes personal impact.  Deals 

effectively with others in both favourable and unfavourable 

situations regardless of status of position.  Accepts 

interpersonal and cultural diversity. For instance, deal with 

the client with adequate negotiation skill to understand more 

details about the client needs and suit to the master 

programme so that the master programme that submitted for 

review can be passed and used as baseline schedule for the 

site works (Aston, 2017; Omidvar, 2014).  

Team Skill To prepare complete master programme, planners are 

required to establish effective working relationships among 

team members. It enable the sufficient information can be 

transfer and gain from team members effectively. Through 

the team skill, planner can be participates in solving problems 

and making decisions together with the project manager and 

other department members such as QS (H. Mohammad & 

Yaman, 2016). 

Communications As a planner, communication skill is important to presents 

and expresses ideas and information clearly in a manner 

appropriate to the client and other contractual parties such as 

sub-contractors, whether oral or written.  They are 

responsible to actively listens to what others are saying to 

achieve understanding so that they can collect more detailed 

data and information from all related parties (Baldwin & 

Bordoli, 2014; Del Pico, 2013).    

Problem Solving and 

Analytical Ability 

Identifies existing and potential problems is essential 

elements that must be fulfil by planners. Obtains relevant 

information about the problem, including recognizing 

whether or not more information is needed.  Then, planners 

is required to identifies the specific cause of the 

problem/issue so that they can develops recommendations, 

develops and evaluates alternative course of action, selects 

courses of action, and follows up. Then, they can create more 

accurate project master programme as the potential problem 

and risk are forecasting by planners and thus the project 

manager can take precaution steps to avoid the issues and 

risks.  A planner is the ability to communicate with everyone 

in the project team. Therefore, they must have good 

organizational and problem solving skills as he or she 

must co-ordinate a complicated sequence of work activities 

and keep everything going according to plan (Briere & 

Proulx, 2015; CITB, 2017). 

Judgment Makes well-reasoned and timely decisions based on careful, 

objective review and informed analysis of available 

considerations and factors.  Supports decisions or 

recommendations with accurate information or reasoning. It 

help in decision making of the master programme creation 

(Omidvar, 2014).  
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Elements of Planner Competency Description 

Experience, Soft Skill and Ability  

(Operational and behavioural 

Competencies) 

 

Planner as a person that must identifies when immediate 

action is needed and they are willing to make decisions, 

render judgments, and take action.  Accepts responsibility for 

the decision, including sustaining effort in spite of obstacles. 

In preparing the master programme, the decision making skill 

of the planner must be strong enough to confirm and identify 

the project milestone and critical path and not lead to the 

project delay or schedule overrun (Baldwin & Bordoli, 2014; 

Briere & Proulx, 2015; Omidvar, 2014). 

 Decisiveness 

Self-Development As a planner that working in Contractor Company, evaluation 

of own performance accurately is required. And identifies 

skills and abilities as targets of training and development 

activities related to current and future job requirements.  

Identifies available resources and methods for self-

improvement. Always improve themselves by improving the 

skill and knowledge in the own field is essential for planners 

(H. Mohammad & Yaman, 2016).   

Flexibility In construction projects, there are a lot of flexibility issues 

due to the project uncertainty. They are responsible to 

modifies own behaviour and work activities in response to 

new information, changing conditions, or unexpected 

obstacles to ensure the master programme quality. 

Consideration of a wide range of alternatives, including 

innovative or creative approaches is required to ensure 

development of the master programme (Chowdeswari & 

Chandra, 2017).   

Leadership As a planner, they should have an ability to make right 

decisions based on perceptive and analytical processes.  

Practices good judgment in grey areas. Much emphasis in 

construction thinking and policy making focuses on the 

processes. By comparison with the car industry, construction 

is more stressed, less certain, more complex and has more 

interfaces between firms and people. Huge improvement may 

be possible through an improved understanding of soft skills 

(CIOB, 2014). 

 Experience-based skill As a competent planners, their experience-based skill must 

be sufficient as they need to identify the level of experience 

required to undertake this role successfully. Planning 

requires time and also experience. Experience may be 

defined in terms of the types of projects the candidate has 

managed; the industries in which the projects were 

undertaken; the size and level of complexity of the projects 

undertaken; and the number of years spent managing 

projects. Typically, experienced planners are an expensive 

overhead to construction costs (Baldwin & Bordoli, 2014). 

Work experience lets you find out the various construction 

jobs. You could be helping out with office work or 

shadowing experienced tradespeople like carpenters or 

plumbers, depending on what you're interested in. A quality 

work experience host will ensure certain things are in place 

to keep you safe. You can usually expect them to have a risk 

assessment, provide personal protective equipment (PPE) 

and give you an induction that includes health and safety.  No 

matter what kind of construction work experience you do, 

you'll be learning skills that employers want (Briere & 

Proulx, 2015; Migliaccio & Holm, 2018) 

 

 

 

https://www.goconstruct.org/construction-jobs/
https://www.goconstruct.org/construction-jobs/
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2.6.3  Planner Career, Qualification and Certification  

 

 

Outline the necessary qualifications required to undertake this role competently. 

Qualification levels include high school or college qualifications; University or other 

higher educational qualifications; Specialist qualifications. Furthermore, identify the 

particular discipline that each qualification should relate to such as engineering, 

information technology, business management, marketing and accounting. 

Appendixes clearly shown one of the sample of Contractor Company’s requirement to 

the planner job scope.  

 

 

 

 

2.6.3.1 Local Planner Practice 

 

 

In Malaysia, there is no standardize educational programme specific for the 

construction planner as foreign country. Typically, according to the local contractor 

company such as IJM Corporation Berhad, they are only required a planner for possess 

a degree in Civil Engineering Course, and at least 3 years relevant working experience 

in planning works for construction projects and last well-versed in project planning 

tools such as Microsoft Project. Based on another local company, Mass Rapid Transit 

Corporation Sdn Bhd, they are willing to hiring a senior planning engineer, programme 

and planning that must possess at least a Bachelor's Degree, Post Graduate Diploma, 

Professional Degree, Master's Degree, Engineering (Civil), Engineering 

(Electrical/Electronic), Engineering (Mechanical) or equivalent. And at least 5 year(s) 

experience in project control and monitoring and an experienced user of P6 project 

management software. It can be seen that they are willing to hire a planner depend on 

their working experience and the relevant certification in bachelor degree in Civil 

Engineering or related discipline. Therefore, Construction Industry Development 

Board Malaysia (CIDB) had developed and conducted a lot of program that related to 

the planner’s scope of work regarding with the planning and scheduling. For example 
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Contractor Training Programme (CPD). This programme was designed for continuous 

personal soft skill development among construction personnel. Various trainings are 

conducted year-round covering human resource and site management skills, contracts 

management, project planning, project risk management, financial management and 

many other issues affecting the construction industry. Participants who successfully 

completed the training will receive CCD points & Certificate of Attendance from 

CIDB Holdings (MBAM, 2018). 

 

 

 

 

2.6.3.2 International Planner Practice 

 

 

In foreign country, there are very few skilled planners and schedulers. They are 

always been not used or respected by management. Therefore, international credentials 

will help to focus on new planners and schedulers as CIOB is leading the development 

of practical credentials. There are a few qualification framework that have been formed 

to introduce and enhance the planner and scheduler professionals. Currently, Certified 

Scheduling Technician (CST), Association for the Advancement of Cost Engineering 

International (AACE) PSP and PMI Scheduling Professional (PMI-SP) provided the 

certification for those are interested in the field of planning and scheduling in 

construction, they can apply with this few framework that are internationally 

recognized certifications in Planning and scheduling. Both focused on highly 

experienced schedulers 3 to 5 years. However, CIOB launched PTMC, PTMP and 

PTMS for planner and scheduler from the beginning. PTMC is an examination based 

credential with no prerequisites (training courses are optional). The knowledge to be 

tested is schedule development and analysis based on The Guide. PTMC is provided 

for new schedulers. Once the PTMC training course passed and get the certificate, that 

person considered as skilled schedulers and allowed to continue and upgrade the 

knowledge themselves level by level (CIOB, 2014). CIOB also published the Guide to 

Good Practice in the Management of Time in Complex Construction Projects as a 

scheduling standard. 
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Figure 2.15 CIOB time management framework (Mosaic, 2014)     

 

 

The planning engineer has been developed in a manner that will aid planning 

engineers in gaining the required knowledge, with the help of the study techniques and 

practical content that we develop and provide, which will empower to plan, monitor, 

control, and report construction projects in a real construction projects environment. 

There are qualifications that need to become a planner such as the certificate in 

construction, construction site supervision, higher certificate in building studies and 

construction management.  

 

 

For planner’s career development, there are many planners start their life as 

planning engineer who have finished a relevant degree course. They will be given 

small levels of responsibility such as planning and updating work programme on one 

or more projects and responsible to support and assist the senior planner.  At this time, 

they may be supervised and practiced by senior planner or so called planning manager. 

In planning department, it generally contain a number of senior planner that involved 

in the project since the tender stages until completion of project and junior planner or 

planning engineer only concentrate on the site work programme updating work  
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(Cooke, 2015). After several years and significant experience in the role, planners can 

become senior planners or planning managers. They can take a lead role from initial 

tendering stage until the end completion. Planning managers known as planning team 

leaders who are responsible for a team of planners, technicians and support staff. They 

also produce planning submissions, appeals, design and access statements, planning 

statements and other documents throughout the different stages of the project.  

 

 

According to the latest Construction Skills Network research, start from 2017, 

the UK construction industry having a higher demand in hiring construction planner 

as they need an additional 16,240 numbers of construction Professionals includes 

construction planners due to the importance of planning within construction. This 

situation means salaries of construction planner can be very attractive. Their salaries 

depend on location, employer and level of responsibility, and salaries and career 

options can improve with chartered status. And there is an opportunity of working 

overseas, with more possibility of this for planners who have Royal Institution of 

Chartered Surveyors (RICS) or Chartered Institute of Building (CIOB) membership. 

According to international market demand, newly trained planners can earn in the 

region of £19,000 -£30,000; While the experienced construction planners can earn in 

the region of £30,000 - £50,000 and senior, chartered or master construction planners 

can earn in the region of £50,000 - £70,000 (CIOB,2014). 

 

 

 

 

2.7 Summary of Chapter  

 

 

High-rise buildings are still the essential form of building structure constructed 

extensively in urban areas, in particular, in the heart of the commercial zones of 

metropolitan cities. For the construction of high-rise buildings, site planning including 

activity scheduling has to be reviewed and re-plan from time to time in practice as site 

conditions and resources are dynamic and uncertain. In the construction of a high-rise 

building, one of the planning objectives is to ensure the early completion of the 

https://www.goconstruct.org/construction-jobs/career-explorer/planner-principal-planning-manager/
http://www.rics.org/uk/
http://www.rics.org/uk/
http://www.ciob.org/
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structural frames to generate floor areas for the execution of finishing works, building 

services installation and internal fitting out. The completion of the structural frames is 

therefore critical in the overall programme. It would be a time-cost trade off problem 

in determining the duration for a project in project-wise considerations or in selecting 

construction methods for major construction activities.  

 

 

Planners have to balance the resources inputs and the duration for activities in 

order to ensure a smooth flow of work sequences in meeting the project duration. The 

schedule is prepared assuming that the activities are carried out at constant duration. 

However, the duration of activities varies due to factors such as supply of materials, 

skill of workers, weather and efficiency of plant and equipment. The initial planning 

and the subsequent re-scheduling are therefore important for the successful 

management of a high-rise building project (Chowdeswari & Chandra, 2017).  

 

 

Planner competencies are inter-related with the pre-construction planning work 

especially in pre-contract stages as this is one of the important parts in the project life 

cycle to push a successful and health projects. Planners required to have sufficient 

knowledge, skill and attitudes to perform well in their field.  
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CHAPTER 3 

 

 

 

 

RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 

 

 

 

 

3.1 Introduction 

 

 

Research is generally defined as an activity that involves finding out something 

that people did not know (Marczyk et al., 2017).  As stated by Yin (2017), research 

methodology can be concluded as a systematic and scientific process to collect, 

compile, analysis, interpretation and implication of data regarding any problem issue.  

This chapter presented the whole system of research methodology to ensure the study 

is conducted in the correct ways and thus bring about the achievement of research 

objective.  The objective of this research is to identify the key challenges faced by 

construction planner and the influences of their competencies and skills in pre-contract 

master programmes preparation in high rise building projects. The research methods, 

data analysis and the presentation method for the achievement of the objectives will 

be also discussed.  Therefore, the detailed research work plan will be conducted 

through five main stages, as follow: 
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3.1.1  Initial stage: Preliminary study 

 

 

In this stage, preliminary study serves as identification of research topic and 

scope of the study that are necessary to be carried out and conducted.  Therefore, it is 

necessary for a researcher to identify and formulate the problem issues by reading a 

sufficient current issues and the problem happened at the very outset.  Through reading 

from several available sources such as journals, books, and newspapers.  The research 

area can be identified through understanding the realistic current problem issues in the 

construction industry. The own interest will also help in identifying the research area. 

It will continuously develop the research questions and objectives, and then set up the 

scope and significance of the study. Lastly, research methodology and chapter 

organization of the research will be formed and a topic of the research will be drafted. 

 

 

 

 

3.1.2  Second Stage: Literature Review  

 

 

 Once the problem was formulated, the literature review was formed in which 

connected with the problem stated in the initial stage. This stage was very vital and 

essential for the researcher to ensure the smoothness in process of data collection and 

data analysis. This is because the literature review that conducted at this stage can be 

used to enhance the body of knowledge of researcher with the regard to the research 

area. Through finding and reading critical information from various types of sources 

such as books, journals and articles and conference paper, the primary information was 

studied and collected and listed out in this stage clearly. In correspond to the research 

objectives, all the literature related to the topic are stated, including the nature of 

construction industry, project characteristics and participants, procurement, pre-

construction planning process, especially for master programmes preparation, and 

challenges faced in this stage, and also the roles and responsibilities of construction 

planner, its importance in construction project , the related competencies, knowledge 

and skills. 
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3.1.3  Third Stage: Research Design for Data Collection  

 

 

As mentioned in Chapter 1, the third stage is a data collection process to gain 

and enrich essential and useful data from various sources. A set of information would 

be collected through the various types of instruments and methods used in data 

collection and can go to further data analysis stage. In this study, it is necessary to 

make a decision on the selection of the research design, strategy or method, research 

approach and the research instruments that collect the data information and continue 

for data analysis stage. In order to have a real and accurate outcome for this research 

and purposed to primarily describe a situation, phenomenon, problem that happen in a 

real construction site, the qualitative method had been chosen (Yin, 2013). Through 

case studies approach, it can get more data as compared to another quantitative method. 

Therefore, it brought an increase in possible answers that can be obtained throughout 

the research. Moreover, by using multiple case studies approach, it can help to 

underlines the research to the real-life phenomenon which is more appropriate to 

collect primary data as it is more appealing, though, as their results are considered 

more robust compared to another approach (Regoniel & Patrick, 2017; Yin, 2017). 

 

 

The research design is an action plan for all data collection. According to Yin 

(2017), establish a case study protocol is necessary to figure out the processes and the 

main focus during data collection. It mean that a framework for collecting and 

analysing data can be provided. The case study protocol is designed to be a systematic 

approach to increase the reliability of the research findings. Clear established steps 

within protocols ensure that the case study discussion can be repeated through different 

project with the same results. There are at least four considerations in forming a case 

study protocol (Baskarada, 2014; Yin, 2017), as the following: 

 

 

a) Define the unit of analysis 

b) Case selection 

c) Data collection 

d) Data analysis 
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Figure 3.1 Multiple case studies approach used (Reddy, 2015) 

 

 

In this research, the case study protocols that used are described as the 

following: 

 

 

Define the unit of analysis: The unit of analysis is the element on which area analysed 

and for which findings are reported. Therefore, the unit of analysis will be defined to 

achieve the study objective, which identifies the key challenges faced by construction 

planner and the influences of their competencies and skills in pre-contract master 

programmes preparation in high rise building projects. The interviews were therefore 

questioned under five main ‘unit of analysis’ as follows: 

 

 

a) The time frame in preparation of pre-contract master programme 

b) The information to be used in preparation of pre-contract master programme 

c) The problem or challenges when preparing pre-contract master programme 

d) Importance of master programme planning to the construction project site 

e) Evaluation of the planner competency influence in preparation of pre-contract 

master programme 
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Case selection: As highlighted in Chapter 2, the five high rise construction building 

sites of residential types in Kuala Lumpur area were selected. These types of building 

projects are more challenging and higher difficulties in the schedule planning due to 

the project size and complexity.  

 

 

Data collection: To help add depth to the study, qualitative data will be obtained by 

using the specific research instruments which is semi-structured interview and 

document study. For semi-structured interview (face-to-face) instrument, the 

respondents, in which construction planner and the person in-charge who supervise or 

implement the programme were selected. For document study, the documentation data 

also obtained from project site.  

 

 

Data analysis: The data analysis was designed to involve both single case analysis 

and cross-case analysis. It mean that the analysis and discussion will be conducted 

from one project case to the further case study to become closely familiar with each 

construction site case as a stand-alone entity. Then, the cross-case analysis conducted 

to interpret both five project case studies to obtain the key findings of this research 

through argumentative interpretation (Yin, 2017). 

 

 

Case study reporting: After the data collected from the interviewee, detail 

interpretation of the information obtained was necessary to ensure the key contents of 

case study. 

 

 

Consequently, the summary of the research design was showed in detail in the 

table 3.1 clearly, as follows:
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Table 3.1 Research design for Objective 1 

 

Research 

Objective 

1 

Data 

Information 

Captured 

Justification 

Data 

Collection 

Instruments 

 

Respondent 
Data 

Analysis 

To identify 

the key 

challenges 

faced by 

construction 

planner in 

preparation 

of pre-

contract 

master 

programme 

in high rise 

building 

projects 

 

 

 

Fortnightly 

Report 

 

 

 

For further 

analysis and 

understand 

on the 

construction 

work 

programmes 

and the 

relationship 

between 

challenges 

faced by 

planner  

 

 

Document 

study 

Planner 

Single 

case and 

cross-

case 

analysis 

with 

transcript 

method 

and 

content 

analysis  

 

Master 

programmes, 

and  actual 

work 

programmes 

 

Planner’s 

scope of 

work and its 

process in 

preparation 

of pre-

contract 

master 

programmes  

 

 

To obtain 

detail and in-

depth 

information 

about role of 

planner in 

process of 

preparation  

 

 

Case study  

interview 

(semi-

structured) 

 

Problems 

Issues faced 

in 

preparation 

of pre-

contract 

master 

programmes 

 

 

To achieve 

research 

objective as 

further 

analysis on 

the 

identification 

of key 

challenges 

faced by 

construction 

planner 
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Table 3.2 Research design for Objective 2 

 

Research 

Objective 

2 

 

Data 

Information 

Captured 

 

Justification 

Data 

Collection 

Instruments 

 

Respondents 
Data 

Analysis 

 

To identify 

the influence 

of 

construction 

planner 

competency  

and skills in 

preparation 

of pre-

contract 

master 

programme 

in high rise 

building 

projects 

Project 

Specification 

and details 

For further 

analysis on 

the influence 

of the project 

discrepancy 

(complexity 

of project) to 

the planner 

competency 

Document 

Study 

Person in-

charge who 

supervise or 

implement 

the master 

programmes 

into project 

(such as 

Project 

manager and 

site engineer) 

 

Single 

case and 

cross-

case 

analysis 

with 

transcript 

method 

and 

content 

analysis 

 

Respondent’s 

assessment to 

the planner’s 

working 

performance 

To strengthen 

information 

obtained 

from 

respondents 

of objective 1 

and   

overcome 

some 

limitations of 

document 

study 

 

 

Case study 

interview 

(semi-

structured) 
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3.1.3.1 Research Population and Sampling 

 

 

Sampling as a process of selecting numbers of the individual to represent a 

larger population is a very important matter in the research as the respondents chosen 

to have a vital and significant impact on the findings and results (Marczyk et al., 2017). 

It means that the design was used to select sample that largely impact the accuracy of 

the finding. The sampling design focus on the minimization of the limitation of cost 

and the gap between the values obtained from the sample. It means that sampling 

designed due to the unavailability to test all the sample in the population (Yin, 2017). 

 

 

The sample of the population in this research is targeted to the construction 

planner that working in the contractor company as pre-contract master programme 

preparation done by contractor company. However, there is no detailed list or 

population data show the list of construction planner that work in the high-rise building 

project under Contractor Company. The target population will be the construction 

planners who involved in pre-contract master programme preparation in high-rise 

building project. The high rise building projects must be chosen to fulfil the objectives 

of the research as construction planner mostly appointed to involve in planning and 

scheduling the complex project.  As mentioned in Chapter 2, the high rise building 

project had a higher level of complexity of project if compared to the low-rise building.  

The time constraints are the factors that are more concerned with the contractual 

parties such as clients, project manager and other participants. And the residential 

building is higher demand compared to other types as it needs more time consideration.  

 

 

And the target respondents are construction planners who involved in the pre-

contract master programme preparation in residential high-rise building projects.  The 

target respondents focus on the construction planners because construction planners 

are the personnel mostly involved in planning and scheduling the pre-contact master 

programme work for residential high-rise building project. Due to the relatively small 

number of units of the sampling, the sample size in this research based on multiple 

case study approach is a small population of more than one case study.  
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3.1.3.2 Techniques for Data Collection 

 

 

To enrich the sources of data collection, the primary source of data and 

secondary source of data are necessary to be obtained and collected. For this study to 

collect primary data, case study approach applied and the instruments or tools that help 

to collect data will be chosen through semi-structured interview and document study.  

Documents and interviews interrelated and connected each other. 

 

 

A case study is a comprehensive study of a particular phenomenon. The 

advantages of carrying out case study research method are to discover new variables, 

investigate dominant variables in individual cases to identify the underlying 

mechanism, develop explanations, achieve high validity for developing ideas and 

visualize complicated relationship (Yin, 2013). There are several techniques can be 

chosen such as document study, observation, interview and so on to enrich the source 

of evidence and data collection.  In this research, the semi-structured interview was 

adapted to collect the data needed.  To obtain the primary data needed for the research 

analysis, there was more than one project chosen for the interview session as it is 

according to the multiple case study approach. Total of five projects was studied. 

Those projects are scoped to twelve level and above high rise building projects and 

each project must have involvement of construction planner in pre-contract master 

programme preparation. It can ensure the reliability and suitability of the data collected 

to the research objective.  

 

  

The primary data collection process was conducted together with the 

construction planners and the project top management such as project manager in the 

high-rise building project by using two different instruments or tools, as follow:  
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a) Document study 

 

 

Documents, mostly including letters, internal memos and reports, newspaper 

articles, agendas, minutes of the meeting and so on. It also can be referred to more than 

just paper. It can be in the form of pictures, photographs, and work of arts.  Document 

study is one of the tools that used to analysis the primary data source, or data in its 

own right. It requires researchers to read, understand and analyses the documentation 

works that done by other relevance parties.  

 

 

In this research, several documents was collected from the contractor firm as 

targeted collected from the head of the project manager. These documents was used 

for data analysis including project contract document (project specification, drawing, 

BQ), master programme, actual work programme, project specification. For 

achievement of the research objective 1, the sample of project contract document 

(project specification, drawing, BQ), master programme, actual work programme was 

used to determine the approach used in quantifying key challenges that faced by 

construction planner in pre-contract master programme preparation in high-rise 

building projects.  

 

 

 

 

b) Interview 

 

 

A personal interview is a common technique for collecting factual information 

as well as opinions. It is a face-to-face interpersonal role situation where the 

interviewer asks the respondents’ questions designed to reach the answers to achieve 

the research objective. The type of interview that was carried out in this research is a 

semi-structured interview. Semi-structured interview uses the open-ended or open 

questions and hence the interviewer can see what direction the interviewee takes to. 

The interviewees for this research will be the construction planners that involved in 
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pre-contract master programme preparation in high rise building project. Compared to 

structured interview and unstructured interview, the semi-structured interview had 

achieved the degree of predetermination where a set of questions that structured in 

term of theme and scope will be formed before interview session. The researcher can 

reduce the variations between the answers of the respondents so that data analysis can 

be done in a more effective and efficient manner. And it had built in flexibility when 

interviewing the respondents as the further detailed and in-depth questions can be 

asked depending on the interviewee response and the current situation. The researcher 

can further explain the questions asked for respondents to ensure that they fully 

understand the questions before answering. And it is more suitable to use in case study 

research approach as a widely used source for collecting information for evidence can 

be provided (Yin, 2013).   

 

 

In this research, a semi-structured interview is conducted by the researcher and 

there is one respondent, which is construction planner only. By interviewing him, the 

objective 1 and 2 was achieved as the main theme of the research focus on their scope 

of work in pre-contract master programme preparation in high-rise building projects. 

During the interview session, the interview process are recorded so that the analysis 

are more accurate and reliable. Under this circumstance, five numbers of construction 

planners who involved in the preparation of pre-contract master programme in 5 

different residential high rise building project case study was given the same of 

question list for data comparison and analysis later on. A set of interview question is 

prepared to obtain a more comprehensive, in-depth answers and results for data 

analysis with the additional information obtained from document study. The content 

of the interview with construction planner comprising four sections and each section 

is involved another sub-questions. The first session was asking for the profile of 

interviewer, the second session discussed the problems in site coordination in a 

complex project and the last session discussed the coordination approach that used to 

coordinate the complex project. 
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Figure 3.2 Contents of semi-structured interview question for Objective 1 

 Name 

 Gender 
 Age 
 Telephone 
 Email Address 
 Current Company Name 

 Job Position 
 Age of Experience 
 Project List that undertaken before 
 Personal Qualification/ Education Level 

 Signature and office stamp 

Section A: Respondents Background Information 

 

 Project Title 
 Project Type 
 Project Storey Level 

 Project Procurement Type 
 Contract Period (Start and Finish Date) 

 Contract Sum 
 Gross Floor Area 

 Location 

Section B: Current Project Background Information 

 

 

 Definition of Pre Contract Master Programme 

 Preparation Time of the Pre-contract Master Programme 

 Elements and Steps Taken in Master Programme planning for High Rise 

Building Project 
 Sequences and Preparation Step in Master Programme Planning 

 Information Required in the Preparation of Pre-Contract Master 

Programme  

 Roles and Scope of work to Gather Information in Master Programme 

Planning 

 Challenges Faced in Preparation of Master Programme 

Section C: Key Challenges Faced by Construction 

Planner in Pre-contract Master Programme Preparation 

in High Rise Building Project 
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Figure 3.3 Contents of semi-structured interview question for Objective 2 

 

 

 Influences of the Programme or Schedule Planning  

 Expectations about Planner’s Competency 

 Evaluation of Planner Competency  
 The Attributes and Performance  

 Impacts of Competency in terms of Operational and Technical 

Competency 

Section C: Influences of Planner Competency and 

Skill in Pre-contract Master Programme Preparation in 

High Rise Building Project 

 Name 

 Gender 
 Age 
 Telephone 
 Email Address 
 Current Company Name 

 Job Position 
 Age of Experience 
 Project List that undertaken before 
 Personal Qualification/ Education Level 

 Signature and office stamp 

Section A: Respondents Background Information 

 

 Project Title 
 Project Type 
 Project Storey Level 

 Project Procurement Type 
 Contract Period (Start and Finish Date) 

 Contract Sum 
 Gross Floor Area 

 Location 

Section B: Current Project Background Information 
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3.1.4  Fourth Stage: Data Analysis  

 

 

All the data were collected in a qualitative approach which involved 

categorizing, scheduling and compiling all relevant data and information (Marczyk et 

al., 2017). For the analysis of data, there were a few variables being taken into 

consideration namely the project background information, the key challenges in pre-

contract master programme preparation and the planner competencies and skill in pre-

contract master programme preparation. Data were getting from the interview and 

being transcribed. The analysis of the interview data went through the transcript, 

coding technique and content analysis to the identification of key challenges and 

competencies and skill in the preparation of pre-contract master programme.  The 

procedures to process and analyse the raw data from the semi-structured interview are 

described. And the findings will come out from data analysis as a primary data. The 

main data is the key challenges faced in pre-contract master programmes preparation 

in high rise project and the influence of planner competencies and skill in master 

programmes preparation. 

 

 

There are some necessary steps in analysing data from five case studies, as 

follows: 

 

 

Step 1: Manage and organize all raw data by transcribing the data 

 

 

It described the process of preparing raw data such as interview data text or 

audio data transformed into transcripts. During transcription of data, the grammar used 

by interviewees clear for the information reality and reliability as original and true 

transcript comes out to reflect the conversation that actually occurred. (Bernard, 

Wutich, & Ryan, 2016) 
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Step 2: Categorize information 

 

 

This step involves pick out the frequently used ideas and coding the interview 

transcript. Review data repeat and repeat to filter the data that is not relevant to the 

research. The identification of the ideas that frequently used by the respondents. Then, 

the ideas or words that used frequently by interviewees will be organized and 

categorized into the codes. Coding techniques used for finding and marking the 

underlying ideas in the transcript data where grouping similar kinds of information 

together in categories and relating different ideas and themes to one another, as follow: 

 

 

Table 3.3 Example of data summary sheet 

 

Project  Respondent Code Keywords from Quotation 

A 
A1 Unfamiliar with the construction work progress 

A2  Detailed sequencing of works 

B 
B1 Need time in preparation  

B2 Familiar in planning tolls  

C 
C1 Planning and Scheduling Techniques 

C2 Personality and Attitude 

D 
D1 Unfamiliar with Primavera software 

D2 Matched with actual work programme 

E 
E1 Difficult gain information from other parties  

E2 Potential and working attitude 

 

 

 Each respondents had different code number to represent different case study 

project. This action simplified the process and the ways in explaining each single case 

study in Chapter 4.  
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Step 3: Grouping into a Theme 

 

 

After all the relevant answers and ideas are coded, it will continue the grouping 

work according to a theme or larger category. Before grouping proceeds, the 

identification of theme is necessary for further grouping work. It defined as second 

coding as it helps to abstract the codes that are mutually exclusive and include all raw 

data that was identified as usable. By using this method, the analysis of qualitative data 

can be more systematic. Data summary sheet and the theme or category can help to do 

a better and reliable analysis in the next step. 

 

 

Table 3.4 Example of theme code identification 

 

Themes of challenges Code 

Time Constraint TC 

Advanced Information Technology Problem IT 

Advanced Planning and Scheduling Techniques PST 

Coordination and Communication CC 

Construction Technology  CT 

 

 

Table 3.5 Example of grouping the theme code to the data summary sheet 

 

Theme 

Code 

Keywords from Quotation Data 

Code 

Code 

CT Unfamiliar with the construction work progress 11 CT-11 

TC Need much time in preparation but limited time to 

submit 

21 TC-21 

PST Planning and Scheduling Techniques 31 PST-

31 

IT Unfamiliar with Primavera software 41 IT-41 

CC Difficult to gain information from another 

department 

51 CC-51 
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Step 4: Analysis Resulting 

 

After analysed all the data through several method such as transcript, content analysis 

with coding method, the overview and final result of the findings that related to the 

research questions can be obtained. The figure below shows the steps in qualitative 

research analysis: 

 

 

Figure 3.4 The steps in analysing data 
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3.1.5  Final Stage: Conclusion and Recommendations 

 

 

In this stage, the findings and results are summarized based on the objectives. 

Interpretation of data allows the researcher to presents data that form the basis of the 

research. Based on the analysed data, the researcher will restate the research problem 

and make a comparison between the findings and the research question to determine 

the data analysed with the predicted outcome (Marczyk et al., 2017). Conclusion 

makes towards the objective of the research. Other than that, the researcher will 

identify the limitation and give the suggestion and recommendation for further study 

in the chapter. 

 

 

 

 

3.2 Research Flow  

 

 

The process flow of the methodology for this research was stated clearly as 

shown in the following figure, which involved the stages of identification of issues 

statement, literature review, research design and strategy, approach and instruments 

that used in data collection, data analysis and conclusion and recommendation. 
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Figure 3.5 Research flow 

 

 

 

 

3.3 Summary of Chapter  

 

 

In this chapter, the whole research methodology of the study is described in 

detail to achieve the objectives. The research started from the initial stage until the 

final stage which is from preliminary study until the conclusion. All the data was 

collected using multiple case studies approach as the semi-structured interview and 

document study instruments applied. While the data collected were analysed using the 

transcript, coding interview questions and content analysis method to determine the 

main trend of the research. Further findings and analysis will be discussed in chapter 

4.
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CHAPTER 4 

 

 

 

 

DATA ANALYSIS 

 

 

 

 

4.1 Introduction 

 

 

This chapter discussed about the data collected from case studies. Each cases was 

presented individually and the analysis of the similarities and differences between them 

are discussed. The planners and the person in-charge who supervised or implemented the 

master programmes in different building projects that located in Kuala Lumpur area were 

approached. The data was collected through interviewing different respondents. 

Nonetheless, there were only 5 planners and 5 person in charge who supervise or 

implement the master programme accepted the interview session due to their busy working 

schedule. Two sets of interview questions were provided. One set prepared for planner 

and another set of questions provided for the project manager and site engineer. Each set 

have 3 sections. A full version of two sets of interview questions shown in Appendix A – 

Interview Question. Regarding the designed data analysis, single case analysis and cross-

case analysis are used to interpret so as to obtain more reliable results.  
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4.2 Case Studies  

 

 

In this research, case studies approach was adopted to achieve objective 1 and 

objective 2. Responding to objective 1 and objective 2 of this research, it was to 

identify the key challenges faced by construction planner and influences of his 

competency in the pre-contract master programme preparation for high rise building 

project. Then, case studies were based principally on semi-structured interviews with 

one planner and one person in-charge who supervise or implement his programme in 

each of the high rise building projects, which are project manager or site engineer. 

Total five residential high rise building projects had been targeted and selected. All 

projects are located around Kuala Lumpur (KL) area. Interviews lasted from one to 

three hours from different project case. Background information and details about 

project sites visited and the project personnel interviewed are presented in Table 4.1 

and Table 4.2.  

 

 

Table 4.1 Details of project background  

 

Case A B C D E 

Building Type Residential Residential Residential Residential Residential 

Procurement Traditional  Traditional Traditional Traditional Traditional 

CIDB Grade 7 7 7 7 7 

Location Kuala 

Lumpur 

Kuala 

Lumpur 

Kuala 

Lumpur 

Kuala 

Lumpur 

Kuala 

Lumpur 

Contract Sum  RM245 

million 

RM122 

million 

RM250 

million 

RM145 

million 

RM237 

million 

Contract Period 36 months 29 months 33 months 33 months 38 months 

GFA 93,426 m² 45,193 m² 101,397m² 124,970m² 89,131 m² 

 

 

With reference to table 4.1, five high rise residential building projects were 

studied and its details segregated in term of procurement method, CIDB grade, location, 

contract sum, contractual period and gross floor area (GFA).  In order to ensure the 

data reliability, similar residential types of the high rise building projects selected.  

Through data collection from the interview, the document study had been conducted 

for further analysis of the master programme with the actual site programme.  
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Table 4.2 Details of project personnel interviewed 

 

Case Respondents Designation/ Position Working Experience (years) 

A 
A1 Planning Manager  8 

A2 Head of Project Manager 17 

B 
B1 Project Engineer 3 

B2 Head of Project Manager 9 

C 
C1 Planning Engineer 8 

C2 Head of Project Manager 9 

D 
D1 Assistant Project Manager 10 

D2 Site Engineer 3.5 

E 
E1 Planning Engineer 3 

E2 Senior Project Manager 23 

  

 

According to Table 4.2, two different project personnel interviewed for each 

single case study and coded with different number. All respondents had different 

working experience in construction industry. The detailed information for different 

respondents discussed separately in the further section.  

 

 

Then, as mentioned earlier in Chapter 3, the case study protocols were designed 

to be a systematic approach to increase the reliability of the research findings. Clear 

established steps within protocols ensure that the case study discussion can be repeated 

through different project with the same results. The data analysis was designed to 

involve both single case analysis and cross-case analysis. The selection of the 'units of 

analysis' is geared towards achieving the study objective. The interviewees were 

therefore questioned under five main 'units of analysis’, as follow: 
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Key 

U1 Unit of Analysis 1: Time frame and work sequences in preparation of master programme. 

U2 Unit of Analysis 2: Information to be used in preparation of master programme 

U3 Unit of Analysis 3: The challenges faced in preparation of master programme 

U4 Unit of Analysis 4: Importance of master programme planning to the project site 

U5 Unit of Analysis 5: Evaluation of planner competency in preparation of master programme 

 

Figure 4.1 Single Case and Cross Case Analysis  

 

 

 Based on Figure 4.1 above, there are five ' units of analysis' used by researchers 

within the case. Five unit of analysis coded as U1, U2, U3, U4 and U5. All data 

collected throughout this five key unit of analysis. The following section describes a 

summary of the key findings grouped based on five main ‘unit of analysis’ respectively 

and discussed individually. Lastly, the cross case analysis conducted to inter-connect 

and link both five project case to find out the key findings of the research objectives. 

 

.. 
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4.2.1   Case A 

 

 

Project A proposed to construct a 49 floors of residential apartments which 

consists of 469 units in Kuala Lumpur area. The contract period is 36 months, and the 

project’s gross floor area is 93,426 m². In this project, the planning engineer (A1) and 

project manager (A2) were invited for interview session. Respondent A1 had 8 years 

working experience, while respondent A2 possessed of 17 years working experience 

in construction. The detailed background of Project A is shown in Table 4.3, while the 

background of the interviewee is shown in Table 4.4. 

 

 

Table 4.3 Background of project A  

 

Item Details 

Project Title 

Cadangan Pembangunan 1 blok kediaman 49 tingkat – 469 unit 

kediamna berserta kemudahan penduduk dan 1blok tempat letak 

kereta 6 tingkat dan 1 tingkat besmen beserta kemudahan penduduk 

di atas Lot 80010, Jalan Residen Utama, Desa Parkcity, Mukim 

Batu, Wilayah Persekutuan Kuala Lumpur 

Building Type Residential 

Procurement Traditional 

CIDB Grade 7 

Location Kuala Lumpur 

Contract Sum RM 245 million 

Contract Period 36 months 

GFA 93,426 m² 

 

 

Table 4.4 Details of Project Personnel Interviewed in Project A 

 

Case Respondents Position 
Working Experience 

(years) 

Educational 

Qualification 

A 

A1 Planning 

Manager 

8 Bachelor of degree in 

Civil Engineering 

A2 Head of 

Project 

Manager 

17 Bachelor of degree in 

Civil Engineering 
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4.2.1.1 The time frame and work sequences in preparation of master programme 

 

 

In Project A, there had two sets of master programme prepared by planning 

manager (A1). One set of the master programme was prepared for client submittal and 

approval, while another one was the internal work programme that applied to actual 

construction site. Question inquire responses on whether do respondent A1 understand 

the meaning of the pre-contract master programme and how long did he take to 

complete master programme preparation in project A. Respondent A1 said that: 

 

 

 “For me, pre contract mean the process after our tendering of the project 

succeed and before the construction site work start, and the master programme meant 

the baseline schedule that our company submit to client for further explaining how our 

company complete his project timely in terms of quality, time and cost planning, 

scheduling and monitoring.” 

 

 

Besides, respondent A1 mentioned that he took roughly two weeks period to 

complete the master programme in pre-contract stage. Due to his sufficient experience 

in planning plus his proper working attribute, he completed two sets of master 

programme within two weeks. There are actually limited time frame for him to prepare 

detailed enough programme, but he tried the best in the preparation. He studied Bill of 

Quantities (BQ), project specifications and drawings in details. Basically, client gave 

maximum one month time for main contractor to complete the master programme 

which mean preparation start once letter of contract awarded and before the site work 

start. It mean that master programme will become a guidelines or so called baseline 

schedule for site operation team to follow the work sequences in the master programme.  

 

 

Respondent A1 stated that their company different with other company. Based 

on his employer’s requirement, he prepared two different sets of master programme in 

this pre-contract period. One is for client submittal and approval purpose, and another 

one is internal master programme. Master programme that created and submitted to 
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client is fully based on the contractual completion period. For example, the contractual 

period given is 32 months to complete this particular high rise building project. Then, 

respondent A1 will prepared one master schedule in completion within 32 months and 

another one is within 28 months or 30 months. This internal master programme will 

help the site operation team to fasten the work progress. This internal programme will 

not be show to the clients or consultants. As a contractor company, complete the 

project on time or ahead is the main target. Although the project is ahead by 2 months, 

but actually a lot of cost and resource saving. For example, usage of plants and 

machineries such like tower crane is higher costing in renting and owning. Thus, the 

lesser day you used, the less costing and wastage in the rental expenses. The early 

completion of project is equal to shorter duration of machinery and manpower usage. 

So, all the extra costs that are saved during this early completion of the project is 

included as the profit of the main contractor.  The clients and consultants will also be 

very satisfactory of this early completion. Thus, increasing the company reputation.  

 

 

 

 

4.2.1.2 The information to be used in preparation of master programme 

 

 

As mentioned by the respondent A1, the high rise building project is required 

more detailed planning and scheduling in the master programme. More attention are 

needed for the overall progress in term of resources arrangement if compared to the 

low rise building project. It showed the need of proper time arrangement in smoothing 

the work done. After contract awarded, the tender work programme that submitted 

before will be revised and resubmitted.  This master programme will become the 

guidelines for the site operation team later and become one of monitoring tools used 

by project team in the site. A lot of information needed in the process of master 

programme preparation. For project A, their main contractor company had complete 

database system to store every previous project data, so the master programme sample 

will come from the database. It became the planner’s reference to update current 

master programme.   
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Besides project details and specifications, tender documents and drawings was 

obtained from contract department only after contract awarded to company. This 

documentation helped in sequencing a logic schedule from the start until the 

completion. After Quantity Surveying department completed their resources list, the 

information was asked for the total resources list for this project A. The resources 

arrangements lead to the reliable and logical work sequencing in the master 

programme, and the work sequencing will affecting the work done duration period. 

Hence, due to higher floor height that need to be constructed in project A, more specific 

plants and machinery resources used are like tower crane. Basically these types of 

heavy machinery will not be used in low-rise building project. Moreover, concern 

about the safety issues were required as like usage and operation of tower crane should 

be applied to site by implementing a detailed and specific drawings plan. Consequently, 

client and main contractor that participated in high rise building project were more 

concerned to this time consuming resourcing activities. The plants and machineries 

rental were proportional to the project duration, therefore the costs of machineries 

increase as the project duration increases. In short, the resources planning were 

important to be considered in the preparation of the master programme.  

 

 

Then, the logistic and site layout plan gathered from the logistic department. It 

helped in shorten the preparation time as the detailed logistic plan showed the way to 

construct a transportation access route. Normally, assess route was provided initially 

to ensure the transfer and delivery of the materials and the other resources. Lastly, the 

information will collected from technical department through discussion and 

conversation. Through study of building elements especially for the main lobby, roof 

top and landscaping work design, there were big difference in construction methods 

and technology design application in the project. For this particular project, there were 

some special water feature and spa pool design in the top roof level and also the water 

park design at level 6. It is different design compared to the previous project, so the 

respondent A1 mentioned that he needed extra time to understand all technical 

drawings, specifications, and its construction sequences.  Due to its difference in 

building elements design, and also lack of knowledge and experience, the technical 

information needed from technical department to plan and schedule a reasonable time 

frame and work sequences for that particular activities.  
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Furthermore, there are much sub-contractors or specialists involved in the 

project. After main contractor awarded contract with sub-contractors, the planning of 

their own work programme will collected for main contractor planner to prepare 

overall master site programme.  

 

 

 

 

4.2.1.3 The challenges faced in preparation of pre-contract master programme 

 

 

Planning manager (A1) of this project stated that lack of tender document 

information is one of the issues faced during the preparation of pre-contract master 

programme. For example, lack of information in mechanical and electrical work. 

Client will appointed their nominated sub-contractors and provided only prime cost 

sum for that particular works. It mean that main contractor faced a difficulty in getting 

the detailed specifications and drawings in the early pre-contract stage. Therefore, it 

lead to the difficulty for respondent A1 to estimate the time frame for M &E works. It 

is strongly rely to the planner’s experience and competency to give the assumption of 

time period and the work sequences. However, respondent A1 has insufficient 

experience in dealing with the scheduling of M & E works because the M & E works 

are variable depending on different site requirements and design. The carpark 

management system designed and applied in the podium carpark for project A. 

Respondent A1 lack of information which management elements applied at whole, 

therefore he assumed that there are sensors applied for every parking lot according to 

the higher prime cost sum in M & E works. The sequences and the work done 

estimation created based on the usual application process work.  

 

 

 In the second place, respondent A1 highlighted the issue of limited time in 

preparation of master programme in pre-contract stage. The master programme is 

required to be submitted for clients’ approval before the actual site works start, and 

once the   contract awarded to company. Within this one month period, planner (A1) 

is necessary to prepare more reliable and productive master programme as soon as 
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possible. However, the amendments for the programme was required. It mean that the 

revision of the second and further more times of master programmer are required to 

fulfil client’s needs and requirements.  

 

 

 Besides, in fulfilling the requirements from the top management, the creation 

of detailed programme was necessary. However, pre-contract stage are defined as 

conceptual planning stage, so that detailed master programme that divided the sub-

tasks in detail may cause the issue of inconformity of the master programme with the 

actual work programme on site. It leads to the variables, changes and reschedule 

works.   

 

 

 Another one issue that faced in the preparation largely associated with the 

complexity of the project building elements design. According to the respondent A1, 

lack of knowledge and insufficient experience in special features design that stated 

in the tender document. After study all documentation, he find out about special feature 

requirements from client. It mean that there have some technical construction design 

that are needed to be applied to the building. That particular feature of building design 

was the newer technology that he never learned before, so that he spent more time for 

pre-contract master programme creation to further study and understand, either 

searched from the YouTube video or asked for other advice and opinion from the sub-

contractors or experienced staff such as technical manager.  

 

 

 As mentioned before, respondent A1 commented that the difficulties in 

arrangement of resources usage especially for high rise building project was one of 

the issues that faced in preparing the master programme. More consideration from 

different aspects is needed, such as safety issue and the time scheduling issue. Such an 

example, the usage and the location planning for heavy plant and machinery such as 

the tower crane is the must. Therefore, the cooperation between the other department 

is important especially the logistics department. Logistic department functioned to 

planning and coordinating all related resources that will be used in the construction 

site including the storage, transportation, delivery of goods, and so on.   
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4.2.1.4 Importance of the master programme planning to the project site 

 

 

Project manager (A2) for Project A totally agreed that the importance of 

providing a master programme to the project. Based on his statement as below, it 

showed the necessary of the master programme in project planning for the construction 

processes.  

 

 

“Yup, definitely. I’m 100% confirmed that the master programme is really 

important and it is needed for the project planning in site work. For me, the master 

programme prepared by him will become a guideline where your project as to monitor 

the work activities and its sequencing.” 

 

 

The master programme prepared by respondent A1 helped respondent A2 to 

monitor site works and its sequencing as these all initial planning tasks listed clearly 

in the master programme. The master programme was a guidelines for respondent A2 

to monitor and control the sequences and its work done. Unless the changes in 

requirement of the client changes in the progress of conducting the site activities, the 

work sequencing of the master programme will not be different with actual work 

programme.  

 

 

In general, when the master programme created and approved by clients, it will 

directly fixed as baseline to the site works. Then, all of the critical path activities and 

the milestones of particular element’s completion are determined. Therefore, project 

manager (A2) was focusing on that critical path and the milestone completion date.  

Simultaneously, this setup helped him in catching the delayed activities and calculate 

the work done percentages and the progress S-curve. According to the respondent A2, 

the actual work programme is almost tally with the master programme. The actual 

work programme was modified and updated daily based on real condition. Then, they 

insisted on the sequences planning in the master programme to be served as a guideline 

and baseline.   
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4.2.1.5 Evaluation of planner competency in preparation of master programme 

 

 

In this project A, the respondent A2 which is project manager gave excellent 

assessment and comments about the respondent A1’s working performance. As shown 

in the statement below, it clearly shows the satisfaction of the project manager about 

the respondent A1’s performance in the scope of work for planner job.  

 

 

“I think he is good enough as a planner. I don’t know about other company, but 

respondent A1 is much experience in programme planning. He can go for even detailed 

than us, although I am project manager, I also cannot challenge with him.” 

 

 

From the above statement, project manager was fully satisfied with respondent 

A1, as well as he commented that the respondent A1 is experienced in whole 

programme planning and go detail into the main tasks and sub-tasks than he can 

do. It mean that respondent A1 has talented planning skill in developing a work 

breakdown structure as his experience and skill help him in creating the detailed master 

programme. Besides, the strong basic in technical knowledge lead him to practice the 

project planning and scheduling skill in real master programme preparation. In 

addition, through a variety of change in construction, respondent A1 always upgrading 

himself in the new construction technology, new method, and so on through real 

project work. It will only increase the practical skill and lastly gain more experience 

through this way. 

 

 

Satisfaction to the respondent A1’s job performance can proved that he 

achieved the expectations or so called requirements of the project manager. Firstly, 

this is because he commented that respondent A1 have strong experience-based 

capability in the construction. Respondent A1 competent to separate the whole work 

activities and its sequencing from the particular BQ, tender documents and the 

drawings for structural, architectural, external works and so on. In construction project, 

the sequencing of the activities is largely important to proceed the construction works 
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smoothly and without obstructions. If the sequencing of the activities in the master 

programme wrong, it directly affect the delay in beginning of work and the work 

completion. Moreover, it will lead to the revision of the master programme and 

increasing of the workload. It may cause the project manager confused in managing, 

monitoring and controlling the work progress.  

 

 

In addition, strong time management skill in completing two sets of master 

programme was the other reason that project manager satisfied with respondent A1’s 

job scope. Respondent A1 was capable of listing out all the elements in the building 

project and define each construction techniques that should be applied to these all. This 

steps taken necessarily to ensure the project can be ahead from commencement date 

in terms of quality and time saving. Therefore, he had prepared two sets of master 

programme within limited time frame before conducting the actual site works. One of 

programme is the totally fulfilment of the project contractual period which is 36 

months, and another internal programme is planned to complete the project in 33 

months. This mean that he was competent to produce the schedule that can be ahead 3 

months compared to the real contractual period.  

 

 

Next, as a planner, respondent A1 puts more efforts as he was willing to doing 

and learning more than his scope of works. He always think and learned more about 

the technical knowledge such as the new technology that applied in the building design. 

This showed the respondent A1’s self-development.  
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4.2.2   Case B 

 

 

Project B proposed to construct a 35 floors of residential apartments which 

consists of 245 units in Kuala Lumpur area. Its contract period is 29 months, and the 

gross floor area is 45,193 m². In this project, the planner (B1) and project manager (B2) 

were invited to an interview session. Respondent B1 had 3 years working experience, 

while respondent B2 possessed of 9 years working experience in construction. The 

detailed background of Project B is shown in Table 4.5, while the background of the 

interviewee is shown in Table 4.6. 

 

 

Table 4.5 Background of Project B  

 

Item Details 

Project Title 

Cadangan Pembangunan 1 blok kondominium Mewah 35 tingkat – 245 

unit yang mengandungi 4 tingkat podium (termasuk 3 tingkat tempat letak 

kereta dan 1 tingkat kemudahan rekreasi) serta 4 tingkat tempat letak 

kereta bawah rendah Di atas Lot 81887, Mukim Batu, Jalan Kiara 3, 

Kuala Lumpur 

Building Type Residential 

Procurement Traditional  

CIDB Grade 7 

Location Kuala Lumpur 

Contract Sum  RM122 million 

Contract Period 29 months 

GFA 45,193 m² 

 

 

Table 4.6 Details of Project Personnel Interviewed in Project B 

 

Case Respondents Position 
Working 

Experience (years) 
Educational Qualification 

B 

B1 Project 

Engineer   

3 Bachelor of degree in Civil 

Engineering 

B2 Head of Project 

Manager 

9 Bachelor of degree in 

Construction Management 
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4.2.2.1 The time frame and work sequences in preparation of master programme 

 

 

In Project B, there had only one set of master programme prepared by Project 

Engineer (B1). This set of the master programme was prepared for client submittal and 

approval. Question inquire responses on whether do respondent B1 understand the 

meaning of the pre-contract master programme and how long did he take to complete 

master programme preparation in project B. Respondent B1 had spoked out like the 

statement below: 

 

 

 “In Pre contract stage, client consultant will asked for submission of master 

programme once contract awarded and before site works start. However, this is only 

based on the prediction, we still can’t see the real progress on site now. The baseline 

are roughly scheduled based on my prediction. The master programme will be ready 

for submission within a week.  I submit the main tasks and its duration period only. In 

detail, I will continue to breakdown sub-tasks for each structural, architectural, 

external, landscape works and so on internally for further planning in the project.”   

 

 

For the respondent B1, she roughly took one week period to complete the 

master programme in pre-contract stage. She stated that their company is not bigger 

company, so there was no specific position for planner. Basically, the project engineer 

will cover the scope of the planner’s works. Her responsibilities include schedule 

preparation, pre-planning and resource forecasting for engineering and other technical 

activities relating to the project. She was required to complete the master programme 

and update the actual work programme through site supervision and activities 

monitoring works later. Therefore, she was required to learn the planning software 

which is Microsoft Project to assist in the pre-planning work. Due to the client 

requirement, she does not prepared detailed programme because her company are more 

focused to the site actual works. Hence, by studying BQ, project specifications and 

drawings, she listed out the main elements and the critical path activities. Then, she 

will plan the sequencing and set the milestone.  
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4.2.2.2 The information to be used in preparation of master programme 

 

 

As mentioned by the respondent B1, more information will be used in high rise 

building project planning if compared to the low-rise building project. For the master 

programme preparation in high rise building project, it was supposed to include more 

detailed planning and scheduling in the master programme. It aimed to forecast the 

overall progress in completing the project. Initial project planning will help in fasten 

the works without obstruction. Due to the limited time frame within pre-contract stage, 

the baseline are roughly scheduled based on respondent B1’s prediction. In the master 

programme, necessary elements, estimation of work duration, and its work sequences 

was provided. Therefore, project details and specifications, contract documents and 

drawings used. The BQ documentation helped her in sequencing a logic work schedule 

from the starting until the project completion through the content of the tender 

document.  

 

 

However, the resources arrangement plan were not prepared. Respondent B1 

noted that the project real construction works consist a lot of variables, so she listed 

out the resources usage for main activities only. For example, concreting work. This 

was her first job, so she was confusing about the labour usage in concreting work. She 

asked the project manager and sub-contractor for the information.  

 

 

Other than that, the technical information about the tasks will gathered from 

technical department through discussion and meeting. This is because the difference 

and complexity in building elements design, and also insufficient experience, so the 

technical support was needed to ensure the programme reliability.  
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4.2.2.3 The challenges faced in preparation of pre contract master programme 

 

 

Project Engineer (B1) of this project stated that the issue she faced in the 

preparation largely associate with the complexity of the project building elements 

design. She faced challenges in preparation of detailed programmed due to her lack of 

knowledge and insufficient experience in building elements design. She spent more 

time to study and understand all the design and construction techniques and its 

specification after working hours. She always overtime duty to do her study as well.  

 

 

 In the second place, respondent B1 highlighted the issue of limited time in 

preparation of master programme in pre-contract stage. The master programme 

was required to submit for clients’ approval before the actual site works start, and after 

the   contract awarded to company. Within one month period, respondent B1 as a 

planner was necessary to prepare more reliable programme as soon as possible. 

However, respondent B1 unavailable to prepare detailed programme in short period. 

For example, number of resource are not provided. Based on the explanation of 

respondent B1, the master programme always required for amendment and re-schedule. 

Therefore, she will roughly create one master programme and submit for client 

approval. Then, client will comment on the master programmes and it was then 

required for re-submission along with the changes on the commented segments.  

 

 

 Respondent B1 commented that the difficulties in arrangement of resources 

usage especially for high rise building project is one of the issues that she faced in 

planning and scheduling the complete master programme. Different size and 

complexity of project lead to the different arrangement of resources. Compared to low 

rise building project, high rise building project require more heavy plants such as 

concrete pump, tower crane, and mobile crane and so on. All these require more 

specific and detailed plan about how located it and when it was to be used. However, 

respondent B1 as a fresh person in working on high rise building project was less 

experience in the resource planning. She needed for help from her project manager. 
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Through asking and discussing with the project manager, she completed a draft of the 

resource plan.  

 

 

Besides that, issue of inconformity of the master programme with the actual 

work programme occur. Respondent B1’s master programme was not tally with the 

actual work programme.  The documentations that were provided in the pre-contract 

stage were the forecast and conceptual information. It mean that respondent B1 

prepared the master programme fully based on the BQ and contract document only. 

When actual site activities start, the variable and incidents happen. The actual work 

programme is 28 days delay compared to the master baseline. Re-schedule work and 

adjustment requested to suit the real site condition. Respondent B1 commented that 

the schedule delay lead to the increasing of the labour use to shorten the completion of 

that particular delayed activities.   

 

 

 On the other view of respondent B1, she claimed that issue of information 

technology was one of the challenges she faced in the preparation of master 

prorgramme. It was first time Respondent B1 first time exposed the project planning 

works. She had insufficient knowledge and skill in the IT software for project planning. 

Unfamiliarity by using planning and scheduling software such as Microsoft Project 

lead to the difficulty in her preparation.  

 

 

 

 

4.2.2.4 Importance of master programme planning to the project site 

 

 

Head of Project Manager (B2) for Project B agreed that the necessary of a 

master programme to the project. Based on his statement as below, it showed the 

necessary of the master programme in the project site as he required for construction 

monitoring and controlling. The following shows the opinion of respondent B2.  
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As mentioned by respondent B2: 

 

 

“Master programme is one monitoring and controlling tool that used in the 

project site. However, it will become a guideline only. Sometimes, the work sequences 

in the master programme will be changes and adjusted to fulfil the current site 

condition. It doesn’t mean that the master programme is useless and wrong. With the 

master programme, we will have one baseline for us to know the critical path activities 

and its due date for each critical path activities.” 

 

 

Statement above indicated that all initial task planning listed in the master 

programme. The master programme created, submitted and approved by clients. It will 

directly fixed as baseline to the site. Then, all critical path activities and the milestones 

of particular element’s completion were determined. Therefore, project manager (B2) 

was focusing on that critical path and the milestone completion date. 

 

 

According to the respondent B2, the actual work programme is different with 

the master programme. The actual work programme show that the work progress 

delayed almost one month period. Some sequencing of the master programme is wrong 

so that the adjustment and amendment is required to suit the site condition. However, 

with the help of master programme, respondent B2 easy to track the delayed activities 

and rearrange the sequences to ensure the project can be complete within contractual 

period. For this particular high rise building project, project manager (B2) highlighted 

that he capable of capture the delayed site progress and find the solution to draw back 

the delayed period and smoothen the site works. In his opinion, He claimed that: “With 

the creation of master programme into the project site, it helped him to improve the 

quality control measure by having proper sequence and further track the delayed or 

inappropriate activities. 
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4.2.2.5 Evaluation of planner competency in preparation of master programme 

 

 

As stated by project manager (B2), he demonstrate his expectation about the 

planner’s scope of work. In his opinion, their company will appointed a project 

engineer to cover the planner’s scope of work. Therefore, he had his own ideas about 

what should the person have to do in performing the planner’s scope of works. 

According to the respondent B2: 

 

 

“Most important, I think one person who performing planner’s job must have 

the related construction knowledge. It is essential for him or her to understand how 

the construction works sequencing. Then, I think the attitude and the positive mind-set 

is also important……” 

 

 

From the above statement, project manager’s expectation to the person who 

planner’s scope of work are simply divided into two parts, as shown in the following: 

 

 

 Must have the basic knowledge in construction knowledge  

 Must have good attribute and the positive mind-set.  

 The hard work (persistence and seriousness) 

 Being patient and opportunistic (positive side) 

 

 

Another important point that declares by the respondent  was that he can accept 

the person lack of experience in construction field, but at least that person should 

keeping good attitude and the positive mind-set so that encourage to moving more 

forward into the job scope. Based on the explanation of respondent B2: 
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“Everyone can be a good planner, although he or she is not in that position. A 

person who have the initiative and the spirit of seeking success, the spirit of progress 

and advancement will become competence planners as providing more reliable and 

reasonable schedule to improve project performance on timely completion.” 

 

 

In this project, project manager was satisfied with job performance of the 

respondent B1, although she had only 3 years’ experience in performing planner’s 

scope of work, but she had good enough attribute as well as she was willing to learn 

and explore more about his job scope requirements. With having good attribute and 

self-motivation and discipline, she was capable of performing her job scope. Her 

competency and skill level are higher compared to others with the same or more 

amounts of working experiences due to his serious learning attitude. Therefore, as a 

planner, respondent B1 puts much efforts as she is willing to doing and learning more 

than her scope of works. She always think of ways to improve her skill in preparation 

of master programme. As discussed in chapter 2, this showed the respondent’s self-

development and interpersonal skill clearly.  

 

 

Project manager (B2) also commented that the respondent B1 had strong 

communication soft skill in collecting the information and the latest news from the 

other departments. This helped in developing a more reliable and reasonable work 

breakdown structure in creating the detailed master programme.  

 

 

Besides, the strong basic in technical knowledge lead him to practice the 

project planning and scheduling skill in real master programme preparation. In 

addition, through a variety of change in construction, respondent B1 always upgrading 

herself into the modernised construction technology and new method. Through this 

way, it will increase the practical skill and become more experienced. 
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4.2.3   Case C 

 

 

Project C named TWY Duplex Condos. This project proposed to construct a 2 

blocks of 51 floors of residential apartments which consists of 484 units in Kuala 

Lumpur area. Its contract period is 33 months, and the project’s gross floor area is 

101,397 m². In this project, the planner (C1) and project manager (C2) were invited to 

an interview session. Respondent C1 had 8 years working experience, while 

respondent C2 possessed of 9 years working experience in construction. The detailed 

background of Project C is shown in Table 4.7, while the background of the 

interviewee is shown in Table 4.8. 

 

 

Table 4.7 Background of Project C  

 

Item Details 

Project Title 

Cadangan Pembangunan 2 blok pangsapuri servis 51 tingkat – 484 unit 

dengan 7 tingkat podium dan 3 tingkat besmen di atas Lot 57503, Jalan 

4/70C, Mont Kiara, Mukim Batu, Wilayah Persekutuan Kuala Lumpur 

Building Type Residential 

Procurement Traditional  

CIDB Grade Foreign Contractor 

Location Kuala Lumpur 

Contract Sum  RM250,000,000.00 

Contract Period 33 months 

GFA 101,397 m² 

 

 

Table 4.8 Details of Project Personnel Interviewed in Project C 

 

Case Respondents Position 
Working 

Experience (years) 
Educational Qualification 

C 

C1 
Planning 

engineer 
8 

Bachelor of degree in Civil 

Engineering;  

C2 
Head of Project 

Manager 
9 

Bachelor of degree in Civil 

Engineering; 
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4.2.3.1 The time frame and work sequences in preparation of master programme 

 

 

In Project C, there had one set master programme prepared by planning manager 

(C1) during the pre-contract stage. This set of the master programme was prepared for 

client submittal and approval, and then applied to actual construction site. Question 

inquire responses on whether do respondent C1 understand the meaning of the pre-

contract master programme and how long did he take to complete master programme 

preparation in project C. The respondent C1 had spoked out like the statement below: 

 

 

 “Pre contract, which mean the time period that our company signed the 

contractual agreements with the client’s representative, and before proceed the site 

work. Based on my understanding, In Malaysia, the master programme meant the 

baseline programme that required to apply into the site for project management 

purpose.” 

 

 

Based on the statement above, respondent C1 simply explained the function and 

the meaning of the pre-contract master programme. Master programme production was 

essential to be used on the site operation team. He also stated that their company had 

prepared one simple master programme that copied from the internal master 

programme. The following shows the opinion of respondent C1. 

 

 

“As a China contractor, actually we had our own internal planning about the 

project schedule to complete the project within time frame. It is more detailed master 

programme, including time, work sequences and resource scheduling and 

arrangement. However, due to the local client’s requirement, I simply done the master 

programme that including time schedule arrangement and works sequences to 

complete the project only. So, I roughly take 1 week to complete the master programme 

for client approval. Then, I will reporting in the meeting with the client. After they 

comments, I make the changes in order to make the fairer, more accurate, or more up-

to-date master programme to suit our internal use. ” 
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Client had given a deadline among one month for submission of the master 

programme. However, statement from respondent C1 above indicated that he was 

roughly take one week to complete the master programme for client approval in the 

pre-contract stage. He simply created the programme that including work sequences, 

duration and date, critical path activities for submission.  Respondent C1 highlighted 

that the simpler master programme reduced the conflict and misunderstanding from 

client representative. Sometimes, client could not understand the sequence plan of the 

china contractor company, so that the conflicts and dispute occurred between the 

sequences arrangement and the estimation of the activities duration. Thus, he 

simplified the master programme and show the critical information to them as well.  

 

 

 

 

4.2.3.2 The information to be used in preparation of master programme 

 

 

As mentioned by the respondent C1, his company was registered as foreign 

contractor under CIDB registration. Mostly, his company had bid and tender the high 

rise building project located in Malaysia, especially residential type. For him, most of 

the project cases was quite similar in activities sequencing plan. So, in pre-contract 

stage, respondent C1 collected the data information from contract department, such as 

the contract documentation, contract drawings and the BQ. Then, he used the latest 

information and modified the tender work programme. He implemented some more 

elements and items that appended during the tender stage. 

 

 

According to the statement mentioned by respondent C1 below, it showed that 

his company were not paying much attention on the master programme. He was paying 

more attention to the actual site work progress planning. However, this master 

programme became a baseline for project manager as it can help the project manager 

to follow the sequence planning, monitoring, and controlling the construction site.  
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The following shows the explanation of respondent C1: 

 

 “I am prepared the master programme by using the contract drawings, 

contract documents, the project details that come from the contract department and 

amend the tender work programme. I update that programme schedule details to 

become master programme.  My company is actually more focus in real construction 

work. We use the master programme as a baseline into the actual site work and, update 

the actual work progress on site.” 

 

 

The project details and specifications, tender documents and drawings obtained 

from contract department after contract awarded. This documentation helped in 

sequencing a logic schedule. However, respondent C1 stated that he acquired the help 

from the technical department as he discussed the drawings specification with the 

project engineer. Different types of drawings included in the contract documents such 

as structural drawings, architectural drawings and the other specific elements drawing 

details. He does not fully understand the drawings.  

 

 

 

 

4.2.3.3 The challenges faced in preparation of pre contract master programme 

 

 

From the interview with Planning Engineer (C1), the first challenges that he 

faced in the in preparation of pre contract master programme is the issue of resource 

constraint. Respondent C1 highlighted that the management of resources usage was 

the most time-consuming issue in the preparation. He was required to list out all 

resources that will be used from the project site and ensure there is no any resources 

missing out. However, he was unable to arrange and plan the resource usage, so he 

highly relied on the technical department as getting assistance from site engineer to 

discuss about the resources usage.  It lead to the simple master programme created and 

submitted to the client. Lastly, the amendments of the master programme required by 

clients.  
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According to the respondent C1, he also faced the issue of insufficient 

experience and knowledge in construction. It affected him in his planning and 

scheduling the work sequences for each tasks and activities.  There were special 

technical building design for certain elements of project. Due to his insufficient 

experience and knowledge skill in construction, a lot of the technical study was 

required when he study the drawings. He was not familiar or fully adopt the knowledge 

skill of the work sequences in different project. Therefore, when move to the next new 

project, he failed to create proper resource planning and scheduling. The client also 

felt unsatisfied with the output of his preparation works. 

 

 

In addition, respondent C1 considered that the technical difficulty during the 

pre-planning construction activities was quite a challenge. Although he had 8 years 

of experience in the construction, however the size and complexity of the particular 

project lead to the technical issue still happen. Every single project design are unique 

and would not be similar as whole. He noted that the different specifications that 

wanted by clients lead to the difficulties in the understanding of the project.  

 

 

Planning engineer (C1) of this project stated that lack of tender document 

information was one of the challenges he faced during the preparation of pre-contract 

master programme. Limited information data increase the difficulty in planning and 

scheduling the more reliable and in detail master programme. From the interview with 

respondent C1, lack of information occurs because client and consultant delaying the 

revised drawing submission to the contractor. Therefore, in pre-contract stage as the 

contract awarded stage, there were some issue about the information in drawing 

become the argument among the consultant and contractor. 

 

 

 In the next place, respondent C1 highlighted about the issue of limited time in 

estimating task duration and provide detailed master programme. Within one month 

period, planner (C1) is necessary to prepare more reliable and productive master 

programme as soon as possible. However, he faced the issue in estimating the task 

duration as there is no detailed information for the certain tasks and activities.  
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4.2.3.4 Importance of master programme planning to the project site 

 

 

Project manager (C2) for Project C mentioned that there were big impacts and 

effects of master programme planning to the real site.  Based on his statement as below, 

it showed the importance of the master programme in project planning for the 

construction processes.  

 

 

“I’m agreed that project schedule planning is one of the most important 

concern in the project. Without master programme, you cannot fulfil the client’s 

requirement and get approval by them to start the works on site officially.” 

 

 

 

The master programme prepared by respondent C1 will help project manager 

(C2) to monitor and coordinating the site works. As its sequences and initial planning 

tasks listed roughly in the master programme. This is important to conduct the site 

construction works smoothly as the updating of actual work programme to tackle the 

progress done percentages easily.  

 

 

When the master programme passed to the site project manager, all of the 

critical path activities and the milestones of particular element’s completion were 

determined. Therefore, project manager was focusing on that critical path and the 

milestone completion date.   

 

 

According to the respondent C1, the actual work programme was delaying 

within one month if compared with the master programme.  
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4.2.3.5 Evaluation of planner competency in preparation of master programme 

 

 

In this project C, Head of Project Manager (C2) give good comments to the 

respondent C1’s working performance. As shown in the below statement, it clearly 

show the satisfaction of the project manager towards the respondent C1’s performance 

in the scope of work for planner job.  

 

 

“As a planning engineer, he achieved my job requirement as a whole. The 

assessment for the respondent C2 basically based on certain requirements.” 

 

 

From the above statement, respondent was given good comments to respondent 

C1, as well as he commented that the respondent C1 had good personal qualities in 

planning works. Respondent C2 realised that the respondent C1 was lack of 

experience in project programme planning although respondent C1 had more than 5 

years’ experience in the construction field. However, this does not affect the 

assessment given to the respondent C1. Respondent C1 is a competence planner in 

behavioural aspect. High ability of proper behaviour in crisis conditions and full spirit 

of participation and team working were found from the respondent C1. Respondent C1 

was good enough individual behavioural competency in his planning work. According 

to respondent C2, respondent C1 patient and tolerant with respect to the planning and 

scheduling as well as he getting the help from the technical department and discuss the 

issues problem with the project engineer.  

 

 

Other than that, respondent C2 who implemented the respondent C1’s master 

programme commented that the behavioural competency achieved by respondent C1. 

This help respondent C1 in having strong communication skill to get the information 

in completing his work. Satisfaction of the respondent C2 to the respondent C1’s job 

performance proved that he is a highly competent planner as well.  

.  
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4.2.4   Case D 

 

 

Project D proposed to construct a 51 floors of residential apartments for PPA1M 

members, in which consists of 752 units in Kuala Lumpur area. The contract period is 

33 months, and the project’s gross floor area is 124,970 m². In this project, the assistant 

project manager (D1) and site engineer (D2) were invited to an interview session. 

Respondent D1 had 10 years working experience, while respondent D2 possessed of 

3.5 years working experience in construction. The detailed background of Project A is 

shown in Table 4.9, while the background of the interviewee is shown in Table 4.10. 

 

 

Table 4.9 Background of Project D 

 

Item Details 

Project Title 

Cadangan Pembangunan 1 blok pangsapari perumahan penjawat awam 1 

Malaysia (PPA1M) 51 tingkat – 752 unit dengan 1 blok podium tempat 

letak kereta 8 tingkat dan 1 tingkat separa bawah tanah untuk servis M & 

E Di atas Lot 64577, Jalan Daun Inai 20, Desa ParkCity, Mukim Batu, 

Wialayah Persekutuan Kuala Lumpur 

Building Type Residential 

Procurement Traditional  

CIDB Grade 7 

Location Kuala Lumpur 

Contract Sum  RM145,000,000.00 

Contract Period 33 months 

GFA 124,970 m² 

 

Table 4.10: Details of Project Personnel Interviewed in Project D 

 

Case Respondents Position 
Working 

Experience (years) 
Educational Qualification 

D 

D1 

Assistant 

Project 

Manager 

10 

Bachelor of degree in Civil 

Engineering;  

D2 
Site 

Engineer 
3.5 

Bachelor of degree in Civil 

Engineering; 
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4.2.4.1 The time frame and work sequences in preparation of master programme 

 

 

In Project D, there was one set programme prepared by Assistant Project 

Manager (D1). This set programme was prepared for client approval before it officially 

become baselines to follow and refer by all site members. Respondent B1 said that: 

 

 

 “Based on my understanding, master programme can be described as the 

construction monitoring guidelines book for the site manager. Normally, it must have 

during pre contract stage, which mean the stage before the actual work start. Once 

contract awarded, we required to proceed the master programme planning, 

scheduling and updating from the tender work programme. In this case, this project 

that I handling now is considered as small project only although this is higher building 

height. Small project will have easier programme created compared to the project that 

has bigger contract sum. Therefore, I completed this programme within one week.”   

 

 

From the statement above, respondent D1 mentioned that he took two weeks to 

complete the master programme. Based on his explanation, the first thing that must 

have in planning and sequencing the project activities is the experience-based skill. As 

a competent planner, the experience-based skill must be sufficient as he capable of 

using the experience-based skill to undertake the role. He explained that: 

 

“Planning requires time and also the experience. Work experience will lets you 

find out the various critical tasks and activities. By using your working related 

experience, you will having one concept ideas about how to start the first activities in 

the site until the completion of last activities.” 

 

Besides, in the perception of respondent D1, through experience 

implementation, he knew of the necessary steps in the preparation of the programme 

as he knew all the sequences of the current project depend on the experience of past 

project. 
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4.2.4.2 The information to be used in preparation of master programme 

 

 

As mentioned by the respondent D1, the high rise building project requires 

more attention toward project planning. More attention needed for the overall progress 

sequencing including resources arrangement. Proper time schedule arrangement in 

proceeding the work done was needed. After contract awarded, the tender work 

programme that submitted before were revised to form master programme and 

resubmitted for approval.  This master programme became one of monitoring tools. 

Therefore, initial planning especially work sequencing is quite important. The 

following shows the explanation of respondent D1: 

 

“For example, to plan and schedule the work sequences in the programme, I 

will focus on the structural works at first. Then, followed by the architectural works, 

external works, landscaping works. Of course, the mechanical and electrical work is 

one of the most important part in whole project success as these types of work is always 

proceed concurrently with the structural, architectural and sometimes external works.” 

 

Based on the statement by respondent D1 above, different works information 

and drawing details help him in finding the critical path activities. For him, the critical 

path activities was one of the most important elements in preparing the master 

programme because “wrong or missing out one of the critical path activities will lead 

to the delaying in that particular activities and directly cause project delay. “ 

 

 

Although this was conceptual planning for the project, a lot of information 

were required to be studied in the process of master programme preparation. For 

project D, respondent D1 had his own experience, as he convert all of the knowledge 

come from the past previous project into the experience-based skill. It became one of 

the reference to confirm the production of the current master programme.  Therefore, 

project details and specifications, tender documents and drawings were obtained. This 

documentation helped in producing and sequencing a logic schedule from the starting 

until the completion.  
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The sequence of works kindly link-connected with the resource usage and its 

arrangement. It lead to reliable and logical work sequencing in the master programme 

if there are proper planning in resource usage. Hence, due to higher floor height that 

was needed to be constructed in project D, more specific plants and machinery 

resources such as material delivery issues should be considered. Consequently, 

contractor was focusing on time consuming activities such as architectural works.  

 

 

For giving an example by project manager, compared to the low-rise building 

project, different floor height will affect the selection of plants and machinery usage. 

For instance, at level 5 to level 15, materials can be delivery through mobile crane. 

However, higher floor level such like 30 to 50 floor height, the delivery of the material 

to the upper floor will be more difficult as it required more time. Therefore, the time 

frame will be different according to the floor height, the limitation of the plants and 

machineries, the material delivery method and the labour usage. All resource are linked 

and affect much in the scheduling works. In short, the resources planning is important 

to be considered in the preparation of the master programme. By studying BQ, project 

specifications and drawings, she listed out the main elements and the critical path 

activities. Then, she will plan and schedule the sequencing and set the milestone. 

 

 

Lastly, the technical issue such as the complexity in building design was 

discussed with technical department. Through study of building elements design and 

the information and opinion given by technical department, the most available and 

suitable construction methods and technology were selected and applied to the project. 

For this particular project, there were 51 floors height level to be constructed as most 

of structural works were typical, it mean that the estimation of the duration for each 

floor can be known and the method of temporary formwork can be selected to improve 

the proficiency in the work progress. Therefore, respondent D1 mentioned that he need 

extra time to understand all technical drawings, specifications, and its construction 

sequences.  Due to its difference in building elements design, the technical information 

that collected through discussion with the department can be applied into this project 

as planning and scheduling a reasonable time frame and work sequences for the overall 

progress activities were needed.  
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4.2.4.3 The challenges faced in preparation of master programme 

 

 

Project manager (D1) of this project stated that nature of the project was one 

of the issues that faced during the preparation of pre-contract master programme. 

Different nature of every single project is due to the different location. It related to the 

resource management as well. For this particular project site, piling contractor 

conducting piling works currently. It was going to be the project building works start 

after the piling works complete. However, once a building contract awarded, the 

project client requested his company to proceed the building construction works 

immediately. However, his company construction works obstructed with the piling 

works. This leads to the difficulties in arranging the work sequences and usage of the 

resources. For example, material ordering and storage, plants and machineries location 

and usages. The obstruction was causing the progress delay. All these the matters was 

to be considered in master programme creation so that more time available to proceed 

starting work period. So, more consideration from different aspects is needed, such as 

time scheduling issue. For example, the usage and the location planning for installing 

the heavy plant and machinery such as tower crane needed to be considered. 

 

 

For example, lack of information from tender documents in mechanical and 

electrical work. As usual, client will appointed their nominated sub-contractors and 

provided only prime cost sum for that particular works. It mean that main contractor 

faced a difficulty in getting the detailed specifications and drawings in the early pre-

contract stage. Therefore, it is strongly rely to the planner’s experience and 

competency to give the assumption of time frame and its sequences. However, 

respondent A1 has insufficient experience in dealing with the scheduling of M & E 

works because the M & E works were variable depending on different site 

requirements.  

 

 

 The issue of limited time in preparation of master programme also been 

mentioned. Once the contract was awarded to the contractor, they were required to 

submit a copy of master programme before commencement of the site work. Within 
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this one month period, planner (D1) was required to prepare more reliable and 

productive master programme as soon as possible. However, the amendments for the 

programme is required. It mean that the revision of the second and further more times 

of master programmer is required to fulfil client’s needs and requirements.  

  

 

 

 

4.2.4.4 Importance of master programme planning to the project site 

 

 

Site engineer (D2) for Project D agreed that a master programmewas necessary 

to monitor and control the actual work progress in the construction site. Based on his 

statement as below, it showed the necessary of the master programme in the project 

site as he used the master programme as a tool to monitoring and controlling site 

progress. As mentioned by respondent D2: 

 

 

“Master programme are needed to monitor the site progress and also to enable 

the project team to proceed with the next segment.” 

 

 

Based on the above statement, respondent D2 highlighted the production of 

master programme enabled them to identify whichever works they were delayed or 

ahead to let them plan for site progression. In reality, a site condition may cause the 

schedule to not follow as the schedule plan in the master programme due to the 

variables of the site condition.  

 

 

For example, they may face technical difficulty during the work that may lead 

to the delay for the works, which will not be tally to the schedule of master programme. 

Other than that, the different variables such as manpower, resources, public holidays 

and so on will cause the delay of work.  
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4.2.4.5 Evaluation of planner competency in preparation of master programme 

 

 

In respondent D2’s opinion, the site progress is monitor, manage and control by 

project manager. The decision of the project manager is very critical for the certain 

types of works, such as last minutes changes due to the site condition. For this project, 

there were not such event that will cause the delay in the master programme and all 

the issues were solved perfectly by the project team. The project manager for this site 

shows the competency and experience in work by capable of identifying problems 

during scheduling works. This enable the site work proceed based on the programme. 

 

 

According to the respondent D2, planner competent in performing the master 

programme creation. Respondent D1 had strong communication soft skill in 

collecting information and analysing it nicely. This helped in developing more reliable 

work breakdown structure in creating detailed programme. Then, respondent D1 had 

strong time management skill in completing the programme in limited time. 

Respondent D1 was capable of structure all elements and define each construction 

techniques that should be applied. This steps undertaken necessarily to ensure the 

project can be ahead from commencement date in terms of quality and time saving.  

 

 

Apart from that, the strong basic in technical knowledge lead him to practice 

the project planning and scheduling skill in real master programme preparation. In 

addition, through a variety of change in construction, respondent B1 is always 

upgrading herself into the modernised construction technology and new method. 

Through this way, it will increase the practical skill and become more experienced. 

 

 

Respondent D2 was fully satisfied with the respondent D1’s job performance 

because “As a competent planner, he must having the sufficient experience-based skill 

and capable of using the experience-based skill to undertake the role. He explained 

that Respondent D1 competent to sequencing the work activities from the limited 

project details and information. 
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4.2.5   Case E 

 

 

Project E proposed to construct a 45 floors of residential apartments which 

consists of 359 units in Kuala Lumpur area. Its contract period is 38 months, and the 

project’s gross floor area is 89,131 m2. In this project, the planning engineer (E1) and 

senior project manager (E2) were invited to conduct an interview session. Respondent 

E1 had 3 years working experience, while respondent E2 possessed of 23 years 

working experience in construction. The detailed background of Project E is shown in 

Table 4.11, while the background of the interviewee is shown in Table 4.12. 

 

 

Table 4.11 Background of Project E  

 

Item Details 

Project Title 

Cadangan Pembangunan 1 blok pangsapuri 45 tingkat – 359 unit 

kediaman termasuk 5 tingkat paras podium tempat letak kereta dan 

kumudahan penduduk di atas Lot 61964, Jalan Residen 2, Desa Parkcity, 

Mukim Batu, Wilayah Persekutuan Kuala Lumpur 

Building Type Residential 

Procurement Traditional  

CIDB Grade 7 

Location Kuala Lumpur 

Contract Sum  RM237,000,000.00 

Contract Period 38 months 

GFA 89,131 m2 

 

 

Table 4.12 Details of Project Personnel Interviewed in Project E 

 

Case Respondents Position 
Working 

Experience (years) 
Educational Qualification 

E 

E1 
Planning 

Engineer 
3 

Master of Civil Engineering and 

Project Management 

E2 
Senior Project 

Manager 
23 

Diploma in Civil Engineering 

and Business Management  
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4.2.5.1 The time frame and work sequences in preparation of master programme 

 

 

In Project E, there were two sets of master programme prepared by Planning 

Engineer (E1). One set of the master programme was prepared for client submittal and 

approval, while another one was the internal work programme that applied to actual 

construction site. Question inquire responses on whether do respondent E1 understand 

the meaning of the pre-contract master programme and how long did he take to 

complete master programme preparation in project E. Respondent E1 said that: 

 

 

 “Pre contract master programme actually is a process of upgrading the master 

programme after the process that we bid the projects successfully at first. Master 

programme is one conceptual and initial baseline planning to proceed the site works 

and it is required for client approval, revision and resubmission.” 

 

 

Besides, from the perception of respondent E1, he noticed that the completion 

of the master programme was dependent on the requirements of the top management 

team. He was roughly took two weeks period to complete the master programme in 

pre-contract stage. It is actually limited time frame for him to prepare detailed 

programme, but he followed the instruction based on the order from superior in 

preparing the master programme. Respondent E1 study all of the related 

documentation, including the BQ, contract document, project specifications and the 

drawings in details so that he can fully understand each scope of work in the project. 

In the next step, respondent E1 continued to create the work sequences by following 

the activities stated in the contract document. Then, he plan and set the milestone to 

the main activities in the project and sequencing every critical path activities by using 

the software. For him, he was using both project planning software, which are 

Microsoft Project and Primavera. The reason respondent E1 used two software 

concurrently is because the client required for the master programme in Microsoft 

Project format, but his company mostly use the Primavera to planning the schedule 

works. Therefore, he prepared the master programme in two different software format, 

one is for client submittal and the other one is for internal use. 
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4.2.5.2 The information to be used in preparation of master programme 

 

 

On the view of respondent E1, he stated that the high rise building project is 

requires more detailed project planning. More attention were needed for the overall 

progress sequencing including resources arrangement. Proper time schedule 

arrangement in proceeding the work done was needed. After contract awarded, the 

tender work programme that submitted before was revised as master programme and 

resubmitted for approval.  This master programme will become one of monitoring 

tools used by project team in the site later on. Therefore, initial planning especially 

work sequencing is quite important. Teamwork effort was required in this processes 

of preparation. Cooperation and communication with the other department such like 

technical department, the operation department and so on. The production about the 

work sequencing will be better than self-preparation. This is because without 

teamwork, it is difficult to discover the mistakes and wrong sequencing. Within group 

or team discussion, the performance will be better as all parties will pointed out the 

things that may wrong with your works. As highlighted by respondent E1, the below 

statement show the main concept of having a good work sequences initially. 

 

 

“Better work sequencing in the construction tasks widely related to quality, 

time and costs. Good sequencing of work produced mean that easier achievement of 

quality, time and cost aspects in the actual works progress.”  

 

 

Although it is conceptual planning for the project, a lot of information were 

needed to be study in the process of master programme preparation. For project E, 

their main contractor company had complete database system to store every previous 

project data, so the master programme sample will come from the database. It became 

one of the reference in confirming the production of the current master programme.  

Therefore, project details and specifications, tender documents and drawings are 

obtained from contract department. This documentation helped in producing and 

sequencing a logic schedule from the starting until the completion. When QS 

department completed their resources list, the information was requested for the total 
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resources list for this project E. The resources arrangements will lead to the reliable 

and logical work sequencing in the master programme, and the work sequencing will 

affect the work duration period was affected by the working sequence. Hence, due to 

higher floor height that was needed to be constructed in project E, more specific plants 

and machinery resources used such like tower crane. Consequently, client and main 

contractor were more focused on the time consuming activities. In short, the resources 

planning is important to be considered in the preparation of the master programme.  

 

 

Lastly, based on the explanation of respondent E1, the information will 

collected from technical department through discussion and meeting. After respondent 

E1 study the drawings about the building elements and specification, there were big 

difference in construction methods and technology design application in this particular 

project E. Same as the project case A that mentioned before, project E had also special 

water feature and swimming pool design in the inside the building. This project was 

his first project-based job and the first job positioned as a planner, so the respondent 

E1 mentioned that he needed extra time to understand all technical drawings, 

specifications, and its construction sequences due to the insufficient experience and 

knowledge-based skill.  Therefore, the more detailed technical information needed 

from technical department. He obtained help from technical manager in planning and 

scheduling a reasonable time frame and work sequences for that particular activities.  

 

 

 

 

4.2.5.3 The challenges faced in preparation of pre-contract master programme 

 

 

Planning engineer (E1) of this project highlighted that lack of contract 

document information was the first challenges faced during the preparation of pre-

contract master programme. For example, lack of information in mechanical and 

electrical work. Client will appointed their nominated sub-contractors and provided 

only prime cost sum for that particular works. It mean that main contractor faced a 

difficulty in getting the detailed specifications and drawings in the early pre-contract 
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stage. Therefore, it is strongly relied strongly on the planner’s experience and 

competency to give the assumption of time frame and its sequences. However, 

respondent E1 had insufficient experience in dealing with the scheduling of M & E 

works because the M & E works are variable depending on different site requirements 

and design. Apart from that, sometimes client delay in passing the latest revised 

drawing to the contractor as he was unable to update the master programme schedule 

to the latest revised information. This lead to the misunderstanding and dispute 

between contractor and client representative. He also faced the difficulty in solving the 

unmatched schedule with the client side.  

 

 

 In the second place, respondent E1 highlighted the challenges of more times of 

revision for limited time in production of better master programme in pre-contract 

stage. Once the contract was awarded, the master programme was required to submit 

for clients’ approval before the actual site works start. Within one month period, 

planner (E1) was required to prepare more reliable programme for submission and the 

site use. However, respondent E1 faced the challenges in preparing two sets of master 

programme requested by the client and also the management of the company 

concurrently. Similar to the situation stated by respondent A1 in project case A, 

respondent E1 was required to create the detailed internal master programme that 

shorten the completion period compared to the contractual requirement. To fulfil 

company’s requirement, he was required to do detailed study and research to ensure 

every activities undertaken can proceed smoothly in the actual site works. At the same 

time, he needed to consider the resource planning. Due to time constraint, he was only 

able to prepare the resource schedule in Excel form which does not match the resource 

arrangement with the schedule work sequences as time goes by. He planned the 

activities progress by his imagination as well as the logic sequences created by using 

the related resources that were planned.  

 

 

 Another challenges that respondent E1 faced in the preparation of the master 

programme largely associated with the complexity of the project building elements 

design. According to respondent E1, lack of knowledge and insufficient experience 

in building elements design. After studying all documentation, he found out the 
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special feature requirements from client. That particular feature of building design was 

the newer technology that he never learned before, so that he spent more time for pre-

contract master programme creation to further study and understand, either searched 

from the YouTube video or asked for other advice and opinion from the experienced 

staff such as technical manager. In project E, there were a special swimming pool 

design. There had many technical sequences needed in ensuring the water load in the 

swimming pool inside the building. This related to more physic calculation. So, he 

needed the help from the others and cannot depend on his own searching and 

knowledge gaining from the internet.  

 

 

 As mentioned before, respondent E1 commented that the difficulties in 

arrangement of resources usage especially for high rise building project is one of the 

challenges that he faced in preparing the master programme. More consideration from 

different aspects is needed, such as time scheduling issue. Such an example, the usage 

and the location planning for heavy plant and machinery such as the tower crane is the 

must. Therefore, the cooperation between the other department is important especially 

the logistics department. Logistic department functioned to planning and coordinating 

all related resources that will be used in the construction site including the storage, 

transportation, delivery of goods, and so on.   

 

 

 In perspective of respondent E1, another one challenges that he faced is the 

poor project team alignment. Respondent E1 explained that the project participants 

are working without acceptable tolerances to develop and were unable to meet a 

uniformly defined project objectives which lead to the misunderstanding and 

inaccuracy of the information. It caused the wrong sequencing of works production 

and affect the Golden Triangle Concept, which mean in term of quality of work, time 

frame for completion and also the expenses costing.  
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4.2.5.4 Importance of master programme planning to the project site 

 

 

Project manager for Project E totally agreed that the importance of providing a 

master programme planning to the project. Based on his statement as below, it showed 

the necessary of the master programme in project planning for the construction 

processes, from initial stages until the completion.  

 

 

“Yup. I’m confirmed that the master programme planning is important as well 

as it should be provided to the site manager for the further project planning in site 

activities. The master programme prepared will become a guideline to monitor the 

work activities and its sequencing, and also the progress delay or completed on-time.” 

 

 

The master programme prepared by respondent E1 will help respondent E2 to 

monitor the actual site works and its sequencing as these all tasks listed clearly in the 

master programme initially. The master programme served as a guidelines for him to 

manage, monitor, coordinate and control its sequences and the work done.   

 

 

Based on the master baseline, all of the critical path activities and the milestone 

completion of particular elements are determined. Therefore, project manager (E2) 

was focused on that critical path and the milestone completion date.  Through this way, 

respondent E2 was able to determine the delayed activities easily. 

 

 

According to the respondent E2, unless there are omission of the building design, 

the actual work programme is almost tally with the master programme sequences.  
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4.2.5.5 Evaluation of planner competency in preparation of master programme 

 

 

In this project E, the respondent E2 which is project manager gave excellent 

assessment and comments to the respondent E1’s working performance. As shown in 

the statement below, it clearly show the higher expectation of the project manager 

about the planner’s scope of work. In his opinion, planner’s job in master programme 

preparation is largely important and may affect the project progress can be complete 

on time or delay due to the wrong and chaos sequencing of works, as follow: 

 

 

“For me, it is simple as there had some requirement or expectations to evaluate 

the planner competency. Overall, I think, the most important, as a planner, he must 

know the basic technical knowledge in project management, project planning and 

scheduling and the construction based knowledge and ideas. ……….” 

 

 

From the above statement, there are the list of the project manager’s 

requirements in the planner’s scope of work, as the following: 

 

 

 Must have the basic knowledge in project management, project planning and 

scheduling, time and resources management and the related construction 

knowledge and ideas; 

 Must have good attribute which mean the self-discipline, self-motivation in 

completing the tasks; 

 Must be a competent problem solver to organize and solve the problem in any 

changes of the programmes; 

 Must have relevant knowledge and skill in the project planning software such 

as PRIMAVERA 
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In this project, project manager (E2) was satisfied with job performance of the 

respondent E1, although he is only 3 years’ experience in planner’s job, but he was 

willing to learn and explore more than his job scope. With having good attribute, self-

motivation and discipline, he was capable of his job scope and improved himself 

through repetitive practice of the planning software rom days to days. He learned 

more than one software application to adopt the different project specification and need. 

His competency and skill level are higher compared to others with the same or more 

amounts of working experiences due to his serious learning attitude.  

 

 

He commented that the respondent E1 is experienced in whole programme 

planning and go depth into work breakdown structure. It mean that respondent E1 

has talents planning skill for developing a work breakdown structure as his experience 

based skill help him much in creating the detailed master programme. Besides, the 

good attitude in performing the tasks caused himself to learn and convert the project 

planning and scheduling skill to the practical skill as well as the experience based skill 

in real master programme preparation. In addition, through a variety of change in 

construction, respondent E1 always upgrading himself to absorb the latest information 

about the construction technology so that he can increase knowledge and skill. 

Through this way, he will increase practical skill and gain more experience. 

 

 

Satisfaction to the respondent E1’s job performance was proven to achieve the 

expectations of the project manager. Firstly, he commented that respondent E1 have 

experience-based capability in construction. Respondent E1 competent to separate 

whole activities and sequencing from particular BQ, tender documents and the 

drawings for structural, architectural, and external works individually. In construction 

project, the activities sequencing is important to ensure project smoothness and 

without obstructions. If sequencing of the activities wrong in the master programme, 

it will directly cause the delay in beginning of work and the work completion. 

Moreover, it will lead to the revision of the master programme and increase of the 

workload. It maybe cause the project manager confuses and chaos in managing, 

monitoring and controlling the work progress. However, in this project, this issue had 

not happen the delaying works due to his wrong sequencing planning.  
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In addition, strong time management skill in completing two sets of master 

programme was the other reason that project manager satisfied with respondent E1’s 

job scope. Respondent E1 is capable of listing out all the elements in the building 

project and define each construction techniques that should be applied to these all. This 

steps was taken necessarily to ensure the project can be ahead from commencement 

date in terms of quality and time saving. Therefore, he prepared two sets of master 

programme within limited time frame before conducting the actual site works. One of 

programme is the project contractual period which is 38 months, and another internal 

programme is planned to complete the project within 36 months. This mean that he 

was competent to produce the schedule that can be ahead 2 months compared to the 

real contractual period.  

 

 

Next, as a planner, respondent E1 puts more efforts as he is willing to doing 

and learning more than his scope of works. He is always think and learned more 

about the technical knowledge such as the new technology that applied in the building 

design. This showed the respondent E1’s self-development. He had good interpersonal 

skill in his planner’s job position. From the perspective of respondent E2, respondent 

E1 aware and considered the needs and capabilities of others parties such as client and 

the superior of the project.  He capable of dealing the conflicts, confrontations, 

disagreements with the client and the other department manager in a positive and 

effective manner, in which minimizes personal impact.  For example, he deal with the 

client with adequate negotiation skill to understand more details about the client needs 

and suit to the master programme. In addition, he also has good ability to interact with 

the technical manager to discuss about the project building design. Through knowledge 

transfer and the generalized team work, the master programme that submitted for 

review can be passed and used as baseline schedule for the site works successfully.  

 

 

As respondent E2 see, these interpersonal skills is necessary as it largely 

overpass the simple project management work. Because of the necessity to involve 

people those skills must be very broadly used and the respondent E1 perform well in 

the assessment and become a good competent planner in the preparation of the pre-

contract master programme. 
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4.3 Key Findings from Case Studies  

 

 

In this last section, the overall analysis concern cross-case analysis. At the same 

time, specific analysis for objective 1 and objective 2 which are the key challenges 

faced by construction planner and the influence of planner competency and skills in 

preparation of pre-contract master programmes in high rise building projects are 

analysed among five projects. The next discussion concerns cross-case analysis 

between five main investigated ‘units of analysis’ in five construction project, and 

therefore is structured and mentioned in table form. 

 

 

 

 

4.3.1 Overall Analysis  

 

 

An understanding of master programme planning challenges faced in the pre-

contract stage, including the influences of the planner competency and skill in the 

preparation of master programme, is important to explore the importance of the 

planner’s competencies in the construction projects as well as the quality of work in 

planning and scheduling work performance, especially in the early stage strongly 

affects the goal on timely project completion.  

 

 

Table 4.13 summarises the time frame preparation, the information used to 

produce the pre-contract master programme, and the most and least significant 

challenges faced in the master programme preparation and the influences of planner 

competencies in the master programme creation.  
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Table 4.13 Unit of Analysis of Master Programme Preparation by Planner 

 

Unit of analysis 
Case 

A 

Case 

B 

Case 

C 

Case 

D 

Case 

E 

Time frame in preparation of master programme (U1)  

One week  √ √ √  

Two weeks √    √ 

Information Used in preparation of master programme (U2)  

Company database √   √ √ 

Project details and specification √ √ √ √ √ 

Tender documents  √ √ √ √ √ 

Drawings √ √ √ √ √ 

Resource plan √    √ 

Logistic plan √    √ 

Layout plan √    √ 

Technical meeting √ √ √ √ √ 

Subcontractor programme √     

Tender work programme √  √  √ 

Key Challenges faced by planner in preparation(U3)  

 

Project Based Constraint 
 

 
Physical constraint 

 

Lack contract information √  √ √ √ 

Complex nature of project    √  

Insufficient knowledge in building design √ √ √  √ 

 

Technical Planning and Scheduling Constraint 
 

 Time constraint Limited preparation time √ √ √ √ √ 

Resource 

constraint 
Difficulties in resources usage arrangement √ √ √  √ 

Risk management Inconformity with actual work programme  √ √ √  

 

Planner Personality 
 

 Communication  Poor project team alignment     √ 

Experience issue insufficient construction experience  √ √ √  √ 

Issue of IT Unfamiliarity in IT software  √    

Importance of programme planning into project site (U4)  

Become a guidelines √ √   √ 

As a monitoring and coordinating tools √ √ √ √ √ 

Identify ahead or delay of activities √ √  √  

Evaluation of planner competency in preparation (U5)  

 

Hard Skill and Knowledge (technical competencies) 
 

 Planning and 

scheduling  

management 

experienced  in programme planning (go 

detail into main and sub-tasks) 
√    √ 

Construction 

technology  

strong basic in technical knowledge 

 
√ √  √ √ 

Time management strong time management skill √   √ √ 

Risk management Capable of identifying scheduling problems     √  

IT knowledge Expert in planning software skill √    √ 

 

Experience, Soft Skill and Ability (Operational Competencies) 
 

 Experience skill experience-based capability in construction √   √ √ 

Communications communication and interaction skill in 

collecting data information 
√ √ √ √ √ 

Interpersonal skill Good working attitudes (perform tasks and 

full spirit of participation and teamwork)   
√ √ √ √ √ 

Willing to do and learn more than job scope √ √   √ 
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According to Table 4.13, there are five unit of analysis formed to investigate 

the key challenges that faced by planners and the influences of the competency and 

skills in preparation of pre-contract master programmes in high rise building projects. 

Based on the analysis on the interview session that have been carried out, the master 

programme are not only done by project planners, because some of the company does 

not have a planner and planner’s duties are done by people of other positions, such as 

project engineer and project manager.  Overall, all person as a planners complete the 

master programme preparation within two weeks. Three of the planners from project 

case B, C and D used one week time in the preparation, which are shorter preparation 

period than the planners in the project case A and E.  Planner manager (A1) and 

planning engineer (E1) used two weeks in the preparation because they were complete 

more than one set master programme. All planners completed one set master 

programme for client submittal, however Planner manager (A1) and planning engineer 

(E1) completed two sets of the master programme, one is for client submittal and 

another is for the internal use. A lot of the information that they required to be used 

and referred in their master programme preparation, as shown in the table 4.13. 

Company database, project details and specification, tender documents, drawings, 

resource plan, logistic plan, layout plan, technical meeting, subcontractor programme 

and tender work programme are used. It was limited time frame for both of them to 

prepare two sets detailed programme, but they used sufficient experience in planning 

and good working attribute to complete detailed internal programme within two weeks.  

 

 

Apart from that, project engineer (B1), planning engineer (C1) and assistant 

project manager (D1) completed their programmes within one week by using a certain 

information only such as project details and specification, tender documents and the 

drawings. Compared to Planner manager (A1) and planning engineer (E1), that three 

person in case B, C and D did not consider about the resource plan, logistic plan and 

layout plan to support their works in creating more reliable master programme. The 

position of planner may not include in all the company, only large scale construction 

companies will have a complete organisation structure with the planner position. Due 

to the fact that basic planner duties can be fulfilled by other position. Specific and 

detailed duties of the planners are only required by large scale company for their 

management and audit.  
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4.3.2 Analysis for Objective 1  

 

 

Table 4.13 shows the analysis (U3) of the key challenges faced by construction 

planners in preparation of pre-contract master programme among the five projects. The 

interviewees discussed the challenges identified in the literature review as mentioned 

in Chapter 2. These results enhanced the understanding of the rationale for the 

challenges that were to be included in the survey.  

 

 

Based on the Table 4.13, the significant key challenges and least important 

challenges were identified. In summary, technical constraint in planning and 

scheduling which is time constraint was rated the highest among the respondents. Pre-

contract stage is short team period as well as the contractor should complete the project 

master programme planning once the contract awarded and before the real construction 

works start. However, challenges on project based constraint such as lack contract 

information and insufficient knowledge in building design, technical constraint with 

difficulties in resource usage arrangement and the planner personality with insufficient 

construction experience were second among the respondents. Most of the respondents 

agreed that insufficient contract information and construction experience cause them 

in facing the difficulties of the resources usage management. The issue of risk 

management in which the inconformity of the master programme with actual work 

programme only mentioned by two respondents.  

 

 

Other than that, from perspective of respondent B1, D1 and E1 in both project 

cases, all three respondents have their own individual opinion of the challenges they 

faced in preparation of pre-contract master programme in high rise building projects, 

which are complex nature of project, poor project team alignment, and unfamiliarity 

in IT software.  Each challenges further described and explained based on different 

respondent’s perspective.   
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1. Limited time in the preparation 

 

 

According to the data result, all of the planners faced the challenges of time 

constraint in their master programme preparation. Time is money as the time schedule 

that produced by planner are important in achieve other term of quality as timely 

scheduling often affected the project performance and health in the execution of 

construction phase (Bolin & Avalon, 2017; Harrison & Lock, 2017; Schott, 2017). In 

pre contract stage, once the contract awarded and before the construction work start, 

the planner was required to submit the master programme for client submittal. They 

noted that this stage is shorten time, roughly within one month period. Due to this time 

limitation, they prepared the master programme in simpler way. Additionally, the 

client will check and comments, then request them for amendments. Thus, they 

roughly carry out the programme within one weeks and submit for proceeding the 

further recommend, return and amendment. However, respondent A1 and E1 required 

more than one week to complete two sets of the master programme.  Their company 

were considering and required more about the resource plan, logistic plan and layout 

plan to support their project works in creating more reliable master programme. 

Compared to the other project, project A and project E’s company was larger scale 

business so that they have a complete organisation structure with the planner position 

and the planning department. So, specific and detailed duties of the planners are 

required for their management and audit. This is the reason they required more 

information, do more than one week compared to the other respondents.  

  

 

2. Lack contract information 

 

 

As mentioned in the Chapter 2 – Literature review, the scheduling requirements 

are different depend on project. Planner was required to develop a master programme 

complies with contractual requirements and the right and sufficient detail information 

is available at the time. (Harrison & Lock, 2017; Sears et al., 2015). Referred to the 

respondent A1, client appointed their nominated sub-contractors and provide only 

prime cost sum for that particular works. It cause the main contractor less information 
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in the detailed specifications and drawings in the early pre-contract stage. For instance, 

drawings and specification for the mechanical and electrical works. Therefore, it is 

strongly rely to the planner’s experience and competency to give the assumption and 

estimation of time and the work sequences. Respondent B1 does not faces this 

challenges because she focus on the documentations that she had in her hand. She used 

the available information to create the master programme such as the tender documents, 

tender drawings and BQ only.  

 

 

3. Insufficient knowledge in building design 

 

 

Total of 4 respondents from different project case commented that the 

insufficient knowledge in complex building design increase the difficulties in 

preparing the reliable master programme. They spent more time in further studying 

and understanding the special building design as they do not have the related 

construction knowledge, practice or experience. According to respondent A1, he spent 

extra time to study and understand all technical drawings, specifications, and its 

construction sequences.  Due to its project complexity and construction variable, lack 

of knowledge and experience in building elements design, he was getting the help from 

others from technical department to cooperate in planning and scheduling a reasonable 

time frame and work sequences for that particular design. As stated on the literature 

review, a detailed understanding and knowledge of the construction techniques and 

methods are necessary to create the reliable and accurate schedule (Chowdeswari & 

Chandra, 2017). 

 

 

4. Difficulties in resources usage arrangement 

 

 

As mentioned by Chowdeswari & Chandra, 2017, three major resources were 

considered by planners in preparing the master programme, which are people, 

materials and plants and equipment. Planners were required to cover whole project life 

cycle from initial stage until the project completion. They required to create and 
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develop the programme in every different staged of project. In pre-contract stage, plan 

resource management and estimate resource requirements is necessary. However, 

challenges of resource usage and arrangement faced by respondent A1, B1, C1 and E1 

in the preparation of master programme. They stated that complexity of the high rise 

building project is high as there are required more heavy plants and machinery such as 

concrete pump, tower crane, and mobile crane.  They faced the difficulties in assigning 

resources and imposed constraints relative to the construction tasks that are dedicated 

to project planning. However, respondent D1 does not encounter this challenges. As 

an assistant project manager, he had wiser view and the thinking in how to planning 

and complete the construction project properly and timely.  

 

 

5. Insufficient construction experience  

 

 

Due to the insufficient experience, knowledge and skill in whole project 

management, the respondent A1, B1, C1 and E1 encountered the challenges in 

insufficient experience in construction works. Similar with the situation when planner 

facing the issue of insufficient knowledge in building design, the planners required to 

find the other ways in improving their knowledge. Therefore, inexperienced planners 

were facing often challenges in the preparation of master programme because of the 

inadequate construction experience (Wanichko et al., 2013). Respondent D does not 

encountered in this challenges also because he had more than 10 years’ experience in 

construction. As a project manager, he had real construction working experience and 

understand the work sequences clearly due to his passion in construction works and 

good attitude in learning and doing more than his job scope. 

 

 

 

6. Inconformity with actual work programme 

 

 

According to the respondent B1, C1 and D1, their actual work programme is 

delaying approximately one month so that the inconformity of the master programme 
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with the actual work programme happen. The poor coordination of project risk will 

not be able to help in clarifying the contract and it will fail to promote a common 

understanding between owner and contractor (Bolin & Avalon, 2017; Schott, 2017). 

For example, analysing the schedule for potential changes, and understanding the 

likely effects of amendment, would be hugely beneficial to programmes of work. 

However, planner faced issues in analysing the schedule for potential changes. They 

may fail to forecast the variance due to the construction uncertainty and dynamics 

condition.  

 

 

7. Complex nature of project 

 

 

This issues mentioned and highlighted by respondent D1 only. Different nature 

of every single project is due to the different location. It related to the resource 

management as well as the activities affected by contractual or environmental 

conditions (Bolin & Avalon, 2017; Harrison & Lock, 2017; Schott, 2017).  

 

 

A large project has more interdependencies between tasks and between work 

groups or individuals due to its complexity. This level of complexity makes it harder 

to predict the schedule, which include duration factor was to be included for such 

coordination. More activities involved in the project, and more independencies 

between work tasks. It is also highly related with time scheduling issue. 

 

 

8. Poor project team alignment 

 

 

Based on the Table 4.13, this issues highlighted by respondent E1 only. His 

project team members was working without acceptable tolerances to develop and meet 

a uniformly defined project objectives may lead to the misunderstanding and 

inaccuracy of the information. It will cause the wrong sequencing of works production 

and impact on the Golden Triangle Concept, which mean in term of quality of work, 
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time frame for completion and also the expenses costing. As proved by Del Pico, 2013 

and Tennoy et al, 2016 in the literature review, facilitating communication in a project 

requires appropriate structure and communication systems linking all members 

throughout the whole project life cycle. Planner was required to create the master 

schedule and consider all aspect of the project life cycle from initial until completion. 

It required much communication, cooperation and commitment among team members. 

If not, it will lead to the unsuccessful project planning, reliable schedule cannot be 

formed.   

 

 

9. Unfamiliarity in IT software 

 

 

The computation of activity times in preparing master schedule can be done by 

computer other than manually by hand. However, planners that had insufficient 

knowledge and skill in the IT software may lead to the preparation of the schedule 

manually because they are unfamiliar by using planning and scheduling IT tools. 

Create the schedule manually take much time and time provided for planner in this 

stage might be insufficient (Wanichko et al., 2013). In result, project engineer (B1) 

was challenged in this aspect due to the insufficient knowledge and skill in the IT 

software for project planning. Unfamiliarity by using planning and scheduling 

software such as Microsoft Project lead to the difficulty in her preparation. 

 

 

 

 

4.3.3 Analysis for Objective 2  

 

 

Table 4.13 shows the analysis of the influences of the planner competency and 

skill among five projects. Deriving from the comprehensive literature review carried 

out for this study, interviewees discussed the influences of planner competency and 

skills in preparation of pre-contract master programmes in high rise building projects. 

These results in enhanced understanding of the rationale for the influences of planner 
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competency in performing the master programme preparation that were to be included 

in the survey.  

 

 

Based on the Table 4.13, total five of the respondents agreed that the 

communication and interaction skill in collecting data information and the good 

working attitudes in performing the tasks are the most significant competency that 

shown by planners to complete more reliable master programme. Besides, the most of 

the respondents also agreed that strong basic in technical knowledge and the 

experience-based capability in construction highly influences their preparation of 

master programme in high rise building project. The competency of strong time 

management skill and willing to do and learn more than job scope agreed by three 

respondents while only respondent D2 highlighted that his project planner competent 

in identifying scheduling problems in scheduling works. Besides, there is also some 

respondents has pointed out the other competency of the planner in preparing the 

master programme for the particular high rise building project. Respondent A2 and E2 

said that their planner experienced in programme planning as they are capable of 

scheduling and breakdown work structure into main tasks and sub-tasks in detail. They 

also stated that their project planner expert in planning software skill.   

 

 

1. Communication and interaction skill in collecting data information 

 

 

According to the data that collected, total five of the respondents commented 

that their planner’s achieved behavioural and operational competencies in preparing 

the master programme by having strong communication skill to get the information in 

completing their work. Communication, which mean to make known something to 

somebody, to exchanges or conveys information, idea, and news. As a planner, 

communication skill is important to expresses ideas and information clearly in a 

manner appropriate to the client and other parties such as sub-contractors and team 

members.  They are responsible to actively listens to what others are saying to achieve 

understanding so that they can collect more detailed data and information. (Baldwin 

& Bordoli, 2014; Del Pico, 2013). From data collection, it can be seen that all planners 
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faced a lot of challenges in preparation of pre-contract master programme in high rise 

building project.    

 

 

2. Good working attitudes in performing tasks and full spirit of participation and 

teamwork  

 

 

All planners were required to aware and considers the needs and capabilities 

of others parties such as client.  They are required to deals with conflicts, 

confrontations, disagreements in a positive manner, in which minimizes personal 

impact.  Deals effectively with others in both favourable and unfavourable situations 

regardless of status of position.  Accepts interpersonal and cultural diversity (Aston, 

2017; Omidvar, 2014). When facing the challenges with insufficient knowledge in the 

technical building design, all respondents enable to find the other ways to solve the 

issues. For example, the planner lack of knowledge and insufficient experience in 

special water features design that stated in the tender document. Therefore, he searched 

from the YouTube video or asked for other advice and opinion from the sub-

contractors or experienced staff such as technical manager. Through this way, it can 

be seen that the planner had good interpersonal and team skill in performing tasks and 

full spirit of participation and teamwork into their planning works (H. Mohammad, 

2016). 

 

 

3. Willing to do and learn more than job scope 

 

 

The importance of human skills and behavioural competencies in project 

management is one of the competency factor that can improve the project planning and 

scheduling works (Briere & Proulx, 2015). In result, the respondent A1, B1 and E1 

had operational and behavioural competency in preparing the master programme. As 

a competent planner operational and behavioural competency, they always think and 

learn more about the extra technical knowledge such as the new technology that 

applied in the building design. With having good attribute and self-motivation, they 
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are capable of performing their job scope. Their competency and skill level are higher 

compared to others with the same or more amounts of working experiences due to their 

serious learning attitude. Therefore, as a planner, they require much efforts as they are 

willing to doing and learning more than their scope of works. They always think a 

ways to improve the skill in preparation of master programme. As discussed in 

literature review, it showed their self-development and interpersonal skill. 

 

 

4. Strong basic in technical knowledge 

 

 

To create the reliable and accurate schedule, a detailed understanding and 

knowledge of the construction techniques and methods are necessary. The knowledge 

including understand the principles of construction technology, building work, 

delivery and storage of building materials (Chowdeswari & Chandra, 2017). It lead 

him to practice the project planning and scheduling skill in real master programme 

preparation. In addition, through a variety of change in construction, respondent A1, 

B1, D1 and E1 were always upgrading themselves in the new construction technology, 

through real project work. For example, they asking for the technical engineer’s help 

in understanding the building elements design that they don’t know. Through this way, 

it increases the practical skill and lastly gain more experience. However, from the 

perspective of the project manager (C2), the planner (C1) strong in personal qualities 

and behavioural competency but lack experience and knowledge in construction.  

 

 

5. Experience-based capability in construction 

 

 

As a competent planners, their experience-based skill must be sufficient as they 

need to identify the level of experience required to undertake this role successfully. 

Planning requires time and also experience. Experience may be defined in terms of the 

types of projects the candidate has managed; the industries in which the projects were 

undertaken; the size and level of complexity of the projects undertaken; and the 

number of years spent managing projects. Typically, experienced planners are an 
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expensive overhead to construction costs (Briere & Proulx, 2015; Migliaccio & Holm, 

2018) In the result from data collection, the internal master programme that prepared 

by the respondent A1 and E1 in project case A and case E tally with their actual work 

programme as their project ahead few months from the contractual completion period. 

For project case D, although the master programme is not tally with actual work 

programme in which delaying almost one month, however this is not implicated by the 

poor planning and scheduling works. His project site obstructed with the piling 

contractor’s work as the client required them to proceed the works immediately.  

 

 

6. Strong time management skill 

 

 

As linked with experience-based capability in construction, effective Time 

management skill achieved by the respondent A1, D1 and E1 as their time planning 

were better. Both respondent A2, D2 and E2 mentioned that their planner competent 

to sequencing the work activities from the limited project details and information, and 

also capable of listing out all the elements in the building project and define each 

construction techniques to ensure the project can be ahead from commencement date 

in terms of quality and time saving. It help in fasten the activities completion and 

reduce unnecessary tasks. According to Hoseini and Erfan (2015), “project time 

management is the processes required to manage timely completion of the project”. 

Indeed, time management is a process that records and controls time spent to finish 

each activity. Respondent A1 and E1 capable of creating two sets of master programme. 

At the same time, their internal master programme tally with the actual work 

programme as project ahead two months. Respondent D1 was able to complete the 

master programme within one week and his actual work programme followed the site 

progress accordingly.  
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7. Experienced  in programme planning  

 

 

In project planning, a detailed understanding of project planning and control 

techniques were necessary so that planner can widen their mind in selecting the 

suitable techniques to perform their job. In addition, milestone planning is also 

necessary. A project master schedule may include several milestones. A milestone as 

a significant event in the project depend on the size and complexity of a project work 

package. It may contain a number of milestones that determine its progress toward 

completion. Scope definition is also needed as planner required to gain more basic 

knowledge from scope documentation such as drawing and Specifications (Baldwin & 

Bordoli, 2014; Briere & Proulx, 2015; CIOB, 2014; Omidvar, 2014). There are only 

two respondents A1 and E1 that were competent in whole programme planning and 

further into dividing main tasks and sub-tasks which are morethan they required to do. 

Experienced and talented planning skill in developing a work breakdown help much 

in creating the more reliable master programme. 

 

 

8. Expert in planning software skill 

 

 

To improve the processes of the master programme preparation, software can 

become the best helper to shorten the preparation period. There are many software 

created to help in planning and scheduling work such as Microsoft Project and 

Primavera. However, there are only two respondents A1 and E1 who are competent 

and capable in handling the planning software skill. For example, respondent E1 was 

able improved himself through repetitive practice of using the planning software. He 

learned more than one software application to adopt the different project specification 

and need. His competency and skill level is higher compared to others with the same 

or more amounts of working experiences due to his serious learning attitude.  
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9. Capable of identifying scheduling problem 

 

 

From the literature review, planner who responsible to produce master 

programme should have risk management competency by define all the risks, potential 

responses and contingencies so that the implementation of risk responses can be 

proceed when the risk happen. In pre-contract stages, a project risk can be identified 

by completing a risk form and recording the relevant risk details within the risk register 

only (Minikevicius, 2016; PMI, 2013). Based on the Table 4.13, only respondent D2 

from project D agreed that respondent D1 capable of identifying the scheduling 

problem which mean the risk identification in the schedule works. There are no event 

that will cause the delay in the master programme and all the issues are solved perfectly 

by the project team. The respondent D1 showed the competency and experience by 

capable of identifying problems during scheduling works. He enabled the site work 

proceed based on the master programme perfectly. 

 

 

 

 

4.4 Summary of Chapter  

 

 

In this chapter, all the data collected from the five residential high rise building 

projects through semi-structure interview were clearly analyzed, discussed, and 

summarized through single case and cross-case analysis method. The feedback 

obtained was obviously clear. The research objectives were lastly achieved after the 

detailed analysis was done. The conclusion, recommendation and future research will 

be discussed in the next chapter. 

 

 

This section summarized the overall findings of the research. The main aim of 

the case studies was to explore the importance of the planner’s competencies in the 

construction projects as well as the quality of work in planning and scheduling work 
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performance, especially in the early stage where the planning and scheduling strongly 

affects and decides the whole project completion on time or delay. The case studies 

identifies and highlights the key challenges faced by construction planner in 

preparation of pre-contract master programmes, and identified the influences of 

construction planner competency and skills in preparation of pre-contract master 

programmes in high rise building projects. 

 

 From the findings, it summarised that the pre-contract master programme were 

necessary and importance in the project as it was a project planning tools to become a 

guideline for project team members to proceed the tasks and activities. In addition, it 

functioned as a monitoring and coordinating tools to identify the activities ahead or 

delay and further controlling the delayed activities from programme tracking.  

 

 

The finding from the case study also revealed that the key challenges faced by 

planners in pre-contract master programme preparation in high rise building project 

were the time constraint, resource constraint in usage arrangement, project-based 

constraint such as insufficient contract document information and insufficient 

knowledge in building design and the planner personality issue. 

 

 

However, skills on their own, including their applications, make an effective 

people planner. The construction-related competency was necessary to bring about the 

creation of master programme, such as the basic knowledge in construction technology. 

However, behaviours drive outcomes. Good behaviours for each skill applied by 

planner make them truly effective in gaining knowledge throughout their career, 

accumulating their working experience to face the challenges. Experience, skill and 

personal ability accumulated into the operational competencies.  
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CHAPTER 5 

 

 

 

 

CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

 

 

 

 

5.1 Introduction 

 

 

This chapter discussed about the various issues covered in this study. This 

chapter concludes the overall findings and analysis for this research.  The conclusion 

discussed based on the research objective.  Besides, some recommendations for future 

potential research area also discussed to ensure larger research effectiveness and 

usefulness.  The limitation of study also encompassed and discussed in this chapter.  

 

 

 

 

5.2 Research Outcome 

 

 

This sub-section concluded the outcome and results of research on previous 

chapter, in which five case studies and interviews with project personnel were 

completed. The conclusion of the research study is divided into two sections objectives. 

The conclusions were made in accordance with these two objectives. 
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5.2.1 Objective 1: To Identify the Key Challenges Faced by Construction  

            Planner in Preparation of Pre Contract Master Programme in High Rise  

            Building Projects 

 

 

Objective 1 of this research is to identify the key challenges faced by 

construction planner in preparation of pre-contract master programme in high rise 

building projects. It concluded that several key challenges faced by planners in the 

preparation of pre-contract master programme in high rise building project is 

dominated by the technical planning and scheduling constraint, physical project-based 

constraint, and the personal personality constraint.  

 

 

In term of technical planning and scheduling constraint, time constraint is most 

challenging the planner in their master programme production. Pre-contract stage is 

the shorter period for them, in which it mostly consist of one month period to allow 

planner to prepare the master programme and submit for approval then amendment 

was made base on client’s specific requirements and comments. The planner was 

required to complete preparation in short duration of time due to short time frame of 

the pre-contract stage.  

 

 

However, the other key challenges also affects the completion of master 

programme. In terms of project-based constraint, using the data analysis from the 

interview collected, it clearly shows that the insufficient contract documentation and 

insufficient knowledge in construction building design were obstructing the planner’s 

scope of work in project planning and scheduling. Due to the insufficient information 

that collected from related parties, planners were required to estimate and do the 

assumption by their own, while they facing difficulties in project work sequencing 

because of the insufficient knowledge in construction building design. 

 

 

Furthermore, planner personality is another significant key challenges that 

faced by planner in the master programme preparation in high rise building project. 
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Insufficient experience in construction is inter-related with the insufficient knowledge 

in construction building design. Knowledge are gained thru experience but skills are 

obtained thru repetitive practice, insufficient practice may lead to failure of obtaining 

certain skills and knowledge although it was exposed or taught.  

 

 

The findings indicate that the key challenges that faced by the planner in the 

pre contract master programme are highly impacted with their personal competency 

level. Therefore, objective 1 was achieved by identified the most significant key 

challenges, which are the limited time constraint, insufficient contract document 

information, insufficient knowledge and experience in construction building design 

respectively. 

 

 

 

 

5.2.2 Objective 2: To Identify the Influences of Construction Planner  

            Competency and Skills in Preparation of Pre Contract Master  

            Programmes in High Rise Building Projects 

 

 

Objective 2 of this research is to identify the influences of construction planner 

competency and skills in preparation of pre-contract master programmes in high rise 

building projects. The person who supervise or implement the master programme on 

site, which are project manager and site engineer were invited as a interviewee and 

were required to evaluate the planner’s competency who prepared the pre contract 

master programme in high rise building project.  

 

 

Objective 2 was achieved by identified the most influential competency and 

skills to the key challenges faced by planners in pre contract master programme in high 

rise building project. The results shown there have two the most influential 

competency and skill, which were communication and interaction skill in collecting 

data information and good interpersonal skill. In term of interpersonal skill, good 
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working attitudes in perform the tasks and full spirit of participation and teamwork 

was highly impacting on the planner’s work performance in project master programme 

planning.  

   

 

In addition, in term of communication competency, the most important skills 

that are required to mitigate the challenges were the interaction and communication 

skill in collecting the data information.  

 

 

In overall conclusion, the findings of this paper are surprising. The analysis of 

the responses from the case studies and the interviews revealed the top 3 challenges, 

which are technical planning and scheduling constraint, physical project-based 

constraint, and the personal personality constraint. Considering all the challenges 

planners are facing it is evident that one area where planners need to make big 

improvements, is the interaction and relationship between people. Skills on their own, 

including their applications, make an effective people construction planner. The 

technical competency related to construction such as the technical knowledge in 

construction technology was necessary to bring about the creation of master 

programme. However, the most important, behaviours drive outcomes. Good 

behaviours and working attitudes for each skill applied by planner make them truly 

effective in gaining knowledge throughout their career, accumulating their working 

experience to face all of the challenges. Experience, skill and personal ability will 

finally accumulated into the operational competencies. In short, the planner requires 

operational and behavioural competency to move forward in accumulating the 

technical competency in order to create a reliable and comprehensive master 

programme so that the timely completion can be achieved without delay. 
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5.3 Limitation of Study 

 

 

There were some limitations encountered along the process in completing this 

research, either in terms of ensuring the reliability of the information collected or from 

other aspects. The limitations encountered were listed as follows:    

 

 

a)  References limitation 

 

 

References for the purpose of the study was limited. There were still lack of 

articles or research focused on the planner position and it’s necessarily in 

construction projects. Besides, there were also lack of information regarding to 

the importance of master programme in pre-contract stage. Therefore, when 

doing the literature review, the references that could be obtained is limited.  

 

 

b)  Project based limitation  

 

 

When finding a relevant project for further study and analysis, a lot of 

obstruction happen such like the construction personnel’s busy schedule and 

the privacy of the project personnel to provide the information in depth. The 

master programme was private and confidential could not be provided to 

outsider as it may affect their company images and policy.  
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5.4 Recommendations for Future Research 

 

 

From the research, there are some recommendations can be identified:  

 

1. Comparison between high rise building project and infrastructure 

project such as MRT project. 

 

2. Employ mixed-method of data collection to obtain more in-depth data.  

 

3. Find the solution to solving the challenges faced by planner in 

preparation of programmes. 
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UNIVERSITI TEKNOLOGI MALAYSIA 

DEPARTMENT OF QUANTITY SURVEYING  

FACULTY OF BUILT ENVIRONMENT  

SKUDAI, JOHOR 

 

 

SEMI-STRUCTURED INTERVIEW TITLE: 

PREPARATION OF PRE CONTRACT MASTER PROGRAMMES BY 

CONSTRUCTION PLANNER IN HIGH RISE BUILDING PROJECT  

 

 

This interview is to be filled by construction planner. In general, planner and scheduler 

which are main carriers of knowledge to planning and scheduling the master 

programme in pre-contract stage. However, they are facing many challenges and 

problems in preparation. Therefore the study was conducted to identify the key 

challenges faced by construction planner in the preparation of pre-contract 

master programmes in high rise building projects. This form consist of three main 

sections, namely: 

 

 

Section A: Respondent background Information 

Section B: Current Project Background Information 

Section C: Key Challenges Faced by Construction Planner in Pre-contract Master 

Programme Preparation in High Rise Building Project 
 

 

Prepared by:  

Student: Ting Shu Juan (Matric No: A14BE0158) 

IC. No: 940506-13-6248 

Couse: Bachelor of Science Construction (4SBEC) 

Email: tingshujuan575194@hotmail.com 

Tel: 010-9781433  

Supervisor: Sr Dr. Muzani bin Mustapa 

 

This interview is used to collect data for the study above. All information disclosed will be 

treated strictly CONFIDENTIAL and will only be used for academic purposes. Your 

cooperation is highly appreciated. Thank you.  
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SECTION A : RESPONDENT BACKGROUND INFORMATION  

All information provided will be Confidential and only used for research propose  

  

Name :   

    

Gender :   

    

Age :   

    

Company Name :   

    

Position in Company :   

    

Working Experience :   

    

Telephone No :   

    

Email Address :   

    

Projects that Undertaken Before 

(e.g. etiQa Tower-commercial) 
:   

 

    

    

Educational Qualification :   

    

    

   

Please place your address and company stamp below:  

 

 

 

 

 

  

  

 

Signature: Date:  
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SECTION B : CURRENT PROJECT BACKGROUND INFORMATION  

All information provided will be Confidential and only used for research propose  

  

Project Title :   

    

    

    

    

    

Project Building Type  :   

    

Project Storey Height :   

    

Project Contract Sum  :   

    

Project Contractual Period :   

    

Start and Finish Date :   

    

Project Gross Floor Area :   

    

Project Procurement Type :   

    

Project Location :   
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SECTION C : OBJECTIVE 1  

This section is to obtain information which related to the objective 1 of the 

research: 

 

To identify the key challenges faced by construction planner in preparation of 

pre-contract master programmes in high rise building projects. 

(The answer shall be solely based on your perception and experience in practices.) 

 

 

  

1. How do you define pre contract master programme? 

 

2. How long did you take to complete the preparation of the pre-contract master 

programme in this particular high-rise project? 

 

2.1 In your opinion, are there any differences of the program time frame for different 

types of projects?  

      For example differences between low rise and high rise building project. 

 

3. Can you tell me more about the particular elements that you should be focus on 

the preparation of the master programme planning for high rise building 

projects? Are any differences between low rise building project? 

  

3.1 How do you arrange the sequence of the process in preparation of the pre- 

contract master programme in this particular high rise building project? And 

what is the  

      necessary steps that need to be undertaken? 

 

4. What kinds of information that are needed in the process of preparing the pre-

contract master programme in this particular high rise building project? 

 

 

4.1 How do you do to gather all the information that are needed during the  pre- 

contract master programme preparation? Can you explain in details on the 

methodology of data collection? 
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There are several challenges that may happened in the project especially for high 

rise building project, such as issue of technical constraint, physical constraint, 

time constraint, resource constraint, issue of communication, issue of working 

experience, issue of Information Technology, issue of managing risk, issue of 

planner personality and so on. 

 

5. What are the challenges that you face during the preparation of the pre contract 

master programme in this specific project?  

(Please elaborate further and examples as well) 

 

5.1 What are the impacts of the project procurement in the preparation of the master 

programme? 

 

5.2 What are the impacts of using different planning and scheduling technique or 

software on the preparation of the pre contract master programme?  

       

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

** END OF QUESTION ** 

THANK YOU FOR YOUR COOPERATION 

YOUR COOPERATION IS MY MOTIVATION 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

APPENDICES B  

INTERVIEW QUESTIONS 

FOR OBJECTIVE 2 
________________________________________________________________  ____   
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UNIVERSITI TEKNOLOGI MALAYSIA 

DEPARTMENT OF QUANTITY SURVEYING  

FACULTY OF BUILT ENVIRONMENT  

SKUDAI, JOHOR 

 

SEMI-STRUCTURED INTERVIEW TITLE: 

PREPARATION OF PRE CONTRACT MASTER PROGRAMMES BY 

CONSTRUCTION PLANNER IN HIGH RISE BUILDING PROJECT  

 

This interview is to be filled by person in charge who supervise or implement the 

master programme into project. In general, planner and scheduler which are main 

carriers of knowledge to planning and scheduling the master programme in pre-

contract stage. However, they are facing many challenges and problems in preparation. 

Planner competencies and skill are inseparable in facing this matter. While the superior 

of construction planner is the person who can be evaluate the performance of the 

construction planner. Therefore the study was conducted to identify the influence of 

planner competencies and skill in the preparation of pre-contract master 

programme in high rise building projects. This form consist of three main sections, 

namely: 

 

Section A: Respondent background Information 

Section B: Current Project Background Information 

Section C: Influences of Planner Competencies and Skill in Pre-contract Master 

Programme Preparation in High Rise Building Project 

 
 

Prepared by:  

Student: Ting Shu Juan (Matric No: A14BE0158) 

IC. No: 940506-13-6248 

Couse: Bachelor of Science Construction (4SBEC) 

Email: tingshujuan575194@hotmail.com 

Tel: 010-9781433  

Supervisor: Sr Dr. Muzani bin Mustapa 

 

 

This interview is used to collect data for the study above. All information disclosed will be 

treated strictly CONFIDENTIAL and will only be used for academic purposes. Your 

cooperation is highly appreciated. Thank you.  
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SECTION A : RESPONDENT BACKGROUND INFORMATION  

All information provided will be Confidential and only used for research propose  

  

Name :   

    

Gender :   

    

Age :   

    

Company Name :   

    

Position in Company :   

    

Working Experience :   

    

Telephone No :   

    

Email Address :   

    

Projects that Undertaken Before 

(e.g. etiQa Tower-commercial) 
:   

 

    

    

Educational Qualification :   

    

    

   

Please place your address and company stamp below:  

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

Signature: Date:  
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SECTION B : CURRENT PROJECT BACKGROUND INFORMATION  

All information provided will be Confidential and only used for research propose  

  

Project Title :   

    

    

    

    

    

Project Building Type  :   

    

Project Storey Height :   

    

Project Contract Sum  :   

    

Project Contractual Period :   

    

Start and Finish Date :   

    

Project Gross Floor Area :   

    

Project Procurement Type :   

    

Project Location :   
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SECTION C : OBJECTIVE 2(Competency Assessment Criteria for planner) 

This section is to obtain information which related to the objective 2 of the 

research: 

 

To identify the influences of construction planner competencies and skills in 

preparation of pre-contract master programmes in high rise building projects. 

(The answer shall be solely based on your perception and experience in practices.) 

 

 

1. In this project, can you tell me about your working relationship between 

construction planners whom prepared the pre-contract master programme in this 

particular high rise building project? 

 

2. As project schedule planning is one of the most important concern in construction 

project, what are the impacts or influences of the project program or schedule 

planning in this particular high rise building project? 

 

3. What are your expectations or requirement about planner’s competencies in 

preparing project pre contract master programme? 

 

4. For this particular project, how do you evaluate planner competencies? 

 

5. There are several different types of competencies required to be performed by 

construction planner. As example, technical and operational competencies sub-

divided into several different  elements as shown in table below: 

Planner 

Competencies 

Elements 

Knowledge  

(conceptual or 

technical 

competencies) 

 Educational Background and Certification, (e.g. Construction 

Project Management), planning and scheduling management, 

Contract and procurement management, Construction 

technology and method Knowledge, Project Management, Time 

management, Quality management, Change management, Risk 

management, Resource management, IT Knowledge, 

Organizational Knowledge and Competence and others 
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** END OF QUESTION ** 

THANK YOU FOR YOUR COOPERATION 

YOUR COOPERATION IS MY MOTIVATION 

 

Experience, 

Skill and 

Ability  

(Operational 

Competencies) 

Technical skill, Communication, Cost management, Time 

management, Stakeholder management and others 

 

5.1 Do you think that it is suffice for construction planner to possess only basic 

technical knowledge? If yes, what are the impact of the level of technical 

knowledge possessed by the construction planner in preparing pre-contract of 

the master programme?(Please elaborate further) 

 

5.2 What are the impacts of the planner competency in terms of operational 

competencies for example: working experience, skills and abilities in preparing 

pre-contract master programme by construction planner?(Please elaborate 

further) 

 

6. What are the additional aspect which will affect evaluation of the planner 

competency in preparing the pre-contract master programme in this particular 

high rise building project? 
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Reference Number: A1 – Mr. Wong CY 

On 8th February 2018, Aira Residences Project Site, Jalan Batai Kuala Lumpur 

Person  
Transcript 

 Coding Theme 

Ting : How do you define pre contract master programme?     

Mr. Wong : For me, pre contract mean the process after our tendering of the project succeed and 

before the construction site work start, and the master programme meant the baseline 

schedule that our company submit to client for further explaining how our company 

complete his project timely in terms of quality, time and cost planning, scheduling and 

monitoring. Is it your expected answers? However, can I know why you need to ask 

about this question? 

   

Ting : Yup, your opinion is almost same with what I understand in this term. Due to my 

research objectives, my research focus on the preparation of the master programme in 

the pre-contract stage, therefore I need to ensure every respondents that I interviewed 

was fully understand and practiced in this stage so that I can gained more information 

and the knowledges in this area of scope.  

Ok, let us further move to the next question.  For my understanding, the pre-contract 

stage is actually short in time period as your company should be start the construction 

works immediately after contract awarded. Therefore, I am curios that how long did you 

take to complete master programme preparation in this particular high-rise project which 

is Westside III project? 

   

Mr. Wong : Normally, it is roughly take one to two weeks for me to complete or update the master 

programme. It is actually limited time frame for us to prepare good enough programme, 

but I try my best in the preparation as I always overtime to study the BQ, project 

specifications and the drawings in details and in depth. The client basically give 

maximum one month time only, as start after we received LA which mean letter of 

contract awarded until the starting of the site construction work. Once the construction 

work start, it mean that there must have one baseline schedule for site operation team to 

become a guidelines as they all will follow the work sequencing that planned in the 

master programme. A here, I need to mention to you as our company are different with 

other company as our company will prepare two master programme. One is for submittal 

to client, and the other one is our internal master programme. The master programme 

that submit to client is fully follow their given contractual completion period. For 

 Limited time in Preparation Time Constraint  

1
7
5
 



 

 

example, the contractual period given is 32 months to complete this particular high rise 

building project. However, I will prepared one master schedule in completion of 

28months or 30 months. This is my boss requirement also. As this internal master 

programme will help the site operation team to fasten the work progress. Of course, this 

internal programme will not be known by the clients or consultants. We want to ahead 

the project completion time because we are contractor company, right? We are 

conducting the business also, so the profit is also one of the main concern. You see, if 

we ahead the project completion in 2 months period, then there will be much cost saving, 

and the clients will be happy also because ahead the project mean they can further 

proceed their business. Indirectly, it can increase our company reputation in completing 

the construction project before the planned schedule and within the quality achievement.  

Ting : Wah, your company was awesome as you can prepared two sets of the master 

programme in this shorten time. Next, in your opinion, are there any differences of the 

program time frame for different types of projects? For example differences between 

low rise and high rise building project. 

   

Mr. Wong : I think you know about the project completion period is not totally fixed and the same 

although same categories and same floor level of building, right? 

   

Ting : Yes. I know. Sometimes, the project period can be 20 more months, but sometimes 

maybe 30 more months.  

   

Mr. Wong : Alright, so due to different time period for the project, I will plan for it differently. For 

example, if my contractual period was 30 more months, I means that I have more 

sufficient time to complete the works, so maybe I can estimate that one floor slab 

completed in one month. However, if our project completion was within 24 months, thus 

I need to shorten the duration for work done of construction of the floor slab as maybe 

I give 2 weeks for completing one floor slab only. If there have some special 

requirements that set by the client and I am not sure about that particular elements, I 

need to ask other manager’s opinion or sometimes I’m also need to take time for asking 

sub-contractor’s recommendation and suggestion to set the work sequences or durations. 

I will discussed with them about my main ideas and the time plan for that particular 

activities and refer to their opinions. Although I am not participated in low-rise building 

projects, but I think that if compared to low-rise building projects, the high rise building 

project will be more challenging for me to plan and schedule the programme as the high 

rise project is more difficult to forecasting the time period because of its higher 

allocation of costing and usage of the resources including human resources, plant and 

 Less knowledge in understanding 

the special requirement of client in 

certain construction elements 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Difficulty in schedule planning 

 

 

Technical Constraint 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Technical constraint 

 

Resource constraint 
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machinery and the materials arrangement. Of course, the safety concern is also one of 

the matter that I think it is kindly different with low rise building project.  

Difficulty in resources 

arrangement and management  

Ting : Oh. Is it mean that the high rise building project is required more detailed and concern 

in planning and scheduling the programme as you need to take care more about the 

overall project progress in term of safety issues so that your time arrangement can be 

properly smooth the work done? Due to higher floor height that need to be constructed, 

so there will be maybe more specific plants will be used such like tower crane that will 

not be used in low-rise project, is it your mean?  So, at the same time, you need to 

concern about the safety issues as like usage of tower crane is required for detailed 

drawing and plan to construct it and maintain its operation in good condition so that will 

not lead to any accidents happen in site.    

   

Mr. Wong : Yup, you get my point here. So, you can think about the differences in time frame 

logically. For particular low-rise project, there will be less resource used in especially 

plants and machineries, so time consuming is more focusing by client in high rise project 

as the usage of plants and machineries such like tower crane is higher costing in renting 

and owning. Thus, the more day you used, the more costing in your rental expenses. 

However, in low rise project, there will be less resources usage in plants and machineries 

that required high costing expenses. Thus, you can see that the contractual completion 

period maybe same as 24 months for both high rise and low rise project, but for the high 

rise project, it will be more rushing progress work as the contractor wants the ahead of 

time completion so that there will be gaining profit and less the costs. Of course, the 

safety issues will be less as the project ahead in completion time, so there will be no 

need in that higher danger and costing plants and machineries. If for the low rise project, 

you can see that their programmes and also the actual work progress is not rushing much 

like high rise project. They are usually complete the building project in longer period 

and will not nervous about the time consuming. They will used the most conventional 

and cheaper method for construction and their main targets basically focus on complete 

the project based on the client requirements. Do you understand what I am talking about? 

   

Ting : Yup, I’m understand. In short, the low rise project more focus to construct the building 

under more “peaceful” condition as not much rushing the progress like high rise project 

due to the lesser resources usages and allocation. So, can you further telling me more 

about the particular elements that you will be focus on planning the master programme 

for high rise building projects? Are any differences between low rises building projects?  

   

Mr. Wong  : What do you mean by elements? Is it the tasks and activities that will be undertaken in 

the overall projects? 

   1
7
7
 



 

 

Ting  : Yup. Based on your opinion, the high rise building project works is more challenging 

and rushing compared to the low rise project, so I think that you should be having your 

main focus or concern in certain elements or activities that may take much time for you 

to plan and schedule the work done duration, right? 

   

Mr. Wong : Alright. Once our company are tendering one project, it mean that we will get the tender 

drawings, tender documents, the project details and specification. So, based on our 

company tendering procedures, we will having the management team and our boss will 

be join also. Then, we will conducting the site investigation and visit as soon as possible 

to clearly get the main ideas about the project. Then, as a planner, I will fully 

participating in every pre-tendering activities. It mean that I required to have clear 

understanding about the site condition. Based on the site visit, I will go through the 

tender drawing. When I read through all tender drawing and the tender documentation, 

it is quite take time for me as everything will be different maybe a bit, maybe a much 

changes with previous project, no matter contracting specifications and its building 

design elements. After I had study overall drawings and documentation, I will specific 

focusing in the initial logistic works planning first. That is the things that I think is most 

important to planning and scheduling overall project work sequences.  

  

 

 

 

 

Complexity in building design 

elements 

 

Difficulty in study through whole 

project drawings and specification 

 

Less knowledge in contract part  

 

 

 

 

 

Technical constraint 

 

 

Time constraint 

 

 

 

Physical constraint 

Ting : What do you mean by initial logistic planning?    

Mr. Wong : Our company had systematic organization structure system as we had one specific 

logistic department to plan the logistical layout planning about the resources 

arrangement, transportation access control (in and out) and so on. Initially, I will 

consider the site entrance and the access road that can proceed the construction activities. 

However, for this project, the construction site is surrounded by the whole residential 

housing, buildings, the gardens, the roadways and so on. It mean that there will be much 

more obstruction to enter the site. So, it will be take much longer time for us to plan and 

construct a transportation access route to ensure the construction works will not be 

affected the neighbourhood. However, I cannot make decision in how planning the 

logistic plan so I will discuss the issues that I faced and find the solution with the 

logistics manager so that their department planning tally with my master programme 

sequences and time frame.  

Other than that, I will focus to read through the certain elements in the main lobby 

design, roof top design, and landscaping work design. Normally, these certain element 

will be different based on the different project types. For this particular project, there 

had some special water feature and spa pool design in the top roof level and also the 

  

 

 

 

 

 

Take much time in logistic 

planning 

 

Cannot make own decision when 

facing issue in preparation 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Time constraint 

Technical constraint 

 

Resource constraint 
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water park design in the bottom of the building, which is located at level 6. It is different 

design compared to the previous project, so it mean that I need extra time to learn all 

technical drawings, specifications, and understand its construction method as I am no 

experience about this special design in the past projects. In short, the nature of work in 

this project is also the items that I must be focus on so that I can plan and schedule a 

reasonable time frame and work sequences for that particular activities.  

Need more time to learn the 

technical information for 

particular building design 

 

No experience in certain building 

elements design  

Technical constraint 

Time constraint 

 

 

Experience constraint 

 

Ting : Next, how do you arrange the sequence of the process in preparation of the pre-contract 

master programme in this particular high rise building project? And what is the 

necessary steps that need to be undertaken?  

   

Mr. Wong : All the programming works will related to my experience actually. For Westside III, the 

main concept to prepare master programme was almost the same as the other residential 

projects. However, there have a bit difference in terms of nature of works, floor height 

level required by client, works timing and framing and so on. So, to speed up my 

preparation, I will refer to the database system and find the project master programme 

that are quite similar with this particular project. It mean that past previous project will 

be the guidelines or references for me to implement the past master programme into the 

current master programme. Then, I will do adjustment based on different nature of work, 

client contractual requirement, the construction techniques and others. Then, after I 

understand all terms and conditions, I will read through all contract drawings including 

structural works, architectural works, external works and also the landscape work. If you 

had experience and basic knowledge in construction, you will automatically know the 

main construction sequences. It is the same as any construction steps to construct a 

building. Based on the contract summary, you also will know the sequencing. First, you 

listed down all the elements that must be constructed in the project, and decided the 

critical path activities. At the same time, breakdown the sub-activities based on the listed 

main elements activities.  Then, common sense and experience will let you know main 

sequencing as it will be start from preliminary works, such as the temporary facilities 

placement and arrangement, the structural works including excavation, levelling and so 

on. Next, when we planning to complete at least three level of structure frame work, 

then we can start to proceed the architectural works as the space is provided to workers. 

Then, go through the external works and landscaping works. For the mechanical and 

electrical works that should be start in the initial stage once site activities start, it mean 

that there is only mechanical and electrical works proceed concurrently with the other 

site works. However, normally the client will appointed nominated sub-contractor or 

supplier for this particular M & E works, and there is only prime cost sum in the contract 
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documents. It mean that we cannot know their sub-contractor master schedule planning, 

so we will assumed reasonable period time for M & E works and giving some buffer for 

it based on the past experience in planning works. 

Ting  : So, it means that you will implemented your past experience and the knowledges that 

gained in the projects that you participated before in the current project? So, if means 

that the time programming works is not suitable for fresh graduate or the person that are 

no experience in the planning job? They are fresh and no ideas at whole in the planning 

and scheduling, right? How do you think about this? 

   

Mr. Wong : Ok, I implemented my past experience was for me to fasten the progress in programme 

preparation. For fresh graduate, they were normally no ideas about how to plan full 

programme in the starting, but initially they will stand on site and learned how to 

updating the programme. Through the updating programmes works, they can more 

understanding and remember the work sequencing and how they need to be done in 

ensuring the smoothness of the work tasks. From the fortnightly progress report and the 

contract documents, they will know how each of the activities start and finish. At the 

end, that’s all will be known by them as in the continuing progress work, they will know 

the roughly resources used by sub-contractors to proceed the work, what types of 

machinery that they need to fasten the works, or the time period for constructing one 

elements from structural works until the external work if they are join in the project in 

the starting. That’s also my ways to allocate my experience in planner job.  Through the 

real site work practicing repetitively, and finally you will know and understand the 

common sequences in constructing or completing one projects, including the resources 

arrangement, work breakdown structures, the links and connection of the activities, the 

time allocation and others. Then, you will be more experienced in the planning and 

scheduling works. So, the next time when you plan the new project works, you will be 

more focus to allocate the work sequences and time allocation in terms of quality and 

time control. Then, through this way, you can improved your network communicating 

with the sub-contractors as you need to know how each activities links with the other 

activities, so you required to dealt with every sub-contractors to confirm their 

programming planning so that their work planning can be tally with our programme.  

   

  Alright. I think I get your points. So, as an experienced planner compared to fresh 

graduate, how do you do in your plan to set the activities sequences and time frame? 

   

  As you can see that when we breakdown whole project activtities, there will be more 

than thousand items including main tasks activities and also more sub-tasks. So, it is not 

possible for me to ask the accurate duration and detailed sequencing with person of in-
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charge of other departments one by one. It take much time. Just know I got mentioned 

that preparation of master programmes normally within one month only. After contract 

awarded, the client was tensioned to know the detailed plan of the project programme 

as they want how their project can be completed under our contract planning and control. 

Thus, it was actually shorten time for us to prepare detailed master programme. 

However, our company was almost different with other contractor company. Our 

company more pay attention to ensure our production of work under higher quality. It 

mean that before the construction work started, we spent much time in preparing master 

programme as our programme was more detailed than others in terms of work 

breakdown activities and tasks, and also the time frame planning and scheduling. 

Normally, the other contractor company were not listed all of the sub-activities and their 

completion time in detail because they were also cannot ensure the more accurate time 

for each different sub-tasks. However, our company full of the database that we gained 

before as all of our company management team were full with experience before, and 

our company applied the systems that are different with the other contractor company. 

All of the past project database that our team members participated will be stored totally 

and it made us easier to move in the next project tendering and contracting.  

 

Ok, I give you one more example. Assumed that there are 100 listed items or elements 

that required to be done for project completion, but as a planner, we still cannot covered 

everything although we had experiences in construction. For me, I am planning 

manager, but I still cannot totally said that my experience was good enough to know the 

whole things that covered in the construction field.  Maybe I know the details for the 

structural works, but for architectural or mechanical and electrical works, there are still 

had the things that we don’t know.  

  Alright. So, it mean that you will roughly estimate the work done completion period for 

each different activities? How about your options when you facing the problems or you 

are not familiar with that particular elements? 

   

  No, I will not totally give the estimation and assumption for time period of activities by 

myself only. I’m will also need to discuss and ask for other person such as logistic 

manager, technical manager about the zoning plan, the construction techniques that can 

be used and so on. Of course, before I discussed with other person, I will roughly have 

a main idea and understanding for that particular elements and activities.  

   

Ting : What kinds of information that are needed in the process of preparing the pre-contract 

master programme in this particular high rise building project? 
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Mr. Wong : In the process to create our main contractor master programme for fulfilling client 

contractual requirement, I am positioned as one of the top management and tendering 

team, thus I will have the information of tender documents, project scope of work, nature 

of projects, and the tender drawings and also the tender work programme when we 

bidding a project. After contract awarded, there will be some amendments and the 

changes in the project details and specifications that required by clients. Thus, I direct 

used the tender work programme and updating and inserting a more detailed work 

activities. As this master programme will become the guidelines of the site operation 

team, thus it is important monitoring tools for them to monitor and control the site works. 

So, I asked for sub-contractors master programme so that I can refer to create reasonable 

master programme. Later, I discussed with my boss and the technical manager to decide 

the most suitable construction materials and the methods unless there is no specific 

requirements by clients. If there are special requirements stated in the contract, I will 

asked for contract and QS department for the detailed lists in material and method usage.  

   

Ting : So, is it mean that you gather all the information that are needed directly from the other 

department during the pre-contract master programme preparation? Otherwise you have 

any other options to gain the data? 

   

Mr. Wong : Mostly, I directly asked for other department help such as logistic department, contract 

and QS department to provide the necessary information when there is lesser 

information and details in the tender documents. Otherwise I will call my friends, 

specialists to gain the details and information to ensure the logicality of the master 

programme. However, it is actually take much times and problems may occurs such as 

the inaccurate information from my friends, the longer time taken to understand new 

construction technology that I never taken before.  

 Much time taken to absorb new 

technology or method in 

construction 

 

 

Technical constraint 

Physical constraint 

Issue of communication 

 

Ting : Alright. So, based on your opinion, it seen that the planner was faced also the issues and 

challenges in planning and scheduling programmes work, no matter what experienced 

you are. So, based on the theoretical information that I collected in the research, there 

are several challenges and issues that may happened in construction project especially 

for high rise building. For example, issue of technical constraint, physical constraint, 

time constraint, resource constraint, issue of communication, issue of working 

experience, issue of Information Technology, issue of managing risk, issue of planner 

personality and so on. So, the question here, what are the challenges that you face during 

the preparation of the pre contract master programme in this particular project?  
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Mr. Wong : I doesn’t know about other’s work, but for me, there really have some issues that I faced 

in programme preparation. First one, lack of tender document information. As I 

mentioned just now, for mechanical and electrical works, normally client will appointed 

their nominated sub-contractors and provided prime cost sum for us only. It mean that 

we will not get any drawings, specifications and their BQ. So, it lead to difficulty for me 

to assume the time frame for M &E works. Therefore, it is much rely to the planner’s 

experience to give the assumption of time period and the work sequences. Although I 

had experience in planning the schedule of M & E works, but its specification and items 

would not be same for every projects. For example, in Westside III project, there had 

applied carpark management system actually, as the sensors for every parking lot are 

required. However, I only can assume how much elements in M & E works based on 

the prime cost sum and put in the duration period for it.  

 

Besides, as the master programme submittal is required after contract awarded but 

before the construction site works start, so the programme preparation time is limited. 

To fulfil my boss requirements, I need much time to prepare detailed master programme 

as compared to the other company. Our company aimed to become a qualified contractor 

firm so we are more concern about the quality. So, the detailed sequencing in the 

programme and its planning can show our capability and potential to manage and 

monitor the project for completion well. However, in this stage, too detailed programme 

creation by using the least information mean that after the actual works start, it maybe 

the changes and variation happen and cause the re-schedule of the master programme. 

Thus, my planning must be more reliable to the construction activities to the greatest 

extent. So, for this particular project, I totally complete the client master programme 

within 1 month as I had amendment for the first master programme and due to the client 

comments, so I required to submit second programme.  

 

Then, another one issue that challenged me much is the special features stated in the 

tender document. When you read through all documentation, then you will find out some 

special feature requirements from client. It mean that there have some technical 

construction methods to construct the building. It maybe new technology that I don’t 

know, so it required more time for me to understand that technology, maybe from the 

YouTube video or require other advise from the sub-contractors or experienced staff or 

technical manager.  

 Lack of tender documentation lead 

to the difficulty in the planning 

and scheduling work 

 

Difficulty in assuming the time 

frame for M & E works 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Difficult in create detailed 

programme due to the least 

information and its conceptual 

items  

 

Need time to improve, amend and 

resubmit the programme for 

finalised master programme 

 

 

Less knowledge in new 

technology  

 

Take much time in understanding 

 

Physical constraint 

 

 

 

Technical constraint 

Issue of Personality 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Technical constraint 

Physical constraint 

 

 

 

Time constraint 

 

 

 

 

Technical constraint 

 

 

Physical constraint 
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Ting : What are the impacts of the project procurement in the preparation of the master 

programme? 

   

Mr. Wong : Project Procurement? What does you mean about procurement? I don’t know about it.    

Ting : Project Procurement was actually means that the types of the contract that prepared by 

the client as they probably provided different types of the contract tender for contractors. 

For example, the design and build contract that required by client will let the whole 

project team not only focus to contract department only. Based on common traditional 

types of contract procurements, a client will appointed one architect to design the 

building, and after taking a drawing, client will call us (main contractor) for interview. 

Thus, it was no impact for me to prepare programme as the full set drawing provided by 

client and architects.  

   

Mr. Wong : I think there was no impacts for me to prepare the master programme as our project just 

like traditional contract. The client awarded contract to us, and we used the information 

given by consultants and client to construct a building project in terms of time and 

quality control. 

   

Ting : So, before the end of interview, I got one small question more. Based on you experience 

and practices in the project site, do you know any impacts of using different planning 

and scheduling technique or software on the preparation of the pre contract master 

programme? 

   

Mr. Wong : Ya. Nowadays, construction technology was develop and change rapidly. Luckily, the 

software applications of the project planning were also updated to the latest version as I 

am easier to planning, monitoring and controlling the planning and scheduling works. 

Our company used the PRIMAVERA planning software. Thus, I can easily to track the 

activities with the help of software, and also it help me to shorten the preparation period.  

 

Of course, the traditional planning and scheduling techniques will be also used in 

combing both traditional and modern techniques into the PRIMAVERA planning 

software, such as Start to start, finish to finish, critical path, milestones and so on. In my 

working life as a planner, this all are practised everyday repeated and repeatedly.  

   

Ting  : I think that’s all for this interview session. Thank you very much.    
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On 12th February 2018, Westside III Residences Project Site, Desa ParkCity Kuala Lumpur 

  
Transcript 

 Coding Theme 

Ting : In this project, can you tell me about your working relationship between construction 

planners whom prepared the pre-contract master programme in this particular high rise 

building project?  

   

Mr. Koay : I think we are working like a partners as I assist him in preparing the master programming 

work in this project also. When the actual site work start, then I will fully implemented 

the master programme that prepared by him to achieve the milestones and critical path 

until the project completion.  

   

Ting : As project schedule planning is one of the most important concern in construction project, 

what are the impacts or influences of the project program or schedule planning in this 

particular high rise building project?  

   

Mr. Koay : Yup, definitely. I’m 100% confirmed that the master programme is really important and 

it is needed for the project planning in site work. For me, the master programme prepared 

by him will become a guideline where your project as to monitor the work activities and 

its sequencing. Unless there have some matters change, it may affect the master 

programme different with actual work programme, but so far no need.  

 

For this project, the actual work programme is almost same as the master programme. 

Our site is different a bit. Once you dealt with the late confirmation or late awarded, it 

will affect our commencement date of the master programme. This is because we got a 

lot of the activities, but we will used separated it with the master programme. It mean we 

don’t touch the master programme and we still insist on the following guidelines in the 

master programme.   

  

 

 

Tally with actual work programme 

 

 

 

Planning and 

scheduling 

management 

 

Ting : What are your expectations or requirement about planner’s competencies in preparing 

project pre contract master programme?  

   

Mr. Koay : No, I think he is good enough as a planner. I don’t know about other company, but Wong 

Chun Yen is much experience in programme planning. He can go for even detailed than 

us, although I am project manager, I also cannot fight with him. He can create much 

detailed programme for the project. 

 Good enough in project planning 

 

Much experience in planner job 

Production of detailed programme 

 

Experience-based 

skill 
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Ting : Alright. So, in this particular project, how do you evaluate planner competencies? As I 

carried out the theoretical information before, there are divided into two parts, there are 

several different types of competencies required to be performed by construction planner, 

one is the conceptual competencies and another is operational skill competencies. 

   

Mr. Koay : I am not sure about your division for competencies. However, for me, the planner is good 

enough in his scope of work. Because of his experience capability, so he is able to separate 

the whole work activities and his sequencing from the particular BQ, tender documents 

and the drawings for structural, architectural, external works and so on. The sequencing 

of the activities is much significant in the project site to proceed the construction works. 

If the sequencing of the activities in the master programme is wrong, it will affect our 

work start and work done as he need to change the master programme as well as the 

changes and amendments of the master programme will maybe cause us confusing and 

chaos in managing, monitoring and controlling the work progress. Then, for this project 

is different with normal condition, as I’m as a project manager supposed received the 

master programme from him and started to implement his planning as well. However, I 

had assist in the preparation of master programme for Westside III, so I clearly know how 

he created master programme in pre-contract stage. He is able to list out all the elements 

and define each construction techniques and method that should be applied to the project 

so that the project can be ahead from commencement date. Why I said “ahead”? This is 

because he had prepared two master programme actually, one is the totally fulfil the 

contractual period which is 36 months duration schedule, and he is also prepared another 

internal programme that is planned to complete in 33 months, ahead 3 months from the 

project contractual requirement. I think, this is the only our company will do like that, as 

prepared two sets of master programme. Our company is more emphasized the initial 

project planning. Initially, our company will spent a lot to study the real site condition 

and do the testing as like soil test, then planner will continue to study the projects 

documentation to ensure the planning of work sequences in completing the project can be 

smooth and correct as well. Besides, as a planner, he is doing more than that. He is always 

think and learned more about the technical knowledge such as the new technology that 

applied in the building design.  

 Experienced in separating the work 

sequences planning 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Prepared two sets of master 

programme within limited time 

frame  

 

 

Learned more about the technical 

knowledge  

Experience-based 

skill 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Time management 

 

 

 

 

Self-development 

 

Ting : Alright. So, do you think that it is suffice for construction planner to possess only basic 

technical knowledge? If yes, what are the impact of the level of technical knowledge 

possessed by the construction planner in preparing pre-contract of the master programme?   

   

Mr. Koay : No, as you said, the technical knowledge is the basics, it mean that planner supposed have 

the relevant knowledge especially in the construction field. And planner should bring 

 Learned more about the technical 

knowledge 

Self-development 
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technical knowledge into construction practice. So, more than time, your knowledge that 

you learned before will become your skill and lastly, you will become more experienced 

as you have learned and applied it by time to time and practised it repeatedly. So, initially 

you should at least have a basic knowledge and main concept in construction. Then, 

through a variety of change in construction, you may have learned new technology, new 

method, and so on through real project site work. It will only increase your practical skill 

and lastly gain more experience through this way. 

 

Strong basics in technical 

knowledge 

 

Planning and 

scheduling 

management 

 

Ting : What are the impacts of the planner competency in terms of operational competencies for 

example: working experience, skills and abilities in preparing pre-contract master 

programme by construction planner?  

   

Mr. Koay : Impacts? I think working experience is necessary in preparing master programme. As I 

mentioned just now, your experience will help you in sketching and separating the work 

activities and its sequencing in the whole project. You use your past experience in the 

previous project, and working together with your skill, no matter technical knowledge 

skill, communication skill, or the others. Combination of all your experience, skill, and 

potential will lead to the creation of more reasonable and reliable master programme, so 

that it can become a guidelines or baselines for the actual site work activities. 

   

Ting  What are the additional aspect which will affect evaluation of the planner competency in 

preparing the pre-contract master programme in this particular high rise building project?  

   

  For me, a planner can planning a good work sequencing and scheduling a reasonable 

programme and when applied into the site work, it will not lead to any incidents or the 

changes in the programme sequences, it can be counted as a good enough competent 

planner. This is because his programme is no wrong as I’m no need to re-changing and 

re-planning his programme. In the site, if the work sequences that he planned is wrong, it 

may affect my work smoothness as it may cause the progress delay. Giving one example, 

when wrong sequencing of work happen, the actual work in the site may stuck and I 

forced to rearrange the schedule of work and the connection between each work activities 

will be throw into confusion, and site planner forced to reconnect the work sequences and 

lead to the site progress delay directly.  

 

 

 

 Conformity of master programme 

with actual work programme 

Planning and 

scheduling 

management 
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